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Pressure uf events in tlic United States rather than 
immediately urgent need in Canada is thought to be the most 
likely reason wliich will impel Canada to undertake F U L L -  
F L E D G E D  R A T IO N IN G  of supplies. So far, the worst buy- 
ing orgy by Canadian consumers has been in woollen goods, es­
pecially men's suits. The March figures, when they arc avail­
able in a few weeks time, will probably be away up in the 
clouds. February sales of men’s clothing, released last week, 
show an increase of 26 per cent, part of which is due to higher 
jirices. This index for all retail sales in Canada is up by 18 per 
cent compared with February, 1941. Biggest jump in February 
sales was in SH O ES A N D  C AN D Y . Both did a third more 
business than in the same month last year. Their sales were 
more than 90 per cent greater than in February, 1939. By eco­
nomic areas the variation in buying was very marked. Shoe 
sales in Quebec province were tip 48.7 jier cent; in the Maritimes 
up 41.6 per cent; in Ontario up 32.6 jier cent; in the Prairie 
l^rovinces up 21.6 per cent and in British Columbia up 18.8 
per cent. There is no doubt Ihat Canadians are enjoying a 
buying spree compared with 1939, but how far this is in line 
with increased war purchasing power and how far it is “hoard­
ing” is not clearly evident. In February, the general index of 
retail sales was 54 per cent higher in February, 1939. In all 
probability this represented a much greater increase .than the 
corresponding rise in national income. Success of the SU G AR  
R A T IO N IN G  P L A N  on a voluntary basis indicates that Can­
adians are ready to respond to an organized appeal and that 
such appeals are more readily put across here than in the. Unit­
ed States. Though pressure of short supply in the case of sugar,
w oo l and other necessaries o f life w ill make com pulsory ration- Judge A. M. HARPER, •
ing inevitable sooner or later, it was hoped that this country Is In Kelowna Investigating the . needed
might avoid a complicated system of compulsory rationing for the WhlTham*!“cha1rman of the transpor-
a considerable time so long as supplies were carefully husband- B .a F r iu  Board He tation committee, states his conunU-
cd and other forms of conservation thoroughly used.
rapidity with which the United States is approaching a nation- vegetable Board,
wide ration system suggests that Canada will not lag far be-
O K jd  V o t e
Vote Early Is Plea
O f  Plebiscite Groups* 
Volunteer Workers
Early Vote W ill Make Task of Volunteer Workers 
Much Easier— Complete Organization Has Been 
Set U p  For Each Polling Subdivision to See That 
as Large a Vote as Possible is Polled— More Cars 
Needed for Monday Afternoon— Public Asked to 
Find Own Transportation to Polls Unless in Case 
of Extreme Necessity— 3,051 Names on List, but 
Others Can Also Vote
W ins Honors
Th e  Citizens’ Plebiscite Committee has completed plans for getting out as large a vote as possible on Monday and has 
set up an organization to check the voters and to contact those 
who have not voted by one p.m. In the city polling divisions 
there are 3,051 names on the list, but, as indicated in another 
article in this issue, persons not on the list may vote.
One item of co-operation b y  the
R oya l Com m ission on  
M arke tin g  O p e n s  
Five D a y  Session
Evidence of Operations of Fruit and Vegetable M ar­
keting Boards Opened Before Judge A. M. Harper 
Tuesday Afternoon— Russell Stephens Praises 
' Vegetable Board and Opposes Move for Province 
W ide Set-up— ^Jewell Oiutlines Board Operations
Coast Board Could Learn From Interior
A.C.2 J. M. G. “MIKE" TALBOT
D.
hind. A  short time ago, the rationing problem in Canada was 
turned over to a full-time specialist who is charged with pro­
ducing a rationing “plan” for the Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board, if, as and Avhen required. Preliminary studies in this 
direction were made by the old Prices Board last summer. At 
that time it was believed that a F U L L -F L E D G E D  R A T IO N  
P R O G R A M  would cost between $12 and $18 millions to set
up and administer for the first commodity, with a much lower Next Monday is “Plebiscite Day,’ available 
cost proportionately for additional items. Since then the settings f^orme^that^if^^*^his^privUege^ to oiily for extoeme cases
Plebisciiie
Facts
able if needed to bring voters to 
the polls.
“We know it is a sacrifice for 
anyone to use gas and tires," Mr.
Whitham stated, "but it is also »  ,
national emergency and we hope Steady Stream of Citizens Pass
TWENTY-TWO 
HUNDRED VIEW 
ARMY TRAIN
that a few more patriotic citizens 
will volunteer the use of their cars 
for an hour or two on Monday af­
ternoon. Anyone so inclined should 
contact myself or phone Mr. Barton 
at 194.
“We also trust that the public will 
appreciate the fact that, while cars 
they are available 
For in­
stance, it is not intended to ask the 
their gas and
Through Cars to View  Ex­
hibition of Service Equip­
ment
A L L  M A D E  IN  C A N A D A
«Q H IP P E R S ,  generally, strongly favor the operations of the 
O  B.C. Interior Vegetable Marketing Board,’’ stated L. 
Russell Stephens, shipper representative on the Board, W ed- 
day afternoon, in-evidence given before the Royal Commission, 
,Son of Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Talbot, which under Judge A. M. Harper, is investigating the opera- 
of Kelowna, who, 6n Friday, was tions of marketing boards throughout the province.
g^e mJcLnSs iTfresentaU^^^ , shippers, Mr Stephens stated, appreciate that con-
the R.C.A.F. Technical Training trolled marketing has brought stability and that they can con- 
School at St. Thomas, Ont. It is re- duct their businesses with a minimum of risk under the present 
ported his marks 'were the highest set-up. Any change would be inadvised, the witness continued.
and he emphatically opposed the suggested merger of Coast 
and Interior Boards, and stressed that conditions in the two 
areas made such a move “absolutely impractical.”
T1i<3» Commission began its session here Tuesday morning 
and hopes to conclude its investigation of the Vegetable Board 
by Fj-iday morning. The B.C. Fruit Board investigation will 
follow. Little, if any, protest evidence is in sight, but it is rioL 
expected that the commission will be able to adhere to its orig­
inal schedule of sitting in Penticton and Vernon early next 
week.
Staff of Sixty Officers and 
Men oh Hand to Describe all
ever made at the school. A.C.2 Tal' 
bot enlisted in the R.C.A.F. in Van­
couver last June. He is twenty-six 
years of age.
LEGION
WORKING FOR 
YES”  VOTE
up o f  regional offices ansi other m achinery for adm inistration ex^clse the r ^ t  of l^ o t .  ^
o f the price ceiling has paved the w ay  for any scheme that m ay 27th from eight in the morning until tires driving- able-bodied people to
u ltim ate ly  be introduced. eight in the evening, Daylight Sav- the polls. Every person sho^ ^^ ^^ ^
Types of Equipment Used Secretary Outlines Stand Tak- 
by Canadian Army Canadian Legion onen
Plebiscite
^ ____  , . Twenty-two hundred men, women — —
ing Time. an effort to get to the polls him- and children of Kelowna and dis- “The Canadian Legion in B.C. does
While iists of voters have been self. Friends and neighbors wiU be trict spent two hours viewing Can- not agree that the forthcoming pleb-
„  ' _  , ■ . j  X „ ___ orenared it is important to remem- found to be more, than wiUing to ada’s army train at the C.N.R. sta- iscite is necessary, but the Grovem-
George S. Grey, newly-appointed transit controller in the jjgj. j^^g ’^^hey are “open" lists— t^hat co-operate in this matter and peo- tion last Friday night. -Long before ment of Canada has decided there
BRUHN SAYS 
HOPE ROAD TO 
BE FINISHED
Hearings of the Royal Commission 
to. investigate the operations of the 
provincial Marketing Boards opened 
in the Court Rom in Kelowna on 
Tuesday afternoon, under Judge 
A. M. Harper as Commissioner.
The proceedings opened with a 
brief analysis by Gilbert Hogg, 
counsel for the Fruit and Vegetable 
Boards, of the system of marketing 
conducted in the Interior in con-
m unitions and suonlv department, said in a departmental state- is, in either urban o-r rural polling pie with cars who are driving to the the train of fifteen cars was spotted shall be one, and the Legion is work- V7ill Complete Surfacing of operated by the
* p “ N A T I O N A L  divisions, any qualified voter whose polls should make arrangements to in front of the,station, the platform ing for and voting ‘yes’ one hun- NT..,., Coast Marketing Board w th  refer­
m ent recently that transportation has become a W A IIU IN A L , has been omitted may vote on have their non-driving
P R O B L E M .’
Vernon Road and Erect N ew  
Bridge at Powers Creek 
This Year
neighbors was a milling mass of humanity and dred per cent,” W. N. Talbot, secre-
Onlv by the most careful use o f all agencies, polling day in his polling division accompany them." once the cars were in position,, the tary of the Kelowna branch, stated
, , . J . ■>. . . by.taking the required oath and be- . “Vote early” is the plea of R. F. long line of spectators started o n ’Tuesday,
public.and private, can we assure a sate margin 01 transit secur- vouched for by a voter whose parkinsqn, chairman of the polling through the cars to view the exhib- “So far as the Legion is concerned 
itv ’ ’ he said Greatest and most flexible agency was the pri- name appears on the list of voters divisions committee, who has charge its of Canada’s war effort in the plebiscite, we are not inter-
for such polling division. I f  a person of the entire organization in the The sixty officers, non-coms, and ested in party politics, but are pro-
vate car. Gasoline, tire, and new automobile rationing wouiu go omitted lives in an urban f i l in g  city, checking the vote and contact- men who compose the staff of the foundly concerned about winning
i‘t «  D-pnpral iiqp anrl thrust increased burdens on oublic division, he must produce his Na- jng those persons who have not Army Exhibition Train had a busy this war,” Mr. Talbot said.  ^x..
cu-ta il Its general use ana tnrust increasea ouraens ori puu Registration Certificate as voted. time explaining the hundreds of “ In October.” Mr. Talbot contin- Japs N ow  Working on Three growers and smoothed the road for
transit systems. “ I t  becomes the. duty o f the autom obile ow - vrell as take an oath. “Every person who votes early items on display, from Mills bombs ued, “the Dominion Command of the the Board,
ner therefore to make everv  mile a useful m ile ,”  M r. G ray  said. GeneraUy speaking, every^person ^gj^gg jj. t^at much easier for the to tanks; and proudly pointed out legion got out a^program f o r ‘Total
’ ’ I -ui T * - UK over 21 years of age, resident m volunteer workers who will be to their listeners that every item is War and urged the Government to
Cars must be made to last as long as possible. L e t  neighbors Canada during the last twelve g^d contacting the made in Canada by Canadian work- accept it. Some of its features have
N O  N E W  C O N S T R U C T IO N  
H E R E
ence to vegetable marketing.
Mr. Hogg stressed that a voluntary 
system of marketing had been in 
effect amongst vegetable growers 
prior to the setting up of the B.C. 
Interior Vegetable Marketing Board. 
This situation aissiired the approval 
and co-operation of the vegetable
and workers pool their private car resources and travel 
groups. Use one car instead of'five. Public transit systems last, can vote. 
could not begin to carry the load if private cars were suddenly ^^Eve^C^nadi^^^ 
withdrawn.
.Turn to Page 5, Story 7*
“KELOWNA”  O.C.
W a r  industries and other concentrations o f work- ty’s forces or'’ corps,^th in or with- OITTI NEEDS
Canada, is entitled to vote on
__ -nlebiscite in advance of polling
The transit controller. outlined day,
ers and the armed forces are expanding rapidly and their re- t^e
quirements must come first. - — —- ----- --------- -----  — . ,. . , .
th is five-point program in solving transit problems. 1. Adjust- gu the voters ‘ “
men. been acted'upon but the whole pro-
The exhibition starts with a por- gram cannot become operative un-
trayal of a headquarters imit and less a ‘yes’ vote prevails. _____ ^ _________________ ________
the communication facilities em- “Contrapr to what some people puched just as quickly as it can be. 
ployed to keep the staff in, touch think, voting ,‘yes’ is neither an en- Work is in progress there now. ^ and 
with every point in the Une, Wire dorsement nor condemnation of Mr.- j^jg crew will be increased shortly, 
laying outfits, portable iself-contain- Mackenzie JCing, but. a means of j  ^ras Minister of Public Works 
ed wireless sets and radio telephone saving ourselves from destruction. ,v^ ,Jlen that road was commenced 
technique were demonstrated by the I f  we are to win this war, we do not gj.j  ^ very first things that
® i ® ^ Relocation of counsel emphasized that opera-
Some Sections of Revelstoke tions applied entirely to produce 
Road— N e w  F e rry  at Sica- shipped outside in carload lots. In 
mous- addition, deals were not on consign­ment as at the Coast,-where the 
igrower does not know what price he
ments in working hours by industry and labor, 
of “rush hour” shopping. 3. Right-of-way for mass trans­
portation vehicles, efforts by municipal authorities to keep 
.streets clear for free movement and less parking bn main thor­
oughfares. 4. Diversion of equipment to essential requirements 
and elimination of duplication or overlapping. 5. Curtailment 
or discontinuance of certain interurban bus services.
views of the Canadian'people on the 
following question:
Are you in favor of releasing 
the Government from any obli- 
: gation arising out of -_any past
commitments ' restricting th_® 
methods of raising, men for mili­
tary service?
Lieut. V. Davenport, R.C.N.R., ------ --------------------------------------- . , ---------- ---------------- . . . ___________
.. ___ j ___  „  nn on im- Commanding Officer of H.M.C.S. officers and men in charge, and the mean winnmg the war for Wmsto i  did when I again became Minister
_ . - j  au me woiers_ in Canada on a '  Kelowna, replying to a letter from sightseers realized that twp-y^ay Churchill or l^ckenzie King, but to recommend to Ottawa the
2. A vo idance i» r t^ t^  ^ue^iOTi^to^^^c^mn^ t^^ communication is the lifeline of for ourselves. To prererve our o ^  ggjjjpjg^jg^ g^j^gj j.gg^ gg g^g^g^gg
that his men would appreciate fresh military strategy. ” i®3sure." So spoke Hon. R. Bruhn,
fruit in season .and that woollen Citizens moved on to see com-. we musi; nave jviimstel: of Public Works in the B.C. _  _______ _
comforts and reading material ^ e  pletely self-contmned dental and Waf • _  ^  ^  during a visit to Kelowna ou\ toe spies'Vgency-has been ^
needed. He also states that fom s field hospital units, in c it in g  port- ^ t a ^ ^ a r  means Saturday.  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ up by the V e g e W  Board, and is
of amusement such as games or bat- able X-ray equipment l!hese units, their caoacitv in such pos- interview with The Cour- a non-profit corporation: This agency
tery radios would be vastly appre- as aU others, are completely mechan- | g^ ier, Mr. Bruhn stated that some five does not handle the produce physi-
Ciated by the men of the ship* • ito/I qt»o an m/HaaIc wif.h llionb oS tntfy aFc 1/1^  11 r\-P _11_ _ ______ 1 _„i_ _'_i__
“The Hope-Princeton road w ill be * *. i . -t_j  { . , „ i _____j i ___________ij. w ill receive for his produce. In the
Interior,, the grower sells to the 
shipper, the vegetable sales aigency 
employee, at a “firm price” because 
the selling agency has an order for 
the produce before the grower sells.
A  further difference from condi- 
tibns at the Coast is that pack i^  
houses in the Interior, are distribut­
ed over a wide area, and there is no 
central warehouse.
In the Interior, Mr. Hogg pointed
ized and are carried on wheels ith 
their own motive power.
Curtailment of R A IL W A Y  P A S S E N G E R  'T R A V E L  for
pleasure purposes is only in the exploratory stages, though some 
definite form of action would not be surprising. If services are 
curtailed, it will not be altogether because the railways find 
thernselves unable to handle the traffic, but to save labor, mat-: 
erials and fuel to ensure that adequate equipment will be 
ready at all. times for military traffic. Railwaymen readily ad­
mit that in certain sections of the country passenger traffic, 
conditions are tight. The lines from Montreal to Toronto, 
Montreal to Ottawa, Montreal to Quebec, have witnessed an ex­
ceptionally heavy increase in passenger movements since the 
outbreak of war. But the real tightness is not in those three
Returning Officer H. V . Graig 
Releases List of D.R.O^s and 
Loertion of Polling Stations
fill It means co-oneration between of blacktopping would be im- cally, as a general rule, but works
tneir o  ouve o er. the workers and management in the dertaken this year between here through shippers. The shippers, by
Spectators viewed the equipment Turn to Paee 5 Story 8 ' and Vernon to complete the unpav- contract with the Vegetable Board,
issued to each enlisted man and in 
addition had a pre-view of toe new 
walkirig-out dress uniform now be­
ing issued to all soldiers in Canada. 
This uniform is similar to that of 
the A ir Force except for its khaki 
shade and w ill replace the second 
battle dress uniform previously is­
sued. Soldiers will turn in one bat­
tle dress uniform and receive the
LOCAL PRINCESS 
TO SPEAK AT
Kelowna Divided Into Ten Polling Divisions W ith  walking-out uniform in. exchange, W , T. L. Roadhouse to Judge 
Seven Polling Stations in the Adjacent Districts S  in Wenatchee Parade
Machinery Set up For Recording Kecora Vote in troops before proceeding overseas. Wenatchee Apple Blossom Festival 
r*54- «  n i c f r i r t  The long line of residents were leav^ today,■^ur^ay, for the
L/lty ana XJlsrriCX particularly interested in the vari- southern city. The party will consist
—--------------------- - ous weapons of,destruction on dis- Mr. and Mrs. W. T. L. Roadhouse,
E L O W N A  City will be divided into ten polling divisions, play^in the cars. _The_ la rges tw h o^ vu lljh a p ero^ ^ ^
ed section of this roadr“ A  double agree to abide , by regulations and
flushcoat was considered,” Mr. orders of the Board. Board membere
Bruhn stated, “but in the interests are made up of two elected grow-
of permanency, we decided that the ers’ representatives and one ship-
blacktopping was better.” pers’ representative who must be
A  new bridge at Powers Creek is approved by the Board.
* w n  A TC'T planned but this wiU be all the In contrast to the Coast Boards,
K U Y A L  K A I yI I  j l  I r ,  I new construction m south Okana- Mr. Hogg mentioned that the In-
^  gan this year. “The Highway Com- terior Marketing Board members
mission’s policy this year is to avoid have held their positions since The
Turn to Page 5, Story 6 Board’s inception, and the Board
■ ______ keeps in close cohtact .with powers
and shippers throughput the year 
through circulars dnd grower dele­
gates.
A M M T T A T  FinaUy, it was pointed out that
jr \ lY IY U A L f  there was no quota-oii .grower pro­
duction as at the Coast, but that the 
Board can prohibit or restrict the
HOLD AQUATIC
sections, but in the Intercolonial line from M O N T R E A L  T O
H A L IF A X . Extraordinarily heavy passenger traffic has been Hst o rS stricts“andlai^^^^^^ sembfed^a?sS%Uete"^^^^
■ • . . . .  . ., « , r i_i i. ..............  .. 1 uses be'’
delayed
The annual meeting of the Kelow- marketing of any class or type ofn A A wnll 'Via ''mm.mm^ Jmm i Xt. _ ...1.2 KE l u w i v /v i..uy w ill up uivm^u in iv  ucii ish Columbia,’ Miss Barbara Cook, na Aquatic Association wiU be held produce by the shippers.announces Return ing O fficer H, V. Graig, who has released. the seventeen-year-old daughter of tonight, (Thursday), in toe Aquatic____  a Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Cook, Royal lounge. The meeting, which is sched- Jewell on the Stand ''
moving between the two points for months past and there is no ^  '  district pursuant to the h^  ^ A  d'^orated car has been arranged pole  ^
for “Princess British. Columbia” in the activities for fhe coming season. .the B. C. Interior Vegetable Mar-andindication of any slackening. Regular and increased services April 27 next. Following is a complete list of all city and dis- or
have been maintained by the Canadian National R ailw ays  w ith - trict polling divisions together with the boundanes of « c h  dm - Tern to Page to, stor,
sion., X . X r- j  Sion Also included in the list is the name of all returning of-out apparent difficulty. In otlter parts of Canada, passenger
tra ffic  on the railways has increased substantially, but the pQjjjjjg jjiyjgjojj 34  ^^nown as Ke- lowna Richter, is bounded by Ber- 
orilv  sections which are o f immediate concerii are the four men- lowna North, has John V. Ablett as nard A v ^ ^ ,  Ethei s tr^ t, city
. , . • t X • ■ 1 r»R O  and the noil w ill be held m limits and Richter Street. Mrs. Etta
tioned. T h e  congestion, where it exists, is not in the luxury .jjj'g Building. T^® divis^ Mitchell is toe D.R.O., andr4he poll
end o f  the travel business, but in the M ASS M O V E M E N T  O F  ion is boimded by Gaston Avenue, will be situated at the Scout HaU.
T>Tr -oATT TVyf ohrv>lr- oniiJrv Clement Avenue, Ellis Street, the jvjrs. Phyllis ’Trenwith and Ken-P E O P L E  B Y  R A IL . Motive power and ro llin g  stock equip- jgj^g front and the city limits. neth Ian Maclaren are the D.R.O.S
ment is adequate except on those sections mentioned. The roll- Polling Division 37, known as Ker for Polling Division 43, known as 
^ . , • • ■ U X -.cK .  inwna Mnrth-West is headed by Kelowna Penddzi, and the poll wiU
ing stock IS being used to its maximum, but not with, even Fisher as’ D.R.O., and the be held at Mrs. Verhegge’s bouse,
density o f traffic all over the country. , A  certain proportion o f polling station is at the I.O.O.F. Hall, comer of Richter ^ ^ G len w ood .ueiitviiy ui V , • j  ■ Boundaries of this division are: Ok- The boundaries-are Richter Street,
the m otive  pow er and ro lling stock has to be retained g^agan Lake, Gaston Avenue, Ellis Harvey Avenue, Pendort Street and
tions where passenger traffic is light in  order to  maintain regu- street, Richter Street, Bernard Ay- the southern city limits.
“  . . '... ... enue,, Abbott Street, Harvey Aveli- ■D.iuv.rt riKricinv. .
BOARD OF TRADE 
MAY EXCEED
the big parade, and the party w ill It is probable that this year’s regat- keting Board and acting DMhager of 
attend all the official functions, in- tamay be one of the chief topics for Interior Vegetable MarketingAgen- 
cluding the Queen’s Banquet, where discussion. Turn to Page 4, Story 4
“I^incess British Columbia” and —^  • • ' " ' ■ ■
Mr. Roadhouse w ill speak briefly. 
Mr. Roadhouse has alsq  ^been ask- 
A nTUfYT A Y /^YY' A M I '  ®d to serve as one of the judges of AIMIMUALi u K A Iy 1 floats m the parade. -
The party wiU return oh Sunday.
Kelowna Council Advised That yytvv Y 'a  A C U
Japanese Situation Incurred 1 W  l i i L i  A ^ A m ^H
Unforeseen Costs— May Ask 
Additional Aid ALBERTA COUPONS
Women Asked  To Help
In Beef Prices Survey
First ' Consumer Survey by Aiau cattle have been shipped to
Wartime Prices and T rad e  ^  markets, ^ where t ^ y  have 
■D _ J • ii/r X. <-i brought, a good price. ' The ship-Board is on Meat Conditions jjjgj f^g jjp.y(^ gygj.^  have been so large
•— Women Asked to W rite that in some sections of this coimtry 
Ottawa beef has become almost a rarity :
___ __ on the markets. The Canadian con-
Local consumer reaction to the sumer is beginning to howl, but the 
meat situation is being sought by Canadian producer asks why he 
the Consumer’s Service branch-of should not sell on the U.S. markets 
the Wartime Prices and Trade where , he can get a; higher price.
own, pacKOO 3  Xve-„;a-Rl«i.'ter Streot and known as Ke- S S S S T v a S ’S f  S’^ s l o i ?  “A y rn ^ l'
■The Canadian Press News.” CU„;a„._ Avajue ........... . ¥ark, has E »e ^  dohn ^ Ma- r e T e a S ’ S U ‘ro^„^“';rA“!i,a^' cLadjan price c !m „g
lar service, so that this equipment cannot be m oved w illyTnilly gg g^ j^ city Park.
to areas where the m ovem ent is heavy. , David Addy and Thomas Craft are
^A letter from the Kelowna Board 
of Trade in regard to unforeseen ex- ' 
penses, incurred as a-result of the 
Japanese problem, was received by
Polling Division 41, luiown as Ke­
lowna South-West, has Mrs. Orpha _ _ ,
Cushing as D.R.O.; and the poll the City Council at its meeting on 
D.R.O.S for Division 38, known as win be held at 174 Cadder Avenue. Monday night.
Kelowna Central, and'toe polling boundaries are: Pendozi Street, 'The letter pointed out that, owing 
Canada’s soldiers airmen and sailors overseas soon w ill place is at Toe H rooms. This polling Abbott Street, lake front and the to added expense of telephone ca l^  
. * TTr-r^ T^ -r^ -T Tr »TT-«t»rciT> A'oi3’T> *Ko;,- /■.xtrn division is bounded by Ellis Street, southern city limits. x _ j x n
have A  W E E K L Y  N E W S P A P E R  o f their own, p ked Bernard Avenue. ichter treet and V 'll Af
Interest Coupons of Province 
of Alberta Bonds Held For 
Six Years— T^o be Cashed 
Under Protest
By resolution, theycity of Ke-
w ith  cabled items from Canada . -i x j r ' Polling Division 35 is known as nc t v r o  and the noil will •*>-» Muuec*' ucxuxc me jrcai was eui.. aumc jfcais me x-xuvxin.-e m x^xeexm ,
a four-page tabloid printed in London, will be distributed free Kelowna Suburban, and the D.R.O.S u -ij at 286’Abbott Street The In anticipation of this eventuality, has paid only 50 per cent o f the in-
xxax.K .inJt the ranadian W e s  in Britain are William Metcalfe and George “iJX L  Board thought it advisable to terest due, arid the City of Kelowna The board 1each week-end to every unit of the Canadian torces in  ^ ha« as its inform the r itv  Council of the situ- ha« held the .•ntere.<;t couoons. rin the the prace mci
ori beef seems inevitable.
is anxious to; know is 'As in the wheat crisis which'pre- 
in reasing in this area? ceded meats as the board's prize
cceptance 01 me reaucea raie. xx,.v,x cm,* ,»x.tx» w  jxcijr ------ ------- _
As toe six year period covered by for it? Is the quality as good as and Prices Chairman Donald G
t n i^xanaaiaq l c m Vm 'th City ;to^ s' int es p ^oh i i r i  m t i _ r  g-e
The announcement was made by J. A. McNeil, general mana- boundaries Cleritient Avenue, Rich- p_ggjj aigg includes City Park. ation, in the hope that the Cbuncil grounds that payment would be an Are to ^ e  shortages. Is_ it difflcult
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USMBEK o r  “CLASS A" WEEKLIES
Winner. 1839, 1840. 1941
Charles Clark Cup
KmbUnistia el the best sU-ruund CUm B w*«klx la Csasds.
Winner, 1939. 1941
MacBeth Memorial Shield
Eat.M«»*tk at tt« bat edilorUJ t««« bi iu cI»m i» Caosds.
Winner, 1938
M. A. James Memorial Shield
Emblematic of the beat front l »g e  in ila cUaa in Canada.
G. C. Rose. President 
n. A. Fraser, Secretary
iranspurtation will be available but it is being 
furnished by jMlfiotic citizens for those persons 
who cannot hnd tlicir own transi)ortation to the 
jtolls and who must have .some sort of transpor-
tatiofi. ' ■ ■'
Actually, little transport should be needed, 
h'aniilies should gtr and vote together. Persons 
with cars should ask their neighbors who have 
no cars if they can drive them to vote if the poll 
should be some distance away. A  little thought 
and a little consideration on the part of the public 
will eliminate much needless but costly running 
back and forth.
On Monday make this your Golden Rule: 
Vote early and see that all your family, your 
friends and neighbors do likewise.
the beginning of a progressive curtailment oi 
machii'ie*tuade things for civilian use. If the wai 
goes on mudi longer, wc may hud ourselves ap­
proaching the self-reliant cumruunily existence 
which we found .so jdcUircsgue in retrospect, and 
which i>roduced the pioneer forefather vve profess 
to ailmirc so much. And it must be admitted that 
those pioneer forefathers seemed to enjoy life, 
and certainly left a legacy behind them wliich has 
been worth treasuring.
R. P. MacLcan, 
Editor and Manager
The Kclowi.m Courier ha* hy far the BreaUit = "
any newipaper circulatiinj In the Central Okanagan a /■
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The Final W ord
Few, if any, readers of this paper, we believe, 
desire today that Canada should put forth any­
thing less than her utmost effort for the winning 
of this great and dangerous war. To those who 
do desire less than the utmost effort we can say 
nothing. If the present state of the world does 
not convince them, nothing will.
There may be some, however, who desire the 
utmost effort, but arc not convinced that in order 
to do wliat they themselves can towards that ef­
fort they M U S T  vote “Yes” in the plebiscite next 
Monday. To them we make the most earnest 
appeal that is in our power; and to them we sug­
gest certain arguments which seem to us to be 
overwhelming.
This is not a matter of reaching a decision, 
which may be brought about as well by a major­
ity of ten as of a hundred thousand. Those who 
vote “Yes” are authorizing the government, if 
and when it sees fit, to exert the most far reaching 
compulsion upon the persons and the sons, broth­
ers and husbands of those who vote “No. It is 
more important than we can possibly suggest, 
that those who vote “No^” should be faced with a 
“Yes” majority so overwhelming that they can­
not even dream of resisting it unless they are pre­
pared to tear Canada asunder. That compulsion 
cannot be imposed on a million electors by a mil­
lion and one, or a million and one hundred thous­
and. But the greater the majority, the more ir­
resistible is the mandate which ordains that the 
minority must accept the majority’s will— and 
the more confident can be our assurance that the 
minority will accept it.
It is our-belief that a large majority of the 
Canadian people desires the Government to feel 
itself authorized to impose overseas conscription 
whenever it judges it to be^  needed. . But that 
majority will not be adequately registered at the 
polls unless ALL. those who share this desire 
turn out and vote. Those who desire overseas 
conscription to be impossible will vote No to 
the last man— and woirian. They have every in­
centive to. This is not an ordinary election of one 
out of two candidates. In such a poll the voter 
who knows his side has no chance of winning 
may, well stay home. But in this plebiscite the 
“No” voters, even if they are certain of losing, 
have every reason for. wishing the poll the largest 
possible vote, for its moral effect in the hope of 
making conscription unworkable. Unless the 
“Yes” voters turn out in the same spirit, the re­
sult may be terribly misrepresentative of the 
country’s opinion.
A  Canadian who believes that Canada’s sel­
ective compulsory service forces should be liable 
lo  serve anywhere in the world vvhere they 
'.needed is quite entitled to believe that it was 
a mistake to hold the plebiscite, on that question. 
But, .the plebiscite having been determined op, is 
he entitled to stay away from it because he thinks 
it was a mistake to hold it? W e  believe not.
The ^^Kclowna^  ^ Needs Help
Kelowna has a ship carrying its name in the 
Royal Canadian Navy and nearly three-score men 
traversing the seven seas have a definite link with 
this city. What arc we going to do about it?
Organiziitions in this city are knitting for 
the men of the mercliant marine and for the men 
of the navy, the army and the air force; a fund 
for smokes is making a handsome contribution; 
the people of bombed Britain arc receiving the 
attention of a large group and prisoners of war 
arc cared for; generous support is given to all 
war charities. All this is excellent work and 
should be encouraged, but it is in the abstract 
and has no personal touch.
Kelowna is the— shall we say?— “mother 
city” of the ship which bears her name and three­
score men have a definite and personal interest in 
this city and the citizens of Kelowna have a de­
finite and personal interest in every man serving 
on H.M.C.S. Kelowna.
The Board of Trade has written the Com­
manding Officer of the ship and has received a 
reply that fresh fruit in season, reading matter, 
three battery radios and games would be appre­
ciated by the men under his'command.
There is a welter of committees for this and 
that in this city and surely there is room enough 
for . one more committee with the particular task 
of seeing that these men of the Kelowna, who are 
risking their lives daily on the high seas, receive 
a little personal attention from the citizens of 
this city and get everything that will make their 
daily task of war the more comfortable.
It is no small honor for this city to have a 
ship of the Royal Canadian Navy bearing its 
name. But honor usually carries responsibilities 
and this case is no exception. It is the duty of 
the citizens of this city to organize a body devot­
ed to the task of seeing that the men of Kelowna 
have all they require in the matter of woollen 
comforts, reading material, • fruit and anything 
else which may contribute to their welfare and 
happiness. Kelowna has never failed in a task 
of this; kind. It cannot afford to fail in this in­
stance.
Reviving The Reserve
It is encouraging to learn that the Reserve 
Army of Canada, which has been treated as a 
poor relation by every Government and every 
Parliament in office since the Great W ar, is now 
to be recruited up to full strength.
Plans are maturing for a co-ordinated drive 
to fill the ranks of every unit in this military dis­
trict. Similar drives doubtless will be organized 
throughout the Dominion. General staff officers 
and the commanding officers of the various regi­
ments which have been active during the present 
war, as they were in the Great W ar, have been 
stimulated by advices from Ottawa that.adequate 
appropriations will be forthcoming to ensure the 
success of training work.
1-s.st year the for the R eserve A rm y  was
whitlU'd down by $iO.(MX),(XM) with tlie result that 
historic Canadian regiments which had fought in 
every contiict since the Northwest Rebellion 
were greatly handicajiped in the matter of funds 
available for training and were faced with the ah 
ternalive of reducing the strength of tlieir units 
from SCO to 300 men, or reducing the meagre pay 
of the men to almost nothing. It is now expected 
that tire estimates for the present fiscal year will 
make ample provision for the training of all units 
of the Reserve Army, which are to be brought 
up lo the strength of the Active Army units. This 
means 802 men to each infantry regiment.
'I'he civilian committees which have [irornis- 
ed enthusiastic co-operation with the military au­
thorities in the recruiting drive launched on 
April 13 are to be commended for the part they 
are jrlaying. If invasion of Canada is to be con­
sidered a possibility, every citizen who is able 
to bear arms might be needed. Tlie Reserve 
Army, now reduced to one-third of its former 
strength, would be infinitely better than a hastily 
assembled and untrained mob, if its former pres­
tige and efficiency were restored. That is the 
goal at which the military authorities are now 
aiming. Canada needs a keen, businesslike and 
efficient Reserve Army as never before.
Eric Knight Talks Plainly » »
British author’s radio message to Canadians.
There is only one thing worth speaking over the 
radio in any land at any time—and that is truth. But, 
truth is not a positive thing—it is not absolute. Each 
man brings his own truth, colored by his own life, his 
own prejudices, his own prides, his own loves and hates. 
Tonight, I try to bring you my truth—that you should 
like it or not like it—is a secondary matter. Only be­
lieve it is the truth as I  see it.
I speak, of course about the war. I  have just come 
over from England—am just freshly peeled off an Atlan­
tic Convoy. I suppose, then, I should tell you something 
about England, about the people of London, how they 
carry on, but I  think, perhaps, you are tired of hearing 
of the fortitude, the courage, the determination of the 
men and women and children of Britain who have stood 
up under the unkind and bloody rain from the heavens. 
You have heard it—it is old hat.
Let me tell you how you, the people of Canada—this 
great, rich land of Canada itself looks to us. I  am not 
a Canadian. The only right I  have to speak plainly to 
you is becaus'e I once came here and put on your uniform 
and served beside your own men and saw them die in 
another war.
And why not let’s start talking plainly. One of the 
troubles of our democratic front in this war is that we 
are not one unit. We are several countries—and we 
have to be “Diplomatic.” We have to be careful what 
we say for fear of offending each other. Well, here we 
take offence at what I say if you will.
But the plain truth about this war is that Democracy 
has not yet got down to the business of war. We all be­
lieve somehow, miraculously, that the horrors of war, 
by some special law of Divine Providence, can’t touch us. 
And each one goes on believing that, until the enemy 
is ten miles away, his tanks cutting through soldiers 
armed only with rifles; his planes bombing civilians who 
have no air-raid shelters.  ^ „
And so went France, Holland, Belgium, Denmark, Nor­
way, Greece, Crete, Hong-Kong, Singapore, Pearl Harbor 
—each one knowing intellectually that war was near; 
but each one somehow convinced spiritually that the
•
blood and slaughter and screaming steel could happen 
somewhere else—but not here.
We must learn to understand that if we are a united 
front, when It happens to us, it happens to us all. Re­
member the line of John Donen, from which Ernest 
Hemmingway took the title of his well-known book: 
“Do not seek to know for whom 
the Bell tolls—it tolls for thee.”
Remember that when a bomb falls and crushes the 
life from a British child—that child is your own small 
son or daughter who may be sleeping upstairs now. 
When a trapped soldier dies in a Malayan swamp—that 
is your grown-up son. When a Polish civilian, treated 
like a slave, emaciated by hunger, falls into a mass grave 
—that is you—you who listen now in your fine, com­
fortable house with your lusty Canadian dinner under 
your belt.
Do not be confused by this war, Canada. Do not be 
deluded by goose-headed .thinking! When the Nazi 
chiefs howl of Lebensraum, do you think they are talk­
ing of Britain? No,— t^here’s no living room in Britain— 
that tiny island now overcrowded by its forty-four mil­
lion people! 'When the paranoiacs of Berlin scream about 
colonies, do you think they are talking about some strip 
of banana land, or some unholy spot in a malaria-ridden 
jungle? Let us not be idiotic. When the thief smashes 
a plate glass window with a brick, he doesn’t 'take a 
dollar watch. He grabs the diamond crown in the centre.
Gerimany and Japan don’t want swamps and jungles. 
They want you—great rich sprawling Canada, rich with 
her endless wheat-bearing acres where a Heixenvolk 
could lord it over a slave population; Canada with its 
great and untold wealth of unexploited raw material. 
Those are the goals of Nazi war—Canada, Brazil, Russia, 
the United States—vast lands that lie amid untold re­
sources, the Itods with living room for the “Super-Race” 
that w ill allow you to become a new sort of white native 
to carry out their orders. ,
It is true, do not delude yourself. When you decide 
to rob the chicken roost of a settled order, would you 
Turn to Page 6, Story 1
Vote Early
On Monday voters should cast their ballots 
as early as possible in order to. facilitate matters 
for the volunteer committee endeavoring to get 
but the vote. If you have, voted before noon, 
your name can immediately be crossed off the list 
and you can be forgotten. If you have not voted 
before noon, your name rwill have to be watched 
and, finally, you will be contacted to see whether 
or not you are voting, and if not, why not.
The committee is purely a voluntary one, it 
should be emphasized Its members are not 
working because they are members of this or that 
political party or because they are personal 
. friends of this or that candidate. They are w ork -• 
ing because they believe it is essential for the 
welfare of the country that every vote be cast on 
Monday; they are working for love Of country.
For this reason every possible co-operation 
should be extended and the ordinary voter may 
give his cO-operation in two ways: by voting 
early and and arranging his own transportation 
to the polls.
As has been pointed out, the early voter as­
sists greatly by placing the committee in the posi­
tion of not needing to worry about him. He can 
carry his good citizenship further by arranging 
his own transportation to and from the polls. ^
' On Monday afternoon certain patriotic citi-. 
zens will be making a very definite sacrifice by 
using their own tires and gasoline to convey cer­
tain voters to the polls; they should not be im­
posed upon. Voters should remember that this, 
is not an election with political parties willing tO 
spend gasoline to curry favor. It is true that some
Back To The Simpler Life
It is three weeks now since the people of 
Canada embarked on a program which may pro­
duce profound changes in their way of living. 
Gasoline can no longer be purchased except on 
, presentation of coupons. The results are not im- 
rriediately visible, but, as the coupons become 
used up and as tires begin to wear put, a/ pro­
found change in the tempo of living will become 
apparent. This is by 'no  means a thing to be 
feared. W e always fear a change, and frequently 
look back when the changes have been forced 
upon us to wonder why we were afraid. The 
things which gave us the most apprehension 
often turn out to be for the best.
Men of mature years look back with regret 
on the passing of the horse , arid buggy and the 
leisurely ways of the 1900’s. W e may soon be 
forced hack to those leisurely days, and shall per­
haps regain some of the, valuable social assets 
that went with them. People may find time to 
reflect about things, notice the scenery as they 
go b y ; to write letters and read books. The pleas­
ures and entertainments -which are; so readily 
available now may come to he enjoyed better 
when they can no longer be taken casually.
It is quite true that man is a very adaptable 
creature. That is why he has survived in all 
climes to becoiUe master of the earth. But he has 
become master of everythiug except hirttself, and 
it cannot he denied that technological progress 
far outstripped, the growth of human wisdom to 
coritrol to advantage the great new powers which 
have recently been released and brought under 
human control. The pace of modern life has rob­
bed us of all patience with the amenities, and the 
mad scramble along coUgested highways is mark­
ed by bad temper and inconsiderateness. W e  
plead for care, courtesy and common sense, but 
find it so rarely that, when made manifest, it is 
a matter to remark Upon.
A  temporary retrogression in the matter of 
mechanical aids to living may well do us a world
of good. : A  people’s degree of civilization is not
measured by the amount of glazed tile, chromium 
plate and mechanical shortcuts with which, they 
have been able to surround themselves. The 
Chinese are generally regarded as a highly civil­
ized people. They live in spaciousness and digr 
nity where it is physically possible to do so, arid 
those who live in luxury live in the luxury of 
quiet surrounded by the exquisite products of 
skilled handicraft. It is quite possible to possess 
every accessory which technical equipment is 
able to produce and still be nothing hut a strid­
ent hurbarian, the more objectiouable to one s 
fellojv being by reason of the very osteUtation
which extravagant equipment encourages.
The shortage of gasoline and tires is only
•ne
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
t h i r t y  Y E A R S  A G O  
Thursday, A p i i l  11, 1913
The local squadron of B.C. Horse held a mounted 
parade on Good Friday in full luiiform, and the unusual 
spectacle in Kelowna of their scarlet tunics attracted a 
niunber of interested sightseers as the squadron rode 
towards the polo ground, where manoeuvres and field 
work -were carried out. The parade strength was about
thirty-five. '  ,
*  *  . *
At the annual meeting of the Kelowna Fire Brigade 
•War Canoe Club, on April 8th, the following omcers 
were elected; President, Geo. S. McKenzie; Vice-Presi-, 
dent. R. Sutherland; Manager, F. M. Buckland; Secretap’-. 
R E Denison; Captain, Max Jenkins; 'Vice-Captam, 
ciaude Newby; Trainers, R. Sutherland and I. M a^ae; 
Committee, A. Edwards, C. Newby. M. Jenkins, H. L. 
■Willits, F, M. Buckland, F. R. Newmarch, R. E. Demspn.
A t a special meeting of the Agricultural and 'ftades 
Association, held on April 6th, there was an attendance 
of less than twenty members to discuss the important 
question aE removing to a site in the City Park, as pro­
posed in the following resolution moved by T. W. Stir­
ling: “That this meeting is of the Opinion that it wouia 
be' to the advantage of the society and in the general 
interest if the City would sell the present show grounds 
and use the balance of the funds so obtained, over and 
above all expenses, in conjunction with the g o v e i^ e n t 
grant, for the construction of a show building m the
Park.” .v V
J. L. Pridham moved in. amendment seconded ny 
F R. E. DeHart: “Tliat we decide to build a ne-w build­
ing on the present grounds, or enlarge the present build­
ing to suit the conditions.” . • . ■
On being put to a vote, the amendment carried by 
a small majority and the piroceedings then terrmnated.
extending from Ellis Street to the lake, including con­
siderable lake frontage, to the Canadian Northern Rail­
way Co. for railway terminal purposes, at a figure of 
approximately $2,000 per acre.
T W E N T Y  Y E A R S  A G O  
Thursday, A pril 13, 1922
A ll the money by-laws submitted for the approval 
of the ratepayers on April 12th carried by decisive ma­
jorities. The figures were as follows: N a  333, Fire Ap­
paratus: for, 144; against, H . No. 344, Electric Light Sys­
tem Improvement: for, 1.50; against, 5. No, 335, Electric 
Light System Loan: for, 144; against, 5. No. 336, 'Water­
works System Improvement: for, I40; against, 13. No. 
337, Waterworks Loan: for, 135; against, 14.
At the annual-meeting of the Kelowpa Amateur 
Athletic Club, held on April 10th, the following officers 
were elected: President, H. P. Chapin; -Vice-President, 
Dr. J. E. Wright: Secretary-Treasurer, J. C. Urquhart; 
Executive: G. Tutt, J. Garner, C. W. Lees, F. M. Buck- 
. land. ' .'
A  meeting, attended by about three hundred fruit 
growers, was held in the Empress Theatre on April 11th, 
to afford an opportunity to discuss charges which had 
been made as to irregular practices and price cutting 
in regard to the handling of the 1921 crop, The prin­
cipal speakers for the shippers were E, Doberer, Presi­
dent, and R. M. Winslow, Secretary, of tiie B.C. T r ^ c  
& Credit Association, the shippers’ organization at that ■ 
time. Many questions were asked and at times the dis­
cussion became heated and charges and counter-charges 
of’ bad faith were buried, but the meeting finally talked 
itself to a fairly peaceful conclusion after six hours of 
debate. About the only definite concrete result was 
agreement that representatives of the growers would 
be entitled to attend future meetings of the Traffic &; 
Credit Association.
On Good Friday, V. R. Gilmore, late oL the Vernon 
YJVI.C.A., organized a troop of Boy Scouts from ,the 
pupils 6f the Public and High Schools and proceeded^^ 
give the boys preliminary training m the art of scoutmg. 
Six patrols were formed -with the frflow hg b ^ s  ^  
ers- C Jones, B. Fletcher, A. Curts, G. Curts, D. Mc­
Millan and W. Duggan. In compliance with the request 
of Mr Gilmore that a committee of citizens be appointed 
to assist the movement and select a Scoutmaster the 
City Council chose J. F. Burne, Geo. S. F. M.
Buckland, D. W. Sutherland, A. R. Lord, J^  A. Macdonald, 
Hugh Jenkins, T. E. Copper and J. W. Jones to act m 
that capacity.  ^ ^
/ Real estate was very active at this time and several 
large transfers are reported in issue, _^ e  most ^  
portant of which was the sale by D, W. Sutlmrland, F. R. 
E. DeHart, Elliott & Copeland and Miss 
fire block of property north of Bay iWenue 
Richter Street and the lake to the Grand Pacific 
Company, of Winnipeg. The ®*®®t
public but was understood to run well over $100,000. 'The 
Grand Pacific Land Co. were selling agents f6r_ the 
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway’s 
and active sales force covering .and
of agents in England and U^ ® United States, ^ e y  h^^^  ^
grandiose plans for development o l  the Kelovma teMt 
into a beautiful residential area with a 
drive the entire length, a winding drive at^the ^0^0* 
Knox Mountain had an eighty-foot boulevard from east 
to west through the entire property. While the dm®J°P' 
ment plans failed to materialize, many lots were ^ Id  
at high prices to prairie and Eastern '
rendered most of them to the City in default of taxes 
during the pinch of war conditions.. t
Other sales recorded included twenty acres of J. 
Conlin’s orchard property to H. B. Spencer, Genem 
Superintendent of the C.P.R. at Ottawa, at a pnee o 
$1,000 an acre. Another important sale -was that or 
sixty-five acres owned by. W. J. Marshall, near the Day- 
ritz Nursery, at $400 per acre. Mr. Marshall had bou^t 
the property three months before at $300 per acre. T. W. 
Stirling and Dr. B. F. Boyce disposed of some forty acres
Thursday, A p ril 14, 1932
About one hundred and severity men and womra 
attended the inaugural meeting of the Kelowna and Dis­
trict Ratepayers’ Association, held in the 1.0.0.F. .Hall 
on April 7th, when a constitution and by-laws received 
adoption. Election of officers.resulted as follows: Presi­
dent, J .E . Reekie; First Vice-President, J. A. S. Tilley; 
Second Vice-President, W. Charman; Secretary, W.^S. 
Dawson; Treasurer, W , Harvey; Executive: J. Brydon^ S. 
M. Gore, J. L. Clarke, T. Pitt and J. Gibb.
Reports submitted at the Annual general rneeting of 
the Kelowna Aquatic Association, on April 7th, revealed 
that the gross receipts from the Silver. Regatta for 1931 
had not been equalled in the history of the Association 
except upon the occasion of the visit of the Coldstream 
Guards band. The President, K. Maclaren, declined re- 
election and his place on the directorate was taken by 
J. B. Spurrier. C. D. Gaddes .and E. B. K. Loyd were 
re-elected, and the other members of the directorate for 
1932 were P. Tempest, F. J. Foot, E. M. Carruthers and 
W. R. Carruthers.
The City Council on April 11th accepted a recom­
mendation by the Police Commission that an agreement 
•be entered irito with the Commissioner of provincial 
Police for the policing of the city from June 1, 1932, and 
the Mayor and City Clerk were'authorized to execute 
the necessary legal formalities.
Although the Kelowna, Rod and Gun Club had not 
been particularly active during 1931, reports submitted at 
the annual dinner meeting on April 8th showed the fin­
ances to be in healthy condition, with more than thirty 
paid-up members. Election of officers resulted in choice 
of the following: President, Hugh Kennedy; Vice-Presi­
dent, T. Wadsworth; Field Captain, B. Hoy; S ec re t^ , F. 
Liu/zas; Executive: J- B.' Spurrier, Johnson, W. Spear, 
J, R. Conway, J. H. Horn, and R. Stirling* .
Continued on Page 8
SLIGHTLY ANNOYED ABOUT this whole column. 
Had it all written once for last week, but last week it 
was crowded out before the copy was set in type. And 
. . .  oh me! oh my! something happened to the copy in 
the meantime. 1 claim it was put out to be set last 
Tliursday and tlie backshop lost IL The hackshop claims 
Uiat it never saw It and I do not suppose It matters 
very much once it is gone . . . excepting Uiat I must 
now get somctlilng togcllier in a hurry. I was annoyed 
tills 1’uesday afternoon when the backshop came howl­
ing for tlie copy which I was sure was already in typo.
I was a little more atmoyed when I discovered that 
there was no copy. . . . ’Tlic worst of it all is that I can­
not remember what I wrote about. . . .
r p m
HAVE SPENT A  LARGE part of the afternoon at 
Judge Harper's investigation into tlie marketing boards.
It just got underway and most of it was routine. One 
fact soon became evident, however. There was nothing 
concrete to indicate It but the general atmosphere of 
the court—do you coll it a cqurt?—was friendly. No 
strong arm investigation this, with lawyers trying to cam 
their fees shouting at each other and browbeating wit­
nesses. Perhaps that Is because I f  is not a trial, but I 
suspect It is due, to a largo extent, to the kindly attitude 
of the Commissioner. First Impressions aren’t always 
reliable, but my first impression of Judge Harper is 
that he would be fair and unbiased, but endeavor to give 
every witness ja fair break to get his story across. In 
other words, unlike the impression given by so many 
judges when they arc on the bench, he seems to be a 
sympathetic and understanding sort of person. . . .
r p m
FUNNY, WHEN YOU W ANT ideas badly, they re­
fuse to come. When you are not in a hurry, you can 
usually chat along and fill a column before you know 
it. The only idea which comes to me now Is the Preston 
girl in Montreal, *o here goes to get that on paper before 
it, too, disappears. . . . Most readers of this column w ill 
remember that an anti-conscription meeting in Montreal 
in February turned into something of a riot and several 
thousand dollars worth of damage was done to various 
shops and businesses in the metropolis of Canada. The 
next morning several of the ringleaders of the riot were 
brought into court and fined the magnificent sum of two 
dollars and a half each. 'When I  was in Montreal eariy 
in March, a girl named Preston stood on a street comer 
and held a one-man . . . .  or one-woman . . . .  recruiting 
meeting. She caused no disturbance but was picked up 
by the police and the next morning was fined two dollars 
and a half—the same as the leaders of the property 
damaging riot. The English-speaking people of Montreal 
' were peeved. The Gazette and Star made it very plain 
that they thought the whole thing -was grossly unjust, 
but there it was. It would seem that you can do property 
damage in Montreal and get off very easily, but if you 
urge people to join the army . . . . well. . . .
r p m /
ONE COULD t a l k  ABOUT the plebiscite but sure­
ly we all have our minds made up to vote early and 
to vote “Yes.” The column did not hesitate to say that 
it disapproved of the plebiscite idea when it was first 
mooted, but the plebiscite is here and there is only one . 
thing to do unless we want to cut off our nose to spite 
our face. Heard the name of one man today who says 
he is voting “no” because he disagrees vrith the plebiscite 
idea. There is no hope for him. I f  he cannot see tiiat 
by voting “no” or . not voting at all he is deliberately 
spiking the guns which he claims to support—^well, he is 
beyond redemption. The fact, of course, is that he is 
just hiding behind a screen. He would rather appear 
to be downright dumb than admit he would change his 
mind. Unfortunately, there are some of us like that; . . .
"  . , r p , m.
'WHAT CAN DE DONE THROUGH co-operation in 
a -very limited time was shown on Friday night when a
■ dance was organized for the men of the army train 
which visited here. It was just about eight when officers 
of the train mentioned'to a local citizen that that night 
would be the fourth overnight stop for the men on the 
train in six weeks and that a dance would be muchly 
appreciated. . . . That started the wheels moving. Major 
Cameron, of the Dragoons, was contacted. He promised 
the use of the Armory and saw that the floor -was in 
fairly good condition. Some of his officers arranged for 
a jjiario to be brought from the Aquatic, while some of his 
naen started to organize an orchestra, lhat left one very 
essential ingredient for a successful dance—girls. The 
C-R.C.C. and the Hostess Club were contacted anfi re­
sponded in a splendid manner. The upshot of the whole 
thing was that a very successful d ^ce  was staged. The 
music was good, there were plenty of partners for the 
men, and the evening was an unqualified success. . . .
It all goes to , show what can be done in a hurry when 
everybody co-operates enthusiastically. The time was 
short but the irien of the Reserve Army came through 
arid the girls of the two organizations turned out. The 
reluctance of any one factor to co-operate would have
■ made the whole thing jmposrible. But, as is habitual in 
Kelowna, everyone was anxious to do his or her bit, 
and the men on the train were given a very pleasant 
evening. . . . That dance undoubtedly made many 
friends for Kelowna. . .  .
r p m
NOTHING BRINGS OUT more pointedly the con­
trast between the man of today and the man of the 
seventeenth century than the fact, whereas the modern 
man is fearful of keeping aWake, his ancestors of three 
centuries ago were fearful of falling asleep. I f  proof be 
needed, it can be found in tea advertisement? which ap­
peared in England in the 1600’s. Take the advertisement 
of Thomas Garway, prepared to dispense tea at reduced 
prices, which appeared in Mercurius Politicus in Sep­
tember, 1658. “Tea removeth lassitude, vanquisheth ■ 
dreams, easeth the frame, and strengthens the memory,” 
the advertisement said. “It overcometh sleep, and pre­
vents sleepiness in general so that without trouble whole 
nights may be passed, in study. It is of great avail to 
men of co^ulerit bodies, and to such as eat much flesh.
It cleareth the head, and maketh the frame active.” Ap­
parently those were the days when the business of the 
scholar, as of the saint, was to keep himself awake. A  
Dr. Cornelius Bonetekoe, of the University of Leydgn, 
who recommended tea' drihking in a big way—^twelve 
cups daily for the beginner and 200, for the seasoned 
drinker—also valued tea drinking for its ability to fore- 
stall marl’s great enemy, sleep. He saw it as a substitute 
for the rod in making pupils diligent, since he looked' 
with pity on the little school child nodding over his drill 
tasks; He thought how it might enable one to spend long, 
pleasant hours with friends and long, profitable hours 
with books. In fact, his recommendation for the drink­
ing of such vast quantities led some slanderers to charge 
he wrote his articles at the instigation of the East India 
Company. . . . What the men of the seventeenth century 
think of a world in which tea rationing may become 
serious as they down their myriad cups atop some gleam- ■ 
ing star only the spirits can know. Perhaps they are glad 
that they have fled this bourne to which the devil of 
sleep was always threatening trb return.
r I -n
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AIKMK,N OVERSEAS
GROW VEGETABLES
Mt^ -mbcxs oI u homb«-T «iquwdtC3>n 
which carries eij vegetable garden­
ing in spare time, two Victoria air­
men serving with the Royal Air 
Poirce in Great Britain are making 
a contribution to the war eitort on 
Uie civilian Iront.
Ttie men are Flight Sergeants R. 
F. Bradbury, wliosc home address Is 
1439 Mitchell Street, and F. H. Myl- 
rca, of Government Street. Duty
defence officer of the i»t|uad.ron is 
Sijuadron Leader T. W. Hay, a form­
er reaidenl of ttie Okanagan Valley.
CuJtivatsoM of liiirty-five acres of 
land by Uie squadron last year 
yielded more Uian 200 tons of vege­
tables. enifblliig the station to be 
sclf-supporthsg In Uist regard since 
last June.
HURRY-UP DANCE Fifty-Nine Persons W in  
PLEASES STAFF gavings Sweep
OF ARMY TRAIN
CANADIAN LEGION 
HOLD ANNUAL 
BRANCH MEETING
Even large icebergs will melt in 
a single day when they reach the 
warm Gulf StreotiL
Impromptu Dance Arranged Moiithly Draw Results in Dis- 
nn Rhi">rt Mrifiew in An«wer tn triUution of Uivc Hundrcd
Dollars in Ccr-on Short Notice in Answer to Troops' Demand for Enter­
tainment
and Eighty 
tificatcs
COLLETT HEADS 
COMMUNITY HALL
A, J. Chidley Elected Head of 
Pcachland Branch —  Legion 
Salvage Drive Unites With  
Westbank to Fill Car
M R . FA R M E R —
Protect your crop by
S P R A Y IN G  T H O R O U G H L Y
For best results use our
ARBENATE OF LEAD - CRYOLITE. 
NICOTINE SULPHATE and 
FLUXITE SPREADER
For the lawn use 
U P L A N D  F E R T IL IZ E R
For the best chicks use 
BUCKERFIELD’S CHICK STARTER and 
CjriICK FEED
—Also order your chicks here—
NOW AVAILABLE—THE
NEW VITA-MAID FLOUR
Contains Vitamin “B"
Bee our stock 
of
SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS
P A IN T S
tKe surface and A
■you
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
Phone 229 F E E D  STO R E  Free Delivery
After travelling acrosa Canada 
nigtst and day with only thr«sc over- 
niglit stops, the officers and men of 
the Army e?tliibition train were all
Five hundred and eighty dollars 
were distributed to the people of 
Uie Okanagan througli the medium 
of fifty-nine War Savings CerUfl-
Officers and Committee A p ­
pointed at Annual Okanagan 
Mission Meeting
re•ady to make tlie most of Kelowna, cates given as pr^cs In the monthly
and they had one central Idea, one 
question to ask Friday night, "Can 
a dance be m ranged?”
When the ciucstion was put at 
elgiit o'clock the immediate answer 
was ‘‘Yes," but just how it was to 
be done was another matter. Major 
Cameron’s O.K. assured the use of 
the Armory, and Dick Misener and 
“Tiny” Walrod took op the respon­
sibility for the orchestra. One v i­
tally important matter remained, a 
suirply of feminine partners for the 
slxty-two officers and men who 
comprised the military'staff of tlie 
'train.
The Women’s Canadian Red Cross 
Corp.s was contacted, and O.C. Mar­
ion Elmore promised their full co­
operation. Tlio Hostess Club rallied 
to the call, and anouncernents were 
made to the crowd at the station. 
The result was that when 10.30 roll­
ed around there was an ample sup­
ply of feminine pulchritude on hand, 
and the special guests and many 
Kelowna residents danced and made 
merry until the early hours.
Reports from the train en route to 
the Coast unite in praising Kelowna 
hospitality and the charm and 
friendliness of the Kelowna girls
sweep held on Monday night, April 
20th, by the casual sales committee 
of Uic Kelowna and District War 
Savings Conunlltce.
Fifty-six prizes were distributed 
to the buyers of tickets while three 
pUier prizes went to sellers of tick- The Committee has undertaken
The salvage drive, sponsored by 
the Pcachland Canadian Legion, Is 
trying to collect enougli by May 1
-------  to make a car load along with West-
The annual meeting of the Com- bank; Don of all kinds, old stoves 
munlty Hall Association was held ond farm machinery and rubber 
lust Wednesday, April 15, in the articles arc solicited. The salvage 
halL The balance sheet showed that is being collected in the W. Wil- 
the loan had been paid off. leaving Hams Garage and all those who 
a small balance to start the year, have articles that cun go Into Uils
to salvage car are asked to leave them
cts.
The two mala prizes of $50.00 cer­
tificates went to A. E. Tucker and 
Mrs. A. Bliss, of Kelowna. Two of 
the six twenty-flve-dollar certificat­
es found their way to Vernon, to 
Mrs. James Massey and Ed. Clark 
Leeper of that city. The four other
canvass the Mission for members, as there, 
the hall will need all the support It J. II. Wilson and G. L. Watt were 
can get In these difficult times. The appointed a committee to arrange 
Committee for the coming year Is us for salvage at the annual meeting 
follows: President, H. C. S. Collett; of the Canadian Legion, Branch 09, 
Vice-President, B. T. llavcrfleld; held Monday cve*iing, April 13, in 
St*crctary-Trcasurcr, D. A. Middle- the Legion Hall. This committee is 
mass; Bert Farris, Ted McKenzie, also actively engaged in canvassing
twenty-flve-dollar certificates came a . II. Stubbs, J. S. Stallard, Miss for a 100 per
for
cent vote "Yes” in 
the plebiscite AprilPcachland
• • • 27.
The many friends of Miss Phyllis jt n]go decided to apply for 
Sarsons will be pleased to hear that recognition of an Auxiliary Defence 
she has been appointed a Nursing Co,ps here.
Sister in the Royal Canadian Army Reports for the year showed that 
Medical Corps, and is now stationed r  successful. Four
Major and Mrs. K. Tallyour, of 
Tropanicr, were the guests of Mrs.
T E S T E D  S U P E R IO R IT Y
Heat and Waterproof 
Flexible and Strong 
W ill Not Crack
Bet the BEST— S C U T A N  A L L -P U R P O S E  BU D LD IN G  P A P E R  at
to Kelowna, the winners being Miss Joan Pnret and Miss Nan Collett.
Elsie ITaug, Mrs. Benmorc, Mrs.
Pauline A. Cook and John Truirzuk.
There were ten ten-dollar certifi­
cates and thirty-eight llvc-dollar 
certificates distributed.
The Kelowna Gyro Club is twen­
ty-live dollars richer by virtue of at Esqulmalt, 
one of its members selling the sel­
lers winning ticket and making it 
out in favor of the Gyro Club.
Appropriately enough two of the painter last Saturday, 
largest ticket sellers were in on the ■• • •
money with D. R. Butt, who was re­
sponsible for the sale of twenty-flve 
hooks, winning the second sellers’
A. letter has just been received prize of a ten-dollar ^rtiflcate, and 
from Copt. I^uis LeBourdais, press Quong, who sold twenty-two 
liaison officer, thanking all who books, winning the tmrd file rs  
conti^ibutcd to tho success of their prize of £i five*QOllcir cortixicflie, . .  ^ ^
in Kelcwna C^t? L e l^ rd a ls  The draw was conducted Monday Army Train, which was well worth 
writes in part: ’’Just a note to thank night over CKCPf with ^  Sln^son, a visit. • , ,  ,
you for your kindness to the mem- president of the Kelowna Gyro Club,
bers of the Army Train on Friday drawing the tickets. Appropriately Government films will be
night. You certainly responded to enough, IVp. Simpson cut h ln ^ lf In- shown on Monday evening, -April 2'7, -  -  j „  Earlier in the year
the occasiom. The boys are certainly the prize money by drawing his 3 p.m., in the Community Hall. ^ cmniiq r
SAFETY
Deposit Boxes
Provide a safe, fireproof depository for 
valuable papers. Their annual rental 
charge is reasonable. They are access­
ible at any time during office hours. 
Keep your Victory Bonds in a Safety 
Deposit Box.
-W e shall be pleased to discuss the matter with you-
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO., LTD
PHONE 98 * 1‘ IIONE 33;2
HELP CANADA KEEP FIT
whist drives were held and two soc­
ial evenings, with the proceeds go­
ing to cigarettes for the boys over­
seas. A  total of 8,700 cigarettes 
have been sent during the year.
The officers for tho year were 
elected as follows: President, A. J. 
Chidley; First Vice-President, A. 
Ruffle; Second Vice-President, G.
A  numb., o. ObunuSun Mission S S S T s S a o ? :
son, D. G. Grieg, V, Milner-Jones.
* » « -
The local fishing championship for 
the year goes to J. H. Wilson, who 
caught a beautiful salmon trout 
weighing thirteen pounds Wednes-
B. T. Haverfleld had as his guest 
last Sunday Colonel Longrldge, of 
Duncan, Vancouver Island.
residents went in to Kelowna on 
Friday evening to see the Canadian
loud in their praise of the treatment own ticket for a fiye^ollar certifi-
in Kelowna. The best dance, they 
say, of the entire trip and the nicest 
girls, more friendly and broadmind­
ed than those in the East.
"Thanks, toO, for the telegram 
and the apples to be put on at Pen­
ticton. Aitkens put on two cases of 
Kelo apple juice and Lt. James is 
certainly happy. He is wearing a 
broad smile today.”
The reference to Lt. James is in 
regard to the kidding he received as 
the only officer from British Colum­
bia on the train. After spending a 
large part of his leisure time sing-
cate. Last month W. A. C. Bennett 
also succeeded In doing this.
A t the same time the D. R. Butt 
raffle-wlthin-a-raffle was settled. 
Every person who purchased a 
sweep ticket at the Capitol Cigar 
Store was entitled to a free guess on 
the weight of a ball of leadfoil sus­
pended from the ceiling.
Capitol Cigar Store gave prizes of 
one five-dollar certificate, three dol­
lars and two dollars in War Savings 
Stamps.
The three closest guesses were all 
within two ounces of the correct 
eight pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Elison have left Ok-
Sld Smalls caught a ten pounder. 
Both fishermen made their catches
anagan Mission for East Kelowna, while trolling from a boat, 
where Mr. Elison has obtained em­
ployment.
The heavy apricot blossom is near­
ly over, and the p>each trees w ill
soon be in full bloom.« * •
J. W. Barlee, the well-known lo­
cal seed grower, is supplying the 
Canadian Government with elite 
spinach seed for shipment to Russia.
W m .H A U G  SON
Established 1892
ing the praises of Okanagan apples, weight, which was 
Lt. James w.as desolated to discover fourteen ounces, 
that apples were scarcer than hen’s 
teeth in Kelowna. As stated above, 
a box was secured at Penticton and 
Kelowna suplied the apple juice, so 
all was well.
The three names were put in a 
hat and drawn with J.’ Needham’s 
ticket being the first out to win the 
five-dollar certificate, and R. L. 
Spracklin taking the three dollars 
in'"
GIRL GUIDE NOTES
1st K elow na G ir l Guide Company
Peach and cherry blossoms are 
out In full bloom and the apricots 
are just over in this district. Pears 
and plums will be out in the next 
few  days and the bloom everywhere 
in the district is the heaviest in 
years. . ♦  . *  *
Mr. and Mrs. C. C, Heighway, 
with their son-in-law and daughter, 
Mr. and Mrs. C. 'Whinton, left 
Thursday, April 16, for Vancouver. 
From there Mr. and Mrs. 'Whinton 
w ill proceed by boat to where Mr. 
'Whinton is stationed with the R.C. 
A.F. on Vancouver Island.
Ray Redstone spent a few days at 
his home here during the week, en
Thousands of Canada’s war 
workers start their day with two 
Nabisco Shredded Wheat and 
milk every morning. It’s mode 
from 100% whole wheat, includ­
ing all the bran, minerals, and 
wheat germ.  ^It ’s ready to eat, 
—ready to give you all the nour­
ishment and food-energy of pure 
whole wheat.
Bat Nabisco Shredded Wheat, 
with milk, every morning. It will 
help keep you active and on the 
job every dayl
THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT 
COMPANY, LTD.
Niagara Foils# Canada
k
NABISCO
SHREDDEDWHEAT
t  i
1
m
Meed tlie Appeal
Prime Minister King last week made an impressive appeal to 
the people of Canada for an affirmati’ve vote on the plebiscite. It is 
evident that the increasing gravity of the war has convinced him 
that his Government cannot make its utmost contribution to de­
fence against aggression without a free hand. For this reason he
asks release from any hampering commitments made. Apparently 
there is only One commitment, the pledge against imposing con­
scription for overseas service, and this, the Prime Minister admits, 
is moral rather than legal. To many of lis it has seemed that this 
point has beeii oyer emphasized, for the people know how a growing 
peril has changed circumstances and placed greater obligations on 
them and their Government. They have responded to every de­
mand rhade so far in a spirit of understanding, asking only to be 
told what is expected of them.
At this stage nothing can be gained by argument as to the 
merits of the plebiscite. It is pertinent to note that those opposing 
the sending of men overseas are campaigning for a negative -vote 
and, therefore, all who believe: there can be no reservations in our 
program must vote affirmative. “W e  are fighting,” said the Prime 
Minister, “to prieserve our freedom and our national existence, to 
defend our homes and our families from an enemy drawing ever 
nearer.” But “W e  would do well to remember that against the 
piratical ambitions of Germany and Japan alike, the one sure shield 
of defence of actual combat is the front line of battle, whether on 
land, at sea or in the air.”
This country would place itself in a despicable position if it 
depended on its allies to do what it would not do itself. It  could 
not honorably expect them to engage in combat in the front line 
if it refused. I t  could not expect the United States to defend Can­
ada if it was unwilling to join in defence elsewhere. Nevertheless, 
it is prevented by Government commitments from organizing the 
nation for service wherever this may be most urgently required.
The duty of all patriotic citizens is clear--to vote, to see that 
their neighbors and friends vote, and to vote “YE S .” The. appeal 
must be heeded.
(This advertisement is one of a series of four sponsored by a public-spirited citizen 
•who believes it is imperative for every person to vote on the plebiscite).
Orders for week:
.rarmi  taici p me mree aoiiats Next Rally, Monday, April 27, at -------------
m War Savi^ffi Itam L  S Gus- 7.00 p.m., in  the Scout Hall. Orderly route from Trail to Vernon IVBhtary 
t a £  t Y S g  {he fw ^dolla rs  in Patrol: ^ eb ird s . Patrol L e ^ e ^ ’ Camp, where he is now training.
War Savings Stamps. ’ ^ ” ^ Z ’in^**home ^  ' Private Ed Neil, of the RockyIn doe course the winners of cer- P-^. at tiie Captain s home. ^  Mountain Raneers left for the
tificates in the sweeo w ill receive Last Monday there was almost a Mountmn rmngers, lexi , . .niicaies in xne sweep win reteiv ^  ____ ^ C o a s t  Thursday evemng, April 16,
their prizes .u^ “ r;he''m 'u'rfoSu‘n '; 're !; ''«  itospenalngT leave trlth hie fam-Tickets axe euxeauj cavx.axcxx.a x... —— — _ . .Ij,__  ^ . ■the next draw which will be held leave, and we hope she w ill soon be ily  here. , „ ,  .
well again. We had some good prac-on May 25th 
The full list of -winners:
Sellers’ Prizes:
.$25.00, Gyro Club.
$10.00, D,R. Butt.
$5.00, J. Quong, City Park Cafe.
Prize Winners:
$50.00 Certificates;
A. E. Tucker.
Mhs. A. Bliss.
$25.00 Certificates:
Mrs. James Massey, Vernon.
Miss Elsie Haug,
Mrs. Benmore. "  ‘ .
Mrs. Pauline A. Cook.
E. Clark Leeper, Vemon.
John. Trupzak.
$10.00 Certificates:
■nios. R. MacKenzie, Vernon.
Wm. Haug.
Bill Murray;
Mrs. R. Rogers, Vernon.
Dan Curell. -
Mrs. E. Smith, Vernon.
S. G. Dell, Peachland.
Albert J. Cameron.
Mrs. Bertha Guest.
Walter Upper, Armstrong.
$5.00 Certificates:
A. M. Fowler.
Mrs. Ted Hoare.
James M. Martin, Vancouver. 
Marjorie Sutton.
Frank McClure. ,
Cecil Hewlett, R.R. 2.
Mrs. Sarah Dash.
Peter Mugford, R.R. 2.
Ann McClymont, Okanagan Mission. 
Henry Burtch.
Mrs. Ethel Thomeloe, East Kelowna. 
Beverly McNair. .
Mary V. Dawson. /
Mrs. S. I. Hewlett, Westbank. 
Stanley Simpson.
Charles E. Stuart.- 
Elizabeth Walker.
P. C. Bloom, Kamloops.
Mrs. W. Petrie, Winfield.
Harry Ward.
L e i^  Henderson.
H. K. Keating.
Joe Schneider, Rutland.
George H. Tutt.
J. Sqmmerville, R.R. 1. '
Geo.'Gulley;
W; T. L. Roadhouse.
Sidney R. Davis.
•Eliza Blackburne, East Kelowna. 
Audrey Stewart, Canoe, B.C.
John M. Dunloph
F. Dockar.
E. Hartwick, Glenmore.
Shirley Pollard.
W. S. Dawson.
.Tames R. Newsome.
Mrs. M. J. Morrison.
Gertrude A. -Gibb.
tice"in“ signamng. Barbara’ Robinson
passed thq receiving and Doreen A L  \  ®
brecht the rece iv i^  and sending g  gga^t Observer George Pringle 
tests. P.L.JMary H ^es  and Guides ^ town Wednesday. April 15.
Roberta Cassils, T ie r^ a  Ritticl^ Vancouver to spend
Sylvia; urebb. N o ra h ^ u s ;M  and leave r f  his heme
, ? r N S S i e ? S “  h7?h’ ^ v e ? i  c'om- f r g " u n l S " S u r S r  heS
^ f h e W ^  wldithe
regretfuUy said goodbye to Beverley last June. ^  ^  ^
Russell, who, although she has-been ^ rg A. Pentland returned
with r^s only a short tmie, has sho\ra thieir home 'Thursday, April 16, 
keen interest and enjoyment m tae .. „ motor trip* to Vancouver,
work and play, and we f ^ l  sure she were accompanied home by
w ill carry on with a true ..Guide wexe f  ^Mrs. O. Keating and Mr. and Mrs.
to Vancouver
Awarded two First Prizes 
at BritisK Empire Brewers* 
Exposition. . .  London, 
Eingland^ 1936.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kyser , andother details to : obtain full marks _
for uniform at next RaUy. daughter^'Marcelle, were week-end
The Hummngbirds were f i i^  visitors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
again in patrol . standing with 60; _  . Baptist 
points, Bluebirds second with 51 and ' , ' * * :•
Canaries third with 47 points. Mrs. Ted Topham left Friday
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia; :
The Captain •will take tests at morning, April 17,. for Sicamous, 
her home on Thursday afternoon g^e joined her husband,
this week, and the Patrol Leaders’ ij.Qpjjam, and both took the
meeting—rto which the Seconds are trip’ to Vancouver, 
invited—^wiU be held that evening at -* ♦ :*
the same place. We have to make Mrs. F. Haker, of Rutland, was a 
’plans for the forthcoming visit here week-end visitor in town: 
of Commissioners Miss Hanna and * * .* . .. *
Miss Illingworth on May 1st, also C. Hill, of Kelowna, is a^ s ito r at 
for the program for our annual en- the home of his son, Len Hiu.
tertainment, so we want a full at- ___  ■ t * *x j * I-,-- 'tendance! W. Coldham has returned to Pen-
the power plant, T. McLaughlan. 
•Warm weather has caused the snow 
to melt rapidly on the hills and 
Deep Creek is also very high.
n a v a l  O FF IC ER S M A Y
W E A R  B A T T L E  D R E S S
T A X  S A L E  P R O P E R T Y
- A  letter received by the City 
Council from A. L. Williams, of Ed­
monton, requesting details of tax 
considered
There are still some Red Cross -ticton to resume his duties as forest, meeting,
ditty bags out. These must be re- ranger.
turned next Monday, also any knit- Creek is now in flood
ted squares for the afghan, so that it T rep^ ier Creek  ^
can be completed and be sent in the and SundaY^night was Signer 
uCKt shipmuu. to He^iuuuytcrs in ‘ g e
London.
of
On motion, it was decided that the 
request should be.,turned over to 
the licensed real estate brokers of 
the city to contact Mr. Williams, 
and that he be advised of this action.
Naval officers may now go to sea 
in battle dress.
Under a naval order made pubUc 
last week, battle dr^s, identical 
in design with that used by the 
Army but dyed blue, may be worn 
by officers of the Royal Canadian 
at Navy at sea. The order is effective 
only for the duration of the w ar.: 
Officers w ill have to purchase the 
new uniforms themselves. • 
Ratings and petty officers are not 
permitted to wear the army-style 
uniforms.
PARK GETS 
GIFT OF ROSES
Desire of the Late R. T . Kel- 
ton, of Enderby, Carried Out
As a result of the wish expressed 
by the late R. T. Kelton, of Enderby, 
the City of Kelowna has received 
the, gift of 150 rose bushes, which 
have been placed in the City Park 
and coipplete the rose garden there.
A* motion was passed by the City 
Council to the effect thatrletters be 
Sent to Miss M. Bowes and J. W. B. 
Browne, through whom the gift was 
iriiade, expressing the Council’s ap­
preciation. A  plaque will be placed 
in the rose garden reading: “Donated 
by R. T. Kelton, Enderby.”
C H IM N E Y  S W E E P
A  trade licence to carry on the 
occupation of chimney sweep was 
granted to G. W. Henderson by the 
City Council at its meeting on Mon­
day night.
McLennan, McFeely & Prior (Kelowna) Ltd.
It ’s a popular phrase with Kelowna
women— “A L L  A B O A R D  
T O  Mc & Mc’s”
either.
first stop! 
course, it’s—
No guess work what for
M A R T IN -S E N O U R  100% P U R E  P A IN T S  
M U L T I-U S E  E N A M E L S  and V A R N IS H E S
A paint or enamel for every job. See that you 
get the best by buying MARTIN-SENOUR.
Oh, yes, girls, let’s go right to M e & M e ’s— They  
have a
SALE of JAP'A-LAG
Odd lines only—A  few  colors in ENAMEL.
Regular $1.00, pint size. 79c
I
C L E A R  V A R N IS H
' Reg. $1.00, pint size.
S a le .................... 79c
A ll Voting 
YES , Y E S , Y E S , 
YE S , YES  
on Monday
W IN N E R S  O F  F R IG ID A IR E  P R IC E  C O N T E ST
1st Prize—Eva Bradbury, Peachland, $229.50. 2nd Prize, Tied—^Mrs. 
V. Lepin, Kelowna, $229.00; Mrs. J. Le Saunier, Kelowna, $229.00
'The correct answer is $229.35 for the lovely Frigidaire now on 
display in Me & Me’s window.
m
A  ii!!r ■
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More About
ROYAL
COMMISSION
From Page 1, Column 8 
cy, Ltd.
Mr. Jewell gave In evidence a 
general outline of the set-up of the 
Vegetable Board with its 15 dele­
gates from ten districts, lie  c^tiin-
G reyh ou n d
to the
Okanagan Valley  
Musical Festival
PENTiaON, B.C.
EXCURSION r A ’URN FARES
On sale April 26 to 29 
Return limit, April 30
K E L O W N A  T O  
P E N T IC T O N
R etu rn
(Including war tax)
Buses leave Kelowna, 
9.00 a.m., 3.00 p.m., 7.00 p.m.
For information phone 52 or 
write
GREYHOUND
UNES
Penticton, B.C.
olcd that there are approxitnalely 
J.OOO registered growers In the area 
covered by t)»e Board s opciat.ons, 
extending frwn Asiicrofl cast to tlie 
Koolcnays and from Kamloops south 
to the border. Unregistered growers 
are mainly In tl»e Kootenay area, 
where the produce is sold on the 
local market. There were 700 owners 
among the growers, he stated, and 
only owners could vote at meetings 
of tiie Locals In each district.
Tomatoes are the largest crop 
both In tonnage and In value, Oie 
witness stated, and Iwenly-flve var­
ieties of produce were controlled by 
the Board. Large quanlitk's of let­
tuce are sold to the prairie provin­
ces. also tomatoes and early and 
lute potatoes. Only one-flfth of the 
Interior tomato crop goes to the 
Coast, the vegetable executive 
staled.
The remainder of Mr. Jewell's evi­
dence covered the operations of the 
Interior Vegetable Murkcllni; Agen­
cy, Ltd., the selling agent appolntt>d 
by the D, C. Interior Vegetable Mar­
keting Board.
No Fronts For Sluircholders
No profits can accrue to the share­
holders or directors of Uie Agency, 
and on termination of the Agency s 
functions at any time all profits arc 
to be distributed among the produc­
ers and distributors of vegetables in 
proportion to their respective inter-
*^ A^ reserve of approximately $12,- 
000 has been built up by the Agen­
cy, Mr. Jewell stated, upon which 
Judge Harper made the observation 
that "I now understand why the 
Coast Board would like to amalgam­
ate, with a surplus like that to work 
on.”
The witness admitted that the 
Vegetable Marketing Board could 
take all or part of the surplus tU
nny time by way of licence and that, 
if the subject of a division of pro- 
nts arose, the Board would direct 
the division. The Agency pays $1,500 
per month licence fee to the Vege- 
table Board, he stated.
The last part of Mr. Jewell s evi­
dence covered details and practical 
examples of the contracts between 
the Agency and the shippers (pack­
ing houses) who act as sub-agents. 
Under the contract entered into by
ARMY TRAIN STAFF 
DRAWN FROM ALL 
OVER CANADA
Commanding Officer is Mont­
real Man— One Officer and 
Seven Men From B.C.
The pcrwmnel of Uie Army Exhi­
bition IVain wk.lcJi visited Kelowna 
last Friday niglit are drawn from 
all piarts of Cajiadu.
The olTiccr conuiiandlng the tram 
Is Lt.-Col. J. E. McKenna. M.C., of 
the Royal Montreal Rillcs, Montreal. 
Other olficcrs on the stall are: Lieut. 
C. E. Mason, Moosejaw, Sask.; Lieut. 
II. B. Walker, Toronto; Lieut. J. G. 
James, Vancouver; Lieut. B. F. Ad- 
dy, Moncton, N.B.; Major L. H. Web­
ber, St, Stephen, N.B.; Major A. 1;. 
Mavety. Medical Officer. Toronto.
Among the British Columbia men 
aboard the train are Sgt. F. J. Mal- 
lelt, Cpl. G. Balroic. C,pl. R. W. Mills, 
Pic. H. O. Mitchell and Ptc. R. A. 
Richards, all of Vtincouver, and Cpl. 
O. M Meugens, of Victoria, and Cpl. 
C F. Rulhcrglcn, of Nelson.
PROSPEaORS 
MEET THURSDAY
F O R  SALE
O N E  A C R E  O F
BOTTOM LAND
. . .  with 5-roomed home. City water 
and light. Property situated on out­
skirts o£ city.
F U L L  P R IC E  ...........$1,250.00
FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY TO
E. M. CARRUTHERS & SON
M O R TG AG ES - R E A L  E S T A T E  - IN S U R A N C E  
V O T E  “Y E S ” A P R IL  27
Ltd.
ELECTORS OF RUTLAND AND 
RUTLAND-ELLISON POLLS
Vote “ YES
in the P L E B IS C IT E  on M O N D A Y , A P R IL  27
For transportation to Rutland PoU (Comnmnity^all),_phone 
683-Ll, (Joe’s Service Station), or 683-L5, (Bob Sei^ice
Station). For the Ellison-Rutland Poll (McLean & Fitzpatrick),
phone 423.
RUTLAND PLEBISCITE COMMITTEE 39-lc
W e, the undersigned, are united for 100% 
“Y E S ” vote for the Plebiscite, 27th April. 
“ Glenmore’s reputation is at stake. W e  
have an opportunity on the 27th to 
prove our loyalty by voting “Yes.
G LENM O R E PMOPLE
. . . do not let us or our country down,
__  - -- M A A-
V O T E  “ Y E S
Mrs. E. SNOWSELL 
G. C, HUME
J. WARD 
E. SNOWSELL
G. H. MOUBRAY
For transportation — Phone 
391-R4 and 399-L5 on polling 
day. The school bus w ill leave 
Bernard AvC. (Bankhead) at 
9 a.m. Will convey any yoter 
to the poll and return.
Voters’ ' List—A voters’ list 
will be posted at the ICelowna 
Post Office and also at the 
Glenmore Store, Consult list 
if in doubt.
39-lp
s. *
of USED CARS
Every car must be sold beifore May 1st. A deposit 
will hold any car listed below.
$1,095.00 
$925.00
Overhauled, Maroon. $760.00
$325.00 
. $250.00 
$160.00 
$185.00
— All above cars with 1942'licence and extra good tires—
DON McLEAN MOTORS
CHEVROLET SEDAN
Was $1,250.00. NOW 
CHEVROLET COACH 
ditioned. Was $1,025.00 
CHEVROLET COUPE.
Was $835.00. NOW ....
CHEVROLET—
Was $360.00. NOW .... 
DURANT COUPE—
' Was $295.00.. NOW ....;, 
, PLYMOUTH SEDAN-
Priced at ......... ........
FORD A  SEDAN— 
Priced at .......... ........
the shippers, they agree to pack, 
store and market producb I to 
abide by instructions and i .gula- 
tlons of B. C. Tree Fruits, Ltd., and 
by the Sales Agency and the Board.
Mr. Jewell showed tin . originally 
the packing houses did their own 
selling and later B. C. Tree Fruits 
Ltd. handled this part Of the job 
through its contracts for marketing 
fruit and vegetables. When an order 
is received by the Agency, it is al­
located on a quota basis to the ship­
pers. On receipt of the order, the 
shipper contacts growers for deliv- 
ery of the produce needed, which is 
delivered by the grower to the 
packing house and the grower re­
ceives a purchase certificate on de­
livery to the shipper.
Shi,ppers were advised in June, 
1941, by the Agency that B. C. Tree 
Fruits Ltd. would act as shipper’s 
agent for all regulated vegetable 
products. Shippers were required by 
the order to re-apply for the job of 
sub-agents, and ’■all applications 
were subject to approval by B. C. 
Tree Fruits Ltd.
In July, 1941, shippers were ad­
vised by the Agency that all orders 
to shippers would be proportioned 
under B.C. Tree Fruits’ direction. 
Previously there had been a volun­
tary agreement between shippers 
and B.C. Tree Fruits, based on 1937- 
38 business. This proportionate 
quota basis was continued but the 
quotas can be varied by the Vege­
table Board under special circum- 
stnnccs*
An example of this was given _by 
the witness, when onions last spring 
that were in common storage were 
given precedence over onions in 
cold storage. The reason in that 
case was that onions in common 
storage deteriorate quickly in the 
spring and had to be sold quickly, 
while onions in cold storage are hot 
affected. ' .
Other examples of quota varia­
tion among shippers were given by 
Mr. Jewell, who stressed that there 
was always a good reason for such 
a move. Shippers as a whole ap­
preciated that the Agency and the 
Board tried to be fair and work put 
the' best solution in all cases, and 
there were not many complaints.
When the hearing was adjourned 
at' four o’clock, Mr. Jewell had just 
commenced, to . outline the new 
shipper-grower contract deal which 
it is expected w ill result in greater 
service to the growers aind more ef­
ficiency in shipper operations.
Hearing of the Royal Commission 
on marketing continued Wednesday 
morning with further evidence by 
George Jewell, acting manager of 
Interior Vegetable Marketing A g­
ency Ltd.
Evidence of the manner in which 
Interior potatoes are marketed at 
the Coast opened proceedings. A ll 
orders from Coast jobbers are se­
cured by the Agency’s Coast sales 
agent, who advises the Agency of 
the order. This order is given a 
serial number and is placed with a 
shipper by order number only. 
When the shipper fills the order 
through the grower it is also by this 
number only and the older, when 
filled, is shipped to the Interior 
Sales Agency at the Coast and the 
buyer jobber there picks up the car.
Through this procedure; Mr. Jew­
ell pointed out, neither the jobber or 
the grower have any direct contact 
with each other and the Board and 
'the Agency have consistently refus­
ed to allow any jobber to buy pro­
duce from a si^cific grower. This 
is to ensure that all growers have a 
fair share of the ordeis to be filled. 
In some cases jobbers wish produce 
from one district and the Agency 
again refuses to p lay,any favorites. 
It is possible, however, for a job­
ber to wait until the Agency ai^ 
proves the sale from that district if 
the produce is of a particular qual* 
ity. An example of this is the sale 
of • Westbank onions for shipment to 
the Yukon, where; only the highest 
quality of onion can stand shipment.
The Coast sales agent collects the 
money for the Interior produce sold 
at the Coast and guarantees the ac­
counts. He pays the grower direct 
for potatoes and forwards payment 
to the shipper for all other.produce 
sold, and the shipper pays the grow- 
■ ers. . ■
In answer to a question by Judge 
Harper as to his opinion of forming 
one Pro'vincial Board, Mr. Jewell 
stated that he was against the idea, 
as the problems of the two areas 
of the province differed in many 
ways. ■ ■ : '.
The grower-shipper sign-up 
scheme, which goes into effect in '^e 
Kelowna area for the first time-.this 
season,- ■was gone into in detail by 
the witness. This scheme has been 
in effect in the Oliver-Osoyoos dis­
trict for some years and has worked 
well there, 'Mr. Jewell stated- Up 
to this year the shippers have work- 
on a rigid quota basis which was fix­
ed on the 1937-38 business and pro­
duction. , ■ .
Under the new sign-up plan, the 
shippers. will sign up the growers
under contract 
ers’ crops, and 
by the Agency
to handle the grow 
the orders received 
w ill pe  allocated to 
the shippers on a pro-ratio basis , of 
total acreage signed up by each ship­
per. This; plan w ill give the ship­
pers an incentive to improve their 
service to the growers in order to 
secure new grower contracts in suc­
ceeding years. . The plan should be 
mutually satisfactoy to both grower 
and shipper, Mr. Jewell stressed.
In answer to a question, the wit- 
ness admitted that certain shippers 
might be eliminated under the new 
scheme if they were inefficient, but 
stated that this would not apply to
A's tuMgsten has become a valuable 
war mineral, tiie Britisli Columbia 
Department of Mines is arranging to 
purchase scheelite in small quanti­
ties from all prospectors.
•riiursday evening, April 30, at 
7.30, Dr. M. S. Hcdley will meet 
all interested prospectors at the 
Board of 'lYade rooms to discuss this 
matter witli them before they leave 
for the hills.
It Is said tliat the new scheme 
opens a remunerative field for pros- 
I>cctors and, In addition, furthers the 
war effort.
any shippers in the Kelowna area. 
On the other hand, Mr. Jewell stat­
ed that certain growers who are a 
long way out and have no phones 
may bo passed up during rush per­
iods by the shippers. In this case 
the Board will step In and see that 
the grower gets service, the witness 
stated.
The mutter of re-shipments from 
one district to another was next co­
vered by Mr. Jewell. Ho pointed out 
that mixed cars were the rule In 
this area and that produce was of­
ten brought from an outside district 
to fill a car. The added freight cost 
for this service was met by a ship­
per assessment. The shippers each 
pay a proportion of the freight cost 
on total business done.
The fact that the Interior Vege­
table Board and the Marketing Ag­
ency both send out frequent circu­
lars to growers and shippers came in 
for favorable comment by Judge 
Harper.
“The more contacts made by the 
Board and the Agency the better 
the feeling amongst the producers 
and the growers and the result is 
full confidence in the Board’s opera­
tions,’’ the Commissioner observed.
Surplus Fund
Mr. Jewell covered the operation 
of a fund accumulated by the Ag­
ency from price spreads where pro­
duce sells at different prices in dif­
ferent markets. The witness point­
ed out that it was inadvisable to 
sell one grower’s produce at a high­
er price than another’s, and for that 
reason all growers receive the same 
price and the excess secured by the 
Agency over the fixed grower 
price is repaid to the growers in 
proportion to the business transact­
ed by each grower. In addition, 
this year the fund has been used 
to reimburse growers who have kept 
onions in cold storage but _who can­
not get an increase in price owing 
to Price Board regulations.
Mr. Jewell closed his evidence 
Wednesday morning with detail? of 
the control exercised by the Vege­
table Board over wholesalers and 
retailers. Wholesalers are licenced 
and retailers in the Nelson-Trail 
area also come under Board control. 
In Kelowna the retail stores are not 
controlled as the great bulk of the 
growers’ produce is exported, the 
witness explained.
Canneries are licensed by the Ag­
ency as employees in regard to all 
re fla ted  products and Coast can-, 
neries are also controlled in regard 
to packing of Interior controlled 
products such as tomatoes and as­
paragus. The canneries deal direct 
with the growers but the prices are 
set by the Board. The canneries 
pay the growers and also the Ag­
ency’s costs. ,
Judge Comments
When the Commission hearings 
resumed Wednesday, Mr. Jev*ell 
outlined the formation of the In­
terior Vegetable Board and the 
methods of Board and A g ^ c y  op­
eration in regard to regulations and 
orders. He stressed that copies of 
all orders are sent to all producers 
and his evidence in this regard 
evoked the remark from the Judge 
that, “The Coast might take a lesson 
from the Interior Board.’’
T h e  lack of prosecutions and seiz­
ures in the Interior, was also the 
subject of some comment from 
counsel who have been hearing at 
Coast sessions about the large num­
ber of prosecutions and the difficul? 
ty of enforcement. In fact, when 
the witness stated that in some in­
stances the Board had paid the fines 
levied on some defendants, the gulf 
between conditions at the Coast and 
in the Interior , was complete.
L. R. Stephens
'The final witness called Wednes­
day afternoon was L. R. Stephens, 
shipper representative on the In­
terior Vegetable Marketing Bqard.
Mr. Stepliens stated that shippers 
generany;''v^re in favor of the op­
erations of the Vegetable Board. 
Controlled marketing had brought 
stable prices and less risks for the 
shipper, Mr.* Stephens stressed. In 
additifin, in times of surplus and 
lower prices the shipper could 
throw the onus on the Board when
the growers complained.
In reply to a question by the 
Commissioner, the witness express­
ed opinion that the Provincial 
Board might have been more active 
and have exercised more' control, 
particularly with reference to dis- 
putes between the Coast and Inter- 
ior Marketing Boards.
The Commissionier intervened 
with the statement, “it might have 
served- -a useful function between 
Boards and served a useful purpose.’
In regard to the suggested merger 
of the Interior and Coast Boards, 
-Mr. Stephens was most emphatic in 
his opinion that such a move "w (^ d  
be absolutely impractical. 'T h e  
witness pointed put -that entirmy 
different conditions prevailed in the 
two areas. In the Interior there 
was the problem of mixed cars, 
large cannery,deals and shipper or­
ganizations. None of these 
factors are present at the Coast, Mr. 
Stephens stated, and there would 
have to be tvFO complete sets of or­
ders and regulations and a single 
Board would not help in any way 
to relieve the- conflict and differen­
ces in operation.
Mr. Stephens closed ,his evidence 
for the afternoon with a description 
of the methods used by the Board 
when a surplus arises. The ■imtness 
used as an example the practice put 
into effect last year in reghrd to the 
cantaloupe surplus. . Large^ 
were barred from the market by 
Board order, Mr. Stephens stated, 
and only the choice grades shipped, 
and thus a market glut was avoided 
and the price structure maintained.
WINFIELD 
CHILDREN 
IMMUNIZED
Ninety-seven Per Cent School
Children Protected Against 
Diphtheria— Scries of Clinics 
Ends
niursday, April 16Ui, brought to 
u close a series of successful Im­
munization Clinics held at the Win­
field Community Hall. These clinics 
were Held Uiidor IHo direction, of 
Dr. Hershey, Medical Health Officer, 
assisted by Nurse FrlUi, and were 
sponsored by the Winfield Womens 
Institute.
'I’he scries culminated in a small­
pox vaccination clinic, when fifty- 
one infants, pro-school and school 
children were vaccinated against 
this dreaded disease.
•Wliooping-cough vaccine w as  
available for the first time to the 
district, and twenty-three infants 
and pre-school children completed 
the scries to protect themselves from 
whooping cough.
Twenty-three infants and pre­
school age children ond seventeen 
school children received the com­
plete scries of diphtheria tox(;ld. 
Twenty-six were given reinforcing 
doses of toxoid to bring their im­
munity up to a BUfficlenlly high 
level to afford further protection to 
thorn. This was an excellent re­
sponse, as many children in the Dis­
trict had been toxoided previous^.
Ninety-seven . per cent of the 
school children and approximately 
seventy per cent of the pre-school 
age children are now protected 
from diphtheria.
« « *
Winfield United Church held their 
annual congregational meeting at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A ^ ^ y  
Phillips on Friday evening. The 
minister, Rev. J. A. Petrie, was in 
attendance. A ll departments gave 
very good reports, and the same 
Church Board are giving their ser­
vices again this year. They include 
Rev. 1V& Petrie, George Edmunds, 
Mr. Jones, Mrs. Wall and Mrs. Phil­
lips. After conclusion of the busi­
ness of the meeting, a very nice so­
cial evening was enjoyed by those 
attending.
• *  •
Gunn-Heinrich
The wedding of David James 
Clifford Gunn, son of Mr. and Urs. 
C. L. Gunn, of Winfield, and Miss 
Madeline Heinrich, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Gabriel Heinrich, of Ke­
lowna, was solemnized at the Pres­
byterian Manse at Penticton by the 
Rev. Mr. Mann on Wednesday, Ap­
ril 15, after which a reception was 
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Adam Stoltz, sister and brother-in- 
law of the bride. Ronnie Gunn was 
best man, and Miss Annie Heinrich 
attended her sister as bridesmaid. 
Others present from Winfield were 
Miss Joyce Gunn, Miss Bernice, W ill­
iams, and. Miss Annie Heinrich, of 
Kelowna.
♦  *  • .
Mr. and Mrs. Newcombe, of Hull- 
car, were visitors at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Draper on Sun­
day. ' * *
Every one please remember to 
attend the party at the Community . 
Hall, Friday, the 24th, under the 
auspices of the Women’s Institute. 
There w ill be games for all, prizes 
for the winners, and a showing of 
the work done for the Red Cross 
and Bombed Britons. It is expected 
that some df the dresses will be dis­
played on living models. The in­
spiration for this party was to raise 
more funds to buy more materials 
for more work for the two mention­
ed worthy causes.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. White’s orchard 
was the scene of a merry party on 
Friday night, when the Misses Mary 
and Nancy entertained abput twenty 
of their friends at a weiner roast. 
Prunings have come into their own 
at last, and no doubt this w ill be 
the forerunner of many more jolly 
parties.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Butterworth
and son, Douglas, of Oyama, are 
visitors at the home of Mrs. Butter- 
worth’s parents, Mr, and Mrs. V. R- 
McDonagh.
The ladies sewing for Bombed 
Britons on Thursday at Mrs. Fred 
Duggan’s were Mesdames Whit^ 
Walmsley, Alec McDonagh, Smith 
and Munro. Those sewing at litos. 
Phillips’ included Mesdames Powley, 
Moodie, Hitchman, Swalwell and 
Wells.
A ll domestic water from the Win- 
field-Okanagan Centre system is 
shut off for five days commencing 
Tuesday for any annual main pipe 
line repairs.
Dan iReiswig, who had been ill 
with influenza, is improving but is 
not yet fully recovered.
J H. Aberdeen has recovered from 
his recent illness enough to be put 
again this week.
Bert Patterson had the misfor­
tune of breaking a finger while 
handling some rocks for his new 
house.
• *  *  .
Mrs John Edmunds and her 
daughter-in-law, Mrs. William .Ed­
munds, of Eldersley, Sask., left by 
train on Friday for Vancouver, 
whore Mx^. Ediminds, Sr., w ill 
met by her daughter, Mrs. Merrill 
Gaye, of Seattle, with whom she 
plans to spend the next two months. 
Mrs. 'William Edniunds w ill return 
to her home in Saskatchewan after 
a visit in the Coast city.
Fyfe Sommerville returned at the 
week-end from the west side of Ok­
anagan Lake, ‘ whefe he fluff been 
working for two weeks..
Robert Offerffahl suffered an at­
tack of appendicitis while attend­
ing the Oyama High School, and was 
taken to the Vernon Hospital. He 
was able to return home the next 
day. ■■■■.. . ' , ■
Mrs. C L. Gunn has been with her 
daughter in Kelowna since Tuesday. 
Her son-in-law, Wm. Vaness, is.still 
a patier.'; in the Hospital.
« * *
Mrs. Benson Wales has been vis­
iting her daughter, Mrs. Jeff (Toate,
and family, also her son and his 
family at Enderby for the past week.
for the Younger Set at Fumerton’s
B A L C O N Y  F L O O R
Coats
Showing vari-colurod Tweeds, Polo Cloths and
$6.95 $9.50
L ittle  G irls ’ Coats
Little Girls" Coals. Fashioned on Princess Lines 
Sizes 3 to 6.
Priced at ...........
LSmUiUJU UU JL I
$2.95 ° $6.50
Skirts
Smartly pleated, gored and flared styles. Newr 
shadcB for spring. /I O
Sizes 8-14. Priced .... ,
Cotton Frocks
In gay prints, broadcloths and slub cottons in 
favorite styles. Sizes 1-6 
and 7-14. Priced.........  I
Fumerton’s for the best selection, quality 
and value in
C tiild ren *s  F o o tw e a r
Sunni-Smile Oxfords, pair ................ -  $1.95, $2.25
Treasure Island Oxfords, pair .................  $2.69 to $2.95
Complete stock of Canvas Shoes af money saving prices.
B E T T E R  V A L U E S  F O R  “O U R  B O Y S ”
Boys’ Sport Shirts, sizes 8 to 16 years, assorted new
spring styles. Priced at, each ............. . 75c and 98c
Boys’ Denim Long Pant Overalls, 8 oz. Sizes 6-16. Black
and blue with red back, zipper pocket. Priced ..... $1.25
Boys’ Jockey Shorts and Vests, Sizes 24 to 34.
Priced at ................................ - ................ -  25c and 35c
Boys’ Balbriggan Combinations, sizes 24 to 34.
■ Priced at, each ..........1—........................ ..........  ....... **
“W here Gash Beats Credit”
8
More About
WOMEN
ASKED
_ J TM* IT ■ Mrs Don 'M i^llor h3s recoived. 3.
turn to his station on Friday. m England.
From Page 1, Colimm 8 
ing to see his price ceiling punctur­
ed by higher meat prices which 
now appear necessary to entice beef 
cattle back into domestic trade.
In between is the consumer of 
beef, who may find that commodity 
disappearing entirely from the but­
cher’s counter wtihin the next few 
weeks. ' '
The meat crisis has been slowly 
comini to a head for the past few 
months. Early in the year it was 
sensed that a shortage threatened. 
It was hoped, however, that once 
Canada filled her quarterly quota 
of exports to the U.S., prices would 
ease and permit packers to operate 
within the price ceiling. The price 
dip did not materialize and as the 
time for a new qupta of export to 
the U.S. arrived on April 1, the sup­
ply of cattle dried up very alarm­
ingly. . - ■
This is the background of the 
survey' being taken by Miss Sand­
ers’ department at Ottawa. Women 
are asked to write, to her about the 
beef situation, or to write to Mrs. 
B. F. Gummow, Peachland, who is a 
member of the Women’s Advisory 
Committee for B.C.
Groups of women’s organizations 
in this province have been urged to 
appoint a corresponding secretly  
who w ill communicate directly with 
Ottawa on all matters relating to 
price control. Women’s Institutes, 
Women’s Canadian Clubs, W.C.T.U. 
organizations, I.O.D.E. chapters and 
any other women’s groups who are 
interested are being asked ‘to co- 
operate with the Women’s Advisory 
Committee by appointing one of 
their number to. act as correspond­
ing member for the district., _ In 
-cases of two or more organizations 
in any comninnity, a representative 
may be chosen from each and a 
corresponding ..member chosen from 
among their number. The import 
ant thing is for women’s groups _and 
all women to actively take part m 
this price control ■work. Price ceil­
ing booklets, in which can be kept 
an accurate check of prices in the 
district, may be applied for through 
your local corresponding member.
The advice on meat is just one of 
the questions that women are being 
asked to give.: Other questions of 
like import may from time to tune 
be asked, and it is important that 
each community should appoint a 
key woman who w ill handle the 
correspondence for this community.
Literature on price ceiling has 
been sent out to all women’s groups 
so that all may be informed on this 
subject. The Consumer’s Service, 
directed by Miss Sanders, is the link 
between the consumer and the 
Wartime Prices and Trade Board. 
The Consumer’s Service depends on 
the co-operation of the individual 
women in each community to send 
on information and keep this <Je- 
partment actively informed 
matters in their community. The 
questions on meat are the first to be 
asked directly, and this is the first 
time that women across (panada 
have been asked to help to get out a 
consumer report of conditions in 
each district.
FC m  S A L E
Situated on Lawson Avenue. Built only 
five years and all redecorated. Bathroom  
and small basement. Lovely garden with 
fruit trees. Possession end of this month.
f u l l  p r i c e ............ -  $1,850.00
McTAVISH, W HILUS & GADDES LTD.
R E A L  E S 'i'A T E  —  IN S U R A N C E
Ailiilial Meetifig
K e lo w n a  A qu atic  C lu b  
THURSDAY, APRIL 23
at 8 p.m.
A Q U A T IC  L O U N G E  R O O M
Rowers, Swimmer? and others interested are urged 
- ■ to attend.
V O T E  “Y E S ” A P R IL  27
38-2C
SIMPSON GIVEN 
FINAL NOTICE 
TO MOVE STAND
Kelowna City Council W ill 
Take Legal Action if Diving 
Stand Not Removed by April 
30th
The matter of the diving stand 
owned by S. M'. Simp^n, which 
is located in Okanagan Lake oppos­
ite properties o'wned by Simpson 
and A. "W. Hamilton, came up for 
further discussion by the City Coun-. 
cil at its meeting bn Monday night.
A  resolution, moved by Alderman 
Parkinson and seconded by Aider- 
man Pettigrew, that Mr. Simpson be 
notified that legal action would be 
taken unless the stand is rem ove 
not later than April 30, was passM/ 
Alderman Hughes-Games cast his 
recorded vote against the motion on 
the grounds that, now the stand 
was in place, and used by many 
children arid its-removal may entail 
a lawsuit, it should be allowed to 
remain.
The stand is on property^ under 
city jurisdiction, being less than 600 
feet from the shoreline. It was er­
ected by Simpson without a permit 
for the work being secured from 
the City.
NORMANDIE FIRE 
- NOT SABOTAGE
Investigation Shows Fire Star­
ted From Blow Torch Sparks 
Due to Carelessness
A  House of Representatives naval 
sub-committee has blamed “care­
lessness and lack of proper super­
vision” for the fire which damaged 
the liner Normandie in New York,
but reported 'that opportunities for
sabotage were “abundant.” ^
Concluding a two-month investi­
gation, the sub-committee issued a 
long report sharply critical o f Gov- 
. ernment handling of the big ship, 
and. disclosed that orders had been 
given for it to. ssil^on- FebruBry 14, 
five days after it burned and cap­
sized.
Asserting that the fire unquestion­
ably started from sparks from a 
blow torch wtiich, Ignited' life  pre­
servers, the sub-committee said in­
vestigation failed to disclose any 
persons intent on acts of sabotage, 
and said that fire “was not started 
with wilful or malicious interit.
“There is no escape from the con­
clusion, however, that the cause and 
consequences of the fire are ffijectly 
attributable to carelessness and lack 
of proper supervision,” the. report 
said. .
■ I S l ' i l t
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Classified Advertisements
More About
bu»t twcuiy-Civ* wuiii*. ctsuit;
tiun«) wuf<3« unt cent cncit.
I I  CoJ^y i» b f (,»»b  or •ccuuni
U (mi4 wiUuD inu week* Iroin dat« ol 
uwu«, • dwcouKt o< tw cu iy fi»e  e « «u  
win l»* m*d*. Thu* • tw e»iy -6 »« word 
«d*crti*«nMcut »cc#u>w»i*<l h/ c*u»h or 
twid wiihia two wt«k* cu*t« l«cu t/-h*« 
cent*.
Miaiimuoi chaigc, Za cenu.
When >1 u <ie*imd Uiwi le^ie* t>« 
to a ho* at Tb* Courier CM bet, an
THE CHURCHES
BRUHN
SAYS
I
BOMBED BRITONS’ 
HEAD RETIRES
C H R IS T IA N  SC IENCE  
S O C IE T Y
Cwucr Bernard Avt. aud Bertram St.
C^ liAAi of ten cents »* made.
iCacb initial and crnitp ui uot lunia than
fi'et iifji'wca ccisMiiis as cne vrvrd.
Advertiseinentj tbia cuiuimi abouM b « <«hiiark4f« 
ia Tbe Courier Oifica uut later tbao four 
o'clock on Wedocadajr altefiUHMt.
LOST
Lo s t —Cruen wrist watch, yellowgold, black lace, name “M. A. 
Longley" engraved on back, bet­
ween Raymond Apts, and Aquatic, 
Reward. 39-1 c
This Society Is a branch of The 
Mother Churcb. Tll»e First Church of the 
Christ. Scientist, in Beton. Massa- Sicamous
Services: Sunday, 11 bjh.:
Sunday School. 9.49 asn.; first ana 
third Wednesdavs, Testimony Mcc4-
is?:,® f™ -  ®P«> ••It should be emphasized,”Wednesday afternoon, 3 to B pjn. ’
« -----------------------------------------«
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new construction In the interests of 
economy but to keep our present 
roads in as serviceable a condition 
as possible.”
The road betweefi Canoe and Sl- 
camous will be graded tills year and 
a new ferry will be built to cross
No surfac­
ing of the Canoc-Sicamous road will 
be undertaken, and no new bridge 
will be built at Sicamous as rurnor-
Mrs, W . S. Dawson Resigns as 
Manager o f Workroom—  
Started Movement Here
GUERIULA CORPS 
PLANS BEING 
FORMULATED
More About
LEGION
WORKING
Mrs. W. S. Dawson has resigned 
as head of Uie Bombed Britons 
workroom on Lawrence Avenue, 
and the management will be taken 
over by Mrs. O. France, who has 
been associated with Mrs. Dawson
Defence Department Preparing 
Organization to Direct Set­
ting up of Defence Corps—  
Non-military Training Stres- »oiy 
sed
T H E  U N IT E D  CH U R C H  
O F  C A N A D A
M r
Bruhn stated, ••that this ferry at 
Sicamous will bo operated by the 
Government and by day labor. That
Plans are being fonnulated by 
since the work of this group was Ottawa which will place all guer- 
Hrst started over two years ago. ilia or home defence units In British 
The Bombed Britons have ehipiied Columbia under u unified command, 
over 50,000 garments from Kelow- staU>s Capt. H. Gillespie, who is 
na, and this remarkable record making a preliminary tour of the 
equals sixty per cent of Uic entire province in connection with the 
Canadian elfort for Bombed Britons move.
through the Rod Shield. Capt. Gillespie spent the week-
Great credit is due to Mrs. Daw- gnj Kelowna Interviewing offle- 
son for her long and fuiUifuI service, citizens and, in an Intei'view
Frwn Page 1, Column 6 
production of munitions and oilier 
war necessities. It mea,is compul- 
loans without interest. It 
means profit must be taken out of 
our war effort It means our fight­
ing forces must be sent anywhere 
to fight the enemy where they can 
be fought to our best advantage, and 
that an intelligent form of enlist­
ment must be adopted, that is to say, 
enlistment must be by selection and 
not as at present (for forces outside 
Canada) by the haphazard method 
of volunteer enlistments. Why 
we«k- not?
••Australia has declared for and Is
Compliments
have been showered on us with 
regard to the bright, snappy and 
convenient re-arrangement of our 
store.
You sliould visit it if you have not already done 
The aisles are clear and wide, affording easy 
access to all merchandise.
so
will eliminate the. continued dis- With Mrs. Franco as workroom man- with The Courier on Monday, stated working towards Total War’. Great
Firhl Uiiitrd, corner KicliUr St. and 
Dcrnard Avenu*
HELP WANTED
MinUtcr: Rev. W. W. McPhenion, 
M .A.. D.Th.
W ANTED—Elderly couple wantImmediately a maid, able to
Ortfanilt and Choir Leader: 
Cyr.l S. Motaop. A.T.C.M*. L.T.C .L.
cook, sleep in. Wages, $20 per
11 a.m.— 
sonality. 
7.30 p.m.-
■•‘The Strength of Per-
appcarance « f  signs urging tlie peo­
ple to come Into the Okanagan.” 
Mr. Bruhn emphasized the fact 
that the Dominion Government re­
cognized the Canoc-SJeamous sec­
tion as part of the Trans-Canada 
and there is no point In bucking 
that fact. According to the B.C. 
minister, the Dominion authorities
ager, it l.-i ex.pected Uiat the work that Col. T. A. Taylor, who has
will continue with uiiubuted vigor.
VICTORY MOTORS 
OPENS MAY FIRST
been placed in charge of the new 
civilian defence corps In British Co­
lumbia, Is busy drafting organiza­
tion plans to be followed In each 
community where companies will 
be formed.
Capt. Gillespie stressed that the 
units .would bo trained ns scouts
Britain is moving In the same dir­
ection. China is second only to tlie 
Soviet Union War Program, and 
Russia has a 100 per cent Total War 
policy in effect since tlio first day 
Hitler’s hordes Invaded that coun­
try.
’The Canadian Legion believes 
we can win this war only by all the
Take a basket and serve yourself, 
or ask the clerk. Everything is 
plainly priced and you’ll always 
find some real “specials” on display.
W[•ANTED—Girl or woman forgeneral housework. Sleep In or 
out. Phone 409. 39-lp
FOR SALE
Fo r  Sale—2 pieces No. 1 quality,heavy, white canvas. New. 4 yds., 
36 in. width, $4.00. 3 yds., 48 in.
width, $3.75. Apply, Mrs. M. J. 
Rutherford, Glenwood Ave. 39-lp
jpOB Sale or Rent—Semi-modem
bungalow on Pendozi Street. Ap­
ply, 453 Pendozi St., or Phone 555-R.
39-c
Re g a l  Lily Bulbs for Sale. Large,$1.50 dozen, prepaid; medium.
A  tribute to J S Woods- insist on "the Trans-Canada taking Ron Prosser and Earl Poppin and that marksmanship and know- *’,*'VY*P*^‘’f  EfficientA  trlbiRctoL S. W^  ^ W in  T.lr*. 0 „* .r  R,.«5ne«« IcdKC of the .country would be the ‘nt^^cst is in g  ^
GROCERY
a S '  rnuHer^‘“ '-irw: ^orth, by Mrs. G. D. Herbert. 39-lc ‘ he shortest route between any twoApply, Box 48, Tlie Couilei. 39-lc points and the Canoe stretch Js four-
~  teen miles shorter than the Grind-
rod road.
‘•A bridge w ill have to be built at 
Sicamous some day, but, contrary to 
report, there Is no intention of erec
W ill Take 
and Site
EVANGEL
TABERNACLE
230 Bertram St.
Pastor—P. S, Jones
God’s Truth Is Always a 
Spiritual Coming.
The Bible, Our Text Book.
39-lc
Motors Ltd.
Over Business ledge of the country would be the .
of Don McLean Canada Is Tot'^pSn^ng her''funbe along these lines and army drill
and routine would not be an im­
portant part of the Instruction. The
weight.
’If  it were Just another war where
Don McLean Motors Ltd. will be Government plans to supply certain victors change national bound- 
taken over by Ron Prosser and equipment, which will probably In- Indemnities for
Earl Popham on May first next. . elude arms, ammunition and some *"
The new business will bo known articles of clothing, states Capt. Gil- 
Three hundred Japanese are Victory Motors and will special- lespie. 
working out of several camps on mechanical repairs and up- qo,i_ Xaylor is preparing a slmpli-
the Trans-Canada between Sica- keeP- fied manual of Instruction which
Ron Prosser is well known as the w ill serve as a guide to unit com-
ting a bridge of any sort there at 
the present time.”
mous and Rcvelstoke and more
the defeated to pay, the speaker 
would not be taking any part In it, 
but this is a war with only two’pos­
sible endings. We either end up as 
free peoples or fascist slaves.
•’I f  we have any doubt about the
Prompt
Service
Phones
30&31:
VO{TE “Y E S ” A P R IL  27
camps are ready to receive more operator of Prosser's Garage and zanders, but Capt. Gillespie point- Mte that awaits us If we do not win.
Japanese.
$1.00 dozen. Large white trumpets 
tinged with yellow. Sweet scented, 
hardy, easily grown. G, Brodie, R.R. 
1, Kelowna. 39-3p
AUCTION SALE
Earl Popham has been on the mech- ed out that only broad lines of ^ken let us look at the plight of the 
The road In some sections is be- anical staff of Orchard City Motors training would be suggested and peoples in the conquered countries, 
ing relocated and it Is here the Jap- for a number of years. final procedure and training plans Let us remember Hong Kong where
anese are now working. Mr. Bruhn Don McLean plans to go into the left to those in command of indi- defenceless men were bayoneted to 
expressed himself as exceedingly lumber business and has taken vldual units. death and women ravlshecL
pleased with the manner in which over the operation of a sawmill at Tentative plans call for enlist- Let us not be led astray by smoke 
the Japanese are turning to their Carmi, B.C, ment of one or more companies screens or rumors of confusion eni-
new tasks. ------------------------—  numbering 100 men in each city or anatmg from ignorance or fifth col-
“The Dominion authorities have TAX  PENALTY district and enlistment w ill be con- “ut rather let us do our
definitely named three road projects By-Law 854, providing for the im- filled to men not eligible for active xotal War a i^  ^ fetory ”
Good Used Cars
'OR Sale—Dairy farm, 82 acres.
Timber Sale X20732 
There will be offered for sale at stated.
and will not consider any others un- position of a ten per cent penalty on service or the army reserve units, 
til these are completed,” Mr, Bruhn taxes remaining unpaid after Octo- 
“These three projects are ber 20, was given final reading by
.   ^ v «m on PubBc'Auction,'at'noon on'the'i2th the Jasper-Blue River, the Sicam- the City Coimcil at its meeting on
May. 1942. in the office of the Forest ous-Revelstoke and the Hope- Monday night, April 20.
For full particulars, write W, Bangor Kelowna the • Licence Princeton. It is obvious that all — ---------------------
Sm al^, R.R. 3, BX District, Ver- X20732,’to cut 4,040,000 f.b.m. of yel- these are important, main arteries LEASE OF LOTS
non. D low pino snd fir on an aroa adjoin* snd should bo tho first considora* Tho City Council has approved
Fo r  Sale—Furniture and contents ing the north boundaries of Lots ti°n.. Such roads as the Monashee the reiRal of 190 iuts in the northof a 5-room house including 4072 and 4073, Veneer Creek, 7 miles come later but cannot be con- end of Kelowna to F. Dal Col for anUI a u lUUIXX XlUUSUy lIlLIUUllIgy ___ __  _  ^ ______ of ■Uio T^ T*nconf ovimiol vorifol nf HO T’Ka .1pR5?AP
More About
7 VOTEEARLY
R E C O N D IT IO N E D  !
R E P A IN T E D  I
R E T IR E D  I
— See these Good Values today—
Also 1 N E W  D O D G E  E X P R E S S  D E L IV E R Y
V O T E  “Y E S ” A P R IL  27
MOTHER’S DAY
M AY 10th
spring filled mattresses, carpets, rugs, 
lamps, chairs, etc. Apply, 109 Law- 
son Avenue. 38-2p
From Page 1, Column 4
chesterfield^'^suUe” ”bedroom*'^^te' northwest of Peachland, Osoyoos sidered at the present time.” annual rental of $50.00. The le^ee
cnesterneid suite, oearoom suite, Yale Land District. There are three hundred Japs on must keep the lots free of noxious
Five (5) years will be allowed for ike Hope-Princeton road, Mr. Bruhn weeds during his tenancy. persons who have not voted," Mr.
removal of timber. stated, and the number is expected ----Parkinson said.
“Provided anyone unable to at- ke increased to a thousand. He SALE OF L O l “The men of my committee will
tend the auction in person may By-law 852 was reconsidered and start to work after lunch. I f  you
MAIL MOVING
BERNARD AVE.or ELLIS------I T H
FOR RENT
iciiu m euuil xii ijciauu lu jr -----  - - - . j  _. ___] --- ------- 7-- . .7 Bi il, lO WUIK. iic lUIieil l l OU
submit tender to be opened at the see this road com plete ^ d  ims adopted by the City Couned at its hayg voted by that time, your name ' ■ 
1------- * ----g jjj treated as made representation^to the Depart meeting on Monday nigi^. The by- •”  ’ - ------------  - * -----  * '
Fo r  Rent—Comfortable furnished2 room suite on ground floor. 
Borden Apts., Phone 624-Rl. 37-tfc
WANTED
hour of auction 
one bid.”
Further particulars may be ob­
tained from the Chief Forester, 
Victoria, B.C., or the District For­
ester, Kamloops, B.C. 38-4c
1 '“ ,“ ° ” ' rt Irtll be f ta lS S  M b !
S  ■>■>* voted by ^ r ly  atter„oo„ yo„r
name wall still be on the list and 
yoii w ill be contacted by telephone
W ANTED—Second-hand trunk, ingood condition. Apply, Box 47, 
The Courier. 39-tfc
NOTICE
Gertrude May Windsor, deceased, 
Charles Benjamin Windsor, 
deceased.
attitude of that department to this 
road.
The minister maintained that 
once the Hope-Princeton road is 
completed the , Okanagan would 
benefit as it would complete the 
circle tour to the Coast areas. He
NOTICE
•OOD home cooked dinneis for
school chilcjren, reasonably pric-
APPEAL ALLOWE least. It is readily seen why an
The appeal of J. E. Todd from early vote is of great assistance to 
the refusal of the Building Inspector. tjjg voluntary committee. We be­
ta sanction issue of, a permit for the geech the general public to co-op- 
...fmiH uau'uug of his gr^nhouse was allow- grate with this voluntary committee 
felt that many prairie people would gd .by the City Council on Monday votine earlv” 
prefer to travel the Hope-Princeton on compassionate'  grounds. Pafkinson has associated with
-  rather than the Fraser as the for- ^odd must erect a proposed new him on his committee five men who
NOTICE is hereby given that all mer would be less nerve wracking building parallel to the greenhouse, „ , , charee of two noUine di­
persons having claims against the than the Fraser. and the building must be of tempor- vi«!ion<? Theqe^TriPn are R Seath
estaties of Gertrude: May Windsor Mr. Bruhn was making a tour of gry construction and set back seven „  n  TTiiimorp c  Cnv?!
________________  des and C. DeMara.
cT>m» (aTricQ Under them these men have an
® organization for each of their sub-
This isn’t an urge to 
buy, rather the op­
posite, but we do 
like to see Cards, 
Mottoes, Moccasins, 
Stationery, etc. go­
ing to the mothers 
who are waiting to 
be remembered."
fflWe have Moccasins 
|ranging from—
$1J25 to $3.25 
^Mottoes at .......... 95o
Cards at .... 5c to 25c
And, Stationery at 
reasonable prices.
J. B. SPURRIER
and Charles Benjamin Windsor, the Interior with A. Dixon, chief feet from the street, 
both of Okanagan Mission, B.C., who engineer of his department; A. L.
pooks. Stationery, Toys and 
Sporting Goods
The W orld ’s News Seen Through
THE Christian Science Monitor
An International Daily Newspaper
Published by THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING SOCIETY 
One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts
is Truthful— Constructive— Unbiased— Free from £iensational- 
ism —  Editorials Are Timely and Instructive and Its Daily 
Features, Together with the Weekly Magazine Section, Make 
the Monitor an Ideal Newspaper for the Home.- 
Price ^12.00 Yearly, or^l.OO a Month.
Saturday Issue, including Magazine Section, $2^ 60 a Year. 
Introductory Offer, 6 Issues 29 C^nts.
Obtainable au
ed. Please make aroM^n^nte in died on the l4th day of November, Carruthers, chief bridge engineer;
advance. Apply, 131 DeHart Ave., the^Oth day of December, H. C. Anderson, road ^ m e e r  at automobile drivers appeared divrstars“ Tnctadinrrcruti^^^
_______________________1941, respectively, are required on New Westminster; W. Ramsay, before Stipendiary Magistrate T. F. informatton of the nublic'
PFST CONTROL district engineer at Kamloops,^ who McWilliams during the week, and
PEST CONTROL  ^ deUver or send by prepaid letter, are members of the recently form- touowmg iniormation aeout uie
Kelowna, B.C.
MORRISON’S LIBRARY & NEWS STAND m
or Phone 283-L.
_________ ___ _  ---- leUver or send by prepaid letter, are e bers of the recently for - pjgajjed guilty to failing to stop at in each
“DERPO Bug Killer, 85c., Com- f^u particulars of their claims duly ed Highway Commission. The party stop signs. A ll defendants were fin- ,, - - telenhonp num-
pletelyexterminatesBedbugs,Moths, verified, to E. C. Weddell, Kelowna, came here from Vernon and pro- ed $10.00 and costs.
Cockroaches, Silverfish, Ants, Cric- B,c., Executor of the said deceaseds, ceeded south. ---- -------------- -^---—  uct
kets, Lice, Fleas, Ticks. AND TAKE NOTICE that after — -^------ — — -----—  MAGAZINE CANVASSING in max poii.
‘ •DERAT” Rat and Mouse Killer, 50c. the last mentioned date the Execu- SHAVINGS FROM The City Council granted a licence Poll N®. 37
Harmless to Humans, Animals, tor w ill proceed to distribute the
Fowl. A t Eaton’s, Woodward’s, 
Spencer’s, Leading Drug,, Feed, 
Hardware, Grocers or Derpo Pro­
ducts, Toronto.
Th is  Spring , . . let experts cleanyour rugs, downs, blankets, car­
pets and curtains. Kelowna Steam 
Laundry Limited. Phone 123. 35-tfc
assets of. the deceaseds among the 
persons entitled thereto, having re­
gard only to the claims of which he 
shall then have had notice.
DATED at Kelowna, B.C., this 
22nd day of April, 1942.
E. G. WEDDELL,
39-5c Executor.
SIMPSON MILL 
BLOCK STREET
to W. E, Stiirges to carry on . the Kelowna North-West—^Voting at 
business of sale of magazine sub- Oddfellows’ .Hall, 301 voters. G?t- 
scriptions, at its meeting last Mon- out-the-Vote headquarters at Crown 
day night. Fruit Co. Ltd., 200 Ellis St., Phone
567. Dick Parkinson in charge.
Heavy Output and Restricted 
Storage S p a c e  Threaten
TALK  ON in s u l a t io n
I3on Fisher, Assistant Superin­
tendent of the Summerland Experi­
mental Station, addressed the Gyro
Poll No. 39
Woodlavyn—^Voting at residence of 
Matthew Donnelly, Aberdeen St.,.
Th e  Plumber Protects the Healthof the Nation. For good protec­
tion, Phone Scott Plumbing Works,
KELOWNA CITY POUND
Street Access to  M anhattan Club on Tuesday evening. He took near corner of Glenwood Ave., 268 
b treet Access to  iviannattan his subject “Insulation” and voters.
Beach
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
the following animal has been im- Alderman G. Sutherland, in
illustrated his remarks by compar­
ing the insulating qualities of var-
164 or 559-L. Plumbing, Heating and ^ded'and if“  s^ ^^ ^^  ^ capacity of Board P f Works chair
dO-UC r  ^ __  ftp*,.. moT, fn Pltv CGUnCl
* • • J
n^ ® ious materials.
Sheet Metal work.
25c 25cRIBELIN'S M AIL ORDER FINISHING 
DEPARTMENT
Any roll of 6 or 8 exposures printed 
and a free enlargement for 25c, and 
return postage 3c.
12 reprints and enlargement, 35c. 
M AIL ORDER ONLY 
Reprints, 3c each. P.O. Box 1556
36-tfc
BUYS WESTSIDE PROPERTY
Stan Hunt, of Vernon, has pur-
Get-out-theVote headquar­
ters at Crown Fruit Co. Ltd., 200 
Ellis St., Phone 567. Dick Parkinson 
in charge.
Poll No. 34
Kelowna North—^Voting at Exhi-
164
V
\
from the S M. Simpson mill were wunx, oi vemon, nas Gaston Ave.,
blowing over and blocking Roanoke voters. Get-out-the-vote headquar-
AYroMiio fn o r ! f . h t f k  Inffs await- CreeK,
by 8 a.m., April 25th, Saturday in- man, reported to the City Council 
stent, will be disposed of:— on Monday night that the shavings
1 Brown and white mongrel
;.n| s a  Bob sea .. 1 * ^
citv^treet^^Aldmm^rTs^ta^ NEW FIGHTER SQUADRON Kelowna Suburban — Voting at
ported ’ Sumeriana re FOR B. C. COAST tJnited Church Hall, 312 voters. Get-
Chairman Sutherland advised the A  new high-speed fighter squad- out-the-Vote headquarters at Toe H
Council that Mr. Simpson had rbn of the Royal Canadian A ir F^orce building, Phone 142. Bob Seath in
Phone 377-L,
Kelowna, April 22nd, 1942. 39-lp
Yo u r  local greenhouse, corner ofj ' ■Harvey and Richter, can supply 
you with all varieties of bedding 
plapts, geraniums and p o t. plants. 
Our greenhouse is always open for 
your inspection. Call and see us to­
day for your spring requirements. 
Night and day Phone 88, Richter 
Street Greenhouse, W, Anderson, 
manager. Bonded member of the 
F.GJD., and agents for Vigor, “The 
alLroimd plant food.” 36-tfc
COMING EVENTS
ORDER of the Royal Purple HomeCooking Sale, Saturday, May 2, 
at Orchard City Motors showroom, 
Bernard Ave. 39-lc
y H E Kelowna Hospital Women’s
Auxiliary will hold their month­
ly meeting Monday, April 27th, 1942, 
at 3.00 p,m., in the Board of Trade 
Rooms. 39-lc
M E A T  M A R K E T  
Phone 320 Free Del,
agreed to remove the lumber piled has recently arrived on the West charge, 
on the city street, and he had been Coast to bolster expanding Pacific 
informed that the mill was running aerial defences. It is understood that 
two shifts and that the log booms a number of the flying personnel 
would decrease rapidly in size dur- are veterans of the Battle of Britain, 
ing the coming weeks. Canadians who fiew with R.C.A.F.
In regard to the shavings, a solu- and RA..F. units overseas.
tion Vas difficult. Owing to limited ------——— ---- . ■ '
space, there was not room for the Taxing Vanity
sawdust and shavings, now that the Florida is levying a tax on what
Poll No. 36
Kelowna East—Voting at Rain­
bow Auto Court, 341 voters. Get- 
out-the-Vote headquarters at office 
of Bredin & Fillmore, Phone 474. 
Don Fillmore in charge.
Poll No. 42
“N
- . -  u'-ci- ---------------------- -Y .n, r. Richtcr Street—Voting at Scout
null was running two shifte ana amoxmts to human vanity. A ll Sim- Trail 253 voters. Get-out-the-Vote
sawdust sales were decrea^ng. I f  shine State motorists who want headquarters at office of Bredin &
the condition continued, Alderman automobile licence numbers to 
Sutherland stated, the whole street match their address, telephone num- 
would soon be blocked. ' ber, their class in college, or what-
A  committee of CRy En^neer have-you, w ill, bo required to pay 
Blakeborou^,' Alderman I Pettigrew fees. The revenue produced w ill go 
and Alderman Sutherland-'will inter- to the support of dependent child- 
view Mr. Simpson in m  effort to find 
a solution for the situation. " » --------- ^^
CARD OF THANKS
Mr s . Carruther^ Red Cross unitdesires to express its deep ap­
preciation 'of the kindness of W. R.
’ Carruthers, of Chelford.  ^England, 
and A. C. Bennett; of Kelowna, in 
permitting them to use their store 
during the winter months and pro­
viding electricity, etc. Their thanks 
also go to W. Haug and Son for do­
nations of coal, and to Perty Paul, ■ 
•of Glenmore, for the loan of a stqye, ; 
and to the members and friends of 
the group who haye so generously 
loaned their machines. Seven bun- 
, dred and forty ' article^ have been 
cbmpleted and turned over to: the 
local Red Cross during the past 
year. On May 8th, the group: will 
return: to “Killkare,” ,at Manhattan 
Beach, where through the great 
kindness of J., J. Ladd and . Mrs. 
Roweliffe, the unit has worked for 
the past two seasons. 39-lp
RUBBER GOODS
DISAPPEAR
BIRTHS
Fillmore, Phone 474. Don Fillmore 
in charge.
Poll No. 38
Kelowna Central—Voting at Toe 
H building, 481 voters. Get-out-the- 
Vote headquarters at 239 Bertram 
St., Phone 679-R. Hugh McKenzie 
in charge.
Poll No. 40
Kelowna Park—Voting at resid-
B ’lEER is a proven energy food, easily digested and' assimilated 
by the system.
GOOD BEER
THE DRINK OF 
MODERATION
A  good beer, like Royal Export, is especially beneficial. Thousands o f interior 
British Columbia workers daily find it a healthful stimulant, invigorating 
and strength-replacing. It is brewed from  the purest malt and hops by  
veteran brewmasters in one o f North Americans best-equipped breweries.
BROWN’S 
PHARMACY LTD.
“FOR YOUR HEALTH ’S SAKE’! 
Have your Prescriptions 
Dispensed Here.
CUTS • ABRASIONS • BI7ES 
GARGLE for SORE THROAT 
PERSONAL USES
'D E T t O L V
THE MODFR*’ ANTISEPTIC
50c
One marked change in store win-
WATERS—At the Kelowna General ence of Mrs. M. R. Stone, 286'Ab- 
Hospital on Thursday, April 16, bott St., 338 voters. Get-out-the- 
1942, to Mr. and Mrs. P. Waters, of Vote headquarters at C. M. DeMara, 
East Kelowna, a son. Willow Lodge, Phone 156. Chas.
dows’ and advertisements of local L L O Y D -A t the Kelowna General
merchants dunng_ the Hospital on Friday. April 17, 19C; Poll No. 41
^^aS^menUm 5  rubber g o ^  to Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Lloyd, Kelowna South-West^Votirig at
Sods uling ro b b ^  goods or oi jjast Kelowna, a daughter. residence of Mrs. .F. Royle, 174
' Since April 2nd, no merchant has JESSOP—At the Kelowna General Gadder Ave., 247 y6ters,, Get-out- 
been permitted to display m  store '^Hospital on Friday,^pril 17, 1942, the-vote headquarters at ^  office of 
windows or to advertise any goods to Mr. and Mrs. Ray. Jessop, of C. M. DeMara, Willow Lodge, Phone 
using rubber. These may be display- Kelowna, a daughter, "  156. Chas. DeMara in charge,
ed, however, inside the stores. k ENNELL—A t the Kelowna Gener- Poll No, 43
Tr* <3P vn  ATRnTtAPHq al Hospital on Sunday, April 19, Kelowna Pendozi—^Voting at resi-
/'ll K -n 1942, to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley ^gnee of Mrs. M. Verhegge, corner
Members of the Gyro Club w ill Kennell, of Kelowna, a son. qj Richter and Glenwood, 346 voters.
o^artfve^e^^S  wiU r S ^ m * ^ t a ^  RASMUSSEN — At the Kelowna Get-out-the-Vote heMquarters at on active service will receive an air Hospital on Monday, Ap- office of McTavish, Whillis & (3ad-
So tonight, as you enjoy a weU-earned glass o f Royal Export . . .  pleasantly 
relax in the knowledge that it is good/or you.
grtiph letter from members of the
club,- -following each meeting 
that organization.
of Chas.. Gaddes in
There are more than 40,000 parts, 
exclusive of armament, in a single 
Canadian-built infantry tank.
ril 20, 1942, to Mr. and Mrs. Mar- des, Phon^’°217. 
tin Rasmussen, of Beaverdell, a charge.
daughter. The Citizens’ plebiscite Commit-
r-TJAv A+ tlio TTelowna General tfee headquarters w ill be established G R A Y -A t the Kelowna General t^e day at the Board of Trade
where a special phone hasHospital on Wednesday, April 22, 1942, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gray,^ 
Of K.R. 1. K elow a. a son.
For. Free Delivery in Kelowna,
_ ... — PHONE 72, (Speedy Service)Committee p.50 . ;
GTITIT^ N—At. the Kelowna General will function from this noint. and , -
Hospiter on Wednesday, April 22, a group w ill stand by ready to lend ■ ^ fW'miiBiiiwi W llWMmiwM^ 'imimiiiaimiiiiwM
1942, to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Green, any assistance necessary to any of This advertisement IS not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the
of Kelowna, a daughter. the other committees. Government o f  British Columbia.
I I 1" I , I f.' ,1’, I
II ' , I
i
PACU BlSt THE KEI.OWNA COURIER THURSDAY, AI%IJL 23. 1M2
FKOFEBTY BAI.E 
Itiw pRer Pf J, E. Angers of 
h r  til® j>urcba« of property on 
StrsUicona Avemt® wm inoe^pteii by
Monday rrlgl'd. Final ratWcation of 
the sale will be by by-law.
______ __________  ________  _____  One ouiice of radium is tl»« pro-
«ie” city Council at i^  nwetog on duct of 14.000 toia of ore.
KELOWNA SEA 
CADET CORPS
“Grenvlile”
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
T O  A V O ID  D IS A P P O IN T M E N T .
After an absence of some time, 
your scribe Is now bock on Uie Job 
again.
On Axwil 5 and 0 the officers and 
some of the senior boys took time 
out of Dreir Easter holidays to run 
up to tl»e Sea Cj«det camp site on 
Mr. Gibson’s property, at Okanagan 
Centre. The grounds were given B 
thorough going-over and a great 
deal of the brush and dead wood was 
cleared up. leaving much more space 
for tents and instruction classes. 
ITvcrc will be considerably less work 
for the advance crew in July. 
Down in the galley a cookhouse 
was speedily erected. Tliere the
GLENMORE 
COUPLE HAVE 
ANNIVERSARY
More About
ERIC
KNIGHT
1ST R U T LA N D ^
“Do B Good Turn Dolly"
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hurac steal
stove will rcrrmln and there will be 
no more lugging it from the barn 
evei-y yeor. There also the cook will 
keep his supplies and utensils, and
From Page 2, Colunm 4
----- sick chickens? Ask yourself
Mark Silver Wedding Anni- that. No, If you’re going to run the 
versary risk of being a criminal, you might
-------  us well steal the plumpest pullets
The twenty-fifth wedding onniver- and the fattest geese, 
sary, Thurwlay, Aijail fith, of Mr. Do not think, because you are 
and Mrs. G. C. Hume, Glemnore, used to U»cse tilings, you are not 
was marked by neighbors and rich to the point of luxury here, 
friends of the couple with the pre- You are rich with a wray of living 
sentatlon of a silver rose bowl, sll- that is luxury—^luxury while tlio 
ver candlesticks and a silver relish war goes on. How shall I make you 
dish. Mr. and Mrs. Hume also re- understand what your riches are— 
cclved gifts of silver from their each one of you, sitting at home 
children and other relatives. now. Perhaps I can do It tlirough
Orders for tl»e week ending May 
2nd:
Ih e  Troop will parade at the 
school on Monday, April 27, at 7.30 
p.m. sharp, for a rehearsal of songs 
and plays for the concert.
Duty Patrol: Beavers.
» • •
Owing to the Community Hall be­
ing in use as the polling station on 
Monday next, Ui© meeting will be 
held at the scliool. Rehearsals are 
going along fairly well for the con­
cert, but a lot of hard work remains 
to be done. One or two obsentec-s 
made the going slow on the plays 
on Monday last.
Tlio second Salvage Day organiz­
ed by the Scouts and Cuba proved
There  is a shortage o f awnings this year, 
so p lay safe by  getting  your order in 
early-r—Come in today and choose from  
our many patterns. A w n in gs  protect 
home and furnishings from  torrid  sun 
rays.
0. L  JONES FURNITURE
CO., LT D .*
38-2C
gias«Miiti4W ai»4ia4B^ Bi»'ag
The date was also the second "wed- small things, listen to me now. 
anniversary of their daughter, Go to your window and lift your 
there w ill be less fear of dust In Mildred, and her husband, James bUnd. That Is richness; for It Is an 
your food, although there h  still no Robertson, who ^  action that no man In Britain dare
way of preventing Uie food from o  f n , Perlorm tonight. Now look out - .u . - . i
being decorated by the odd bug Other members of Die fmnlly were yo^r window—and you see lights, very successful, another ten truck 
Off Monday, the 20th. we welcom- also,present except Bert Hume, who you are seeing what the richest loads be ng hauled f ^  
cd back one of our old boys who Is 1? at Edmonton with the croesus In all Britain could not buy Rl«ok Mountain district, and the
now serving in the Navy, Alan Romes mother, Mrs. tonight. Tomorrow morning at Scouts co-operated with tlie Ellison
•Tassell, who is at present enjoying Noyes, of Naramata, completed the breakfast squeeze yourself an or- salvage comjidttw, an additional 
a few days leave. The boys were gathering.  ^  ^ angc. You arc doing what no jl'^o truck loads being hauled from
also entertained by a few words G W H Reed accompanied by grown-up In Britain w ill do today l“ ore. ,  , ,
from Mr. Bradford who is a Mer- ^ig three sisters, Mrs. Q. II Watson, for ho has agreed that every orange ,,„trol Competition Standing 
charit Marine wireless operator. He A. Morgan and Mrs. J. Pointer. In the land shall be reserved for the , ,
nr.m« /.voifinrt prviKnHoB in broUicr, H. Rccd, and his bro- green ration books of children only. ***roi i
ther-ln-law,’ J, Pointer, left on Frl- For your child, cut a banana Into 
day last for Vancouver, after recelv- a bowl of cereal. When you do It,
Ing the sad news of the passing of say that you are cutting up what 
a brother, B. Reed, of that city. no moUicr In Britain could give her 
• • * child—she couldn’t buy that banana
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Hunt are staying not for a thousand dollars— f^or 
for the present at the home of the there are no bananas. Not one, not If 
latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. ^ thousand doctors declared that 
Snowsell, of Bankhead,' where Mr. child’s life would end If It were not 
Hunt Is convalescing after hla re- bananas. Sit at a table and 
cent discharge from Tranqullle j, pjnt ©f milk and drink it.
Sanitorium. ,  , Then say to yourself that you’ve
Mrs. Percy Rankin' and her two consi^ed your nailk for th r^  da^.
related so e excit g ep sodes
which he took part.
Orders for the week of April 26- 
May 2, 1942:
Ship's Contpany w ill parade: 
Monday, April 27, 1915 hours; Thurs­
day, April 30, 1915 hours.
Duty Watch: Starboard.
Duty Hands: Quartermaster, Pat 
Curell; Sideboy, H. Cair-Hllton,
Office Hand: Coe.
’’JAUNTY.’’
Eagles ....................................... 416
Beavers ...................................  365
Seals .....- .................................  264
Foxes ......................................  258
TRAIN O.C. 
EXPRESSES THANKS
CANADA
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF PLEBISCITE OFFICER
PUBUC ANNOUNCEMENT
E V E R Y  C A N A D IA N  C IT IZ E N  IS H E R E B Y  A D V IS E D :
(1 ) T H A T  a Proclamation of the Governor in Council dated the 9th 
day of March, 1942, ordered a plebiscite to be taken in every 
electoral district in Canada on the question set out in the ballot 
papers 'to be used thereat in the following words and form :
Vote by m aking a cross, thus X ,  after the word ‘Yes* Off 
after the w o rd ‘No*.
Are you in favour 
of releasing the gov­
ernment from  any  
ohligatioii a r is in g  
out o f any past com­
mitments restrict­
ing the methods of 
raising m en for m ili­
tary service?
Y iS
-7-''
.-.'ri.--'’ >•"- “t-’ v
(2 ) T H A T  the date fixed as polling day fo r the said plebiscite is
Monday, the 27th day of April, 1942. .
(3 ) TH A T , polls will be open in each polling division from  8 o’clock 
a.m. until 8 o’clock p.m. (daylight saving tim e).
(4 ) T H A T  new lists of voters have been specially prepared fo r the 
said plebiscite.
(5 ) T H A T  the said lists are what may be termed “open lists’’ which 
means that, in either urban or rural polling divisions, any qualified 
voter whose name has been omitted from same may vote on polling 
day in his polling division upon taking the required oath and upon 
being vouched for on oath by a voter whose name appears on the 
list of voters for such polling division.
(6 ) T H A T  National Registration Certificates are required to be pro­
duced by qualified urban voters whose names have been omitted 
from the lists of voters, and by those voters only, before being 
allowed to vote.
(7 ) T H A T  advance polls will be opened in the same localities and on 
the same conditions as at the last General Election.
(8 ) TH A T , as a general rule, every person who has ordinarily resided 
in Canada during the last twelve months is entitled to vote a f  
the said plebiscite if he is twenty-one years o f age and a British 
subject.
(9 ) T H A T  voters will be entitled to vote in the polling division in 
which they were ordinarily residing on the 30th day of March last.
(10) T H A T  urban voters have been advised o f the location o f their 
polling stations on the notices left at their dwelling places by the 
enumerators., — '■
(11 ) T H A T  rural voters have been notified in the Notice to Voters 
posted up in tGe post offices, and should have been verbally advised 
by the rural enumerators of the location of their polling stations.
(12 ) TH AT , generally, polling stations for the said plebiscite will be 
established at or near the same premises as at the last (General 
Election.
(13 ) T H A T  arrangements are being made to collect the results o f the 
plebiscite on the evening o f  polling day as is done at a  General 
Election. _
(14 ) T H A T  every Canadian on active service or in training in any of 
His Majesty’s forces or corps, within or without Canada, is entitled 
to vote at the plebiscite in advance of polling day by virtue o f a  
special procedure provided.
Dated at Ottawa this 20th day of April, 1942.
JULES GASTONGUAY
Chief Plebiscite Officer.
sons, Howard and Douglas, returned
last week, after spending about ten cakes. Then say that you can t have
Lt.-Col. McKenna Thanks Peo­
ple of Kelowna for Dance
days with relaUves at the Coast, any butter for seven days-your
Lt.-Col. J. E. McKenna, Officer 
Commanding the Army Train; has
Mrs. Harry Hubbard, who was also total week’s ration of butter is fin- written expressing his appreciation
a visitor to the Coast, returned at ished at one gulp, 
the same time. You mer, as you go to work to-
• • * morrow; stop in a. store and buy a
Flood water is down again and packet of cigarettes. Know that you
many growers are taking advantage might have walked into ten tobac- 
of It, especially for the hay fields, coasts in London before you got 
_  • T * * .  1 * one. When the packet Js empty;
’^ e  heavy showers of last week the gutter. Think as you
and the do it that if you were in London you
spread a b lank^ of green over the pyj jy your pocket, take
countryside. Cheriy, ^ d  .  ^ c©uld
peach trees are in full bloom, and . , . . ^  , more cie-
the mountain sides are dotted with ®
white Saskatoon blossoms. ^ ^ k  into a shop. Buy yourself
Miss Frances Hume, who was call- a suit^two suits—three. Buy warm 
ed to Vancouver last week tO' take underclothes and woollen sweaters 
her medical examination prior to for your children. Understand that 
enlisting in the WA.A.P., returned in London you could hot have 
home on Saturday, a very disap- bought them without counting your 
pointed young lady, as she failed to few ration tickets for the year— 
qualify. think that shoes and clothes and
* • * gloves and hats and shirts and even
Mrs. Archie Loudoun, Jr. is a pa- handkerchiefs are rationed. You
tient in the Kelo'wna General Hos- housewives—go shopping in the
of the dance arranged here for his 
men last Friday night.
In a letter addressed to R. P. Mac- 
Lean, he says: "The personnel of 
the Army Train ■wish to thank you ' 
and the other persons responsible 
for arranging the dance during our 
stay in Kelowna.
“An enjoyable time was had by all, 
and courtesy such as was extended 
by you and the citizens of Kelowna 
helps to make our trip that much 
more enjoyable.’’
pital. Mrs. Loudoun, Sr. is also stm com ing. Walk into any shop you
of Canada. They w ill not get tanks 
and guns and planes quick enough 
imless you feel, each one of you, 
that it is your personal job to see 
that they get them. You w ill not 
feel it is your personal job if you 
are convinced that the war is some­
thing far across the sea that 
never coming to your doorstep.
I  tell you it can come to your 
doorstep. I  tell you that it Is at
IS
in the Hospital. Both are expected that in Britain . your doorstep. So many people these
home tljis week. you could only go into one jvhere
Percy Rankin, accompanied by his y°u are ^ is tered . Buy a cam of 
father, W. J. Rankin, and Ed. HUl, salmon. Then say to yo i^ eU  ttat 
of Kelowna, spent April 11 and 12 you have used up pomts cou-
at Mara Lake, and they report fish- pons on canned goods for the rwxt 
- two weeks. You can’t have anying as good. more today or tomorrow.
N
Mrs. A. Smith, of Star City, Sask., the grocery-m^ to wrap your bun- 
who is spending severaL weeks in dies! As you do so, think that you 
Kelowna visiting her dau^ter and ©re getting what wealth could not 
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Orville buy in England, for to save paper 
Watson, spent a coiiple of days this you’d have to carry home every art- 
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs. id© exactly as it is—unless you took
H. J. Harden.
BOYSCOUT 
COLUMN
1st Kelowna Troop
Troop Firstt 
Self LastI
a piece of wrapping paper to 
store with you to use again 
again.
Tomorrow, when you go to the 
butclier’s, ask him to -show you 
twenty cents’ worth of, meat. No 
more, no less—twenty cents exactly. 
Look at that piece of meat. Now
days talk of rebuilding our world 
after we ■win this war. They seem 
to take it for . a blithe matter of 
course that We shall win this war. 
Of coiurse, for .the sake of what is
__called morale, we should all get
T ^  up and tell you that we are bound 
to ■win it. We are not bound to win 
it. The thing to get into our heads 
is that we can lose this war. By th e . 
Lord Harry, we can lose it as long 
as we think it  is something that 
can touch other people—but not us. 
Many other lands thought that-^un- 
til the enemy planes were overhead 
and; his tanks ten miles down the 
road—and then it . was too late.
It can be too late for us. We 
have to stop thinking of what we 
can do in 1943 or some date dreami­
ly  far over the " horizon of time, 
and understand that it is what we do
the
and
imagine yourself goinghome to your month of 1942. It  can be too
_co-irino- “nrhic ic all vnil. " . ______husband and saying: ‘?This is all you. ^  we go on supposing that, be- 
cah have.’’ That’s his. complete ra- cause the common man and woman
tion—not for just one meal. Not for child of Britain have stood up 
April 20, 1942 whole .day. is his complete gnd fire and bomb, they
Orders for week commencing Fri- ration for one entire week—an^ n. gg standing up for, a couple 
day, April 24, 1942: he eats it all in one m ^ l, nes ^ i -  yggpg ^ it i l  we get ready to
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week; cu his week’s supply at. one gulp, reaUy f i^ t  the war. Is it bad for 
Lynx; next for. duty; Cougars. your car M d » y j y ^  ggy tjjat? I  think not. Is
Rallies: The Troop w ill rally at w ill t o v e  out mto^ the coimtry. .^ . bad for morale to say what any
.the Scout Hall on Tuesday, April i28, Then stop and_^y: soldier of the last war knows— t^hat
at 7.15 pm., and on Friday, April 24, petrol— i^t is rationed and none :go^ sixty thousand killed you al- 
at 7.30 p.m., at the Hall, there will be tor pleasure. Say you are greater num-
a special practice for those Scoute and want 'to go to bed. Aim then -j^ gj. jggjgggjj^ .^^b arms, with legs, 
who are picked or wish to try out say: “No, I  cannot rieem : for .to- ^gggg away?. I  think not!
for the tumbling squad. Tests for night is m y duty w h ^ , by mw, i  j  think it w ill he good for morale 
Tenderfoot and Second Cla^ Badge : must sit on the' roof unto dawn, if  y©u know these things—and know 
work ■will also be taken on the above doing my turn at fire-watenmg. that they can happen here too if
two dates. Do you understand? Britain falls. For then you w ill un-
Recent tests passed have been the |>g you see wbat wealth is? Do derstand that this is yom  -war
Second Class Firelighting and Cook- ybn not see that wealth is hot mon- yours just as surely as i f  Ja^nese
ing, by Scout Lyle Homer on the ey_but a ■way of li'ving? tanks ^nd .^Dattalions^of slant-^M
11th instant, and the Second Class d q  you understand that every orr men were ten miles down the road
Points of Compass, by Scout Alister Hinary, small gesture of life that from where you live, and Nazi
/-'•-ii— — 4-u^  J « __— ..A2— squadrons of bombers were rightGalbraith on the 14th instant. ( you accept here as routine has died ------ - , . . . xu i
As mentioned last week, we pro- in other parts of the world; that overhead now. And that is the only 
pose to hold our annual entertain- when vou say: “Give me two fried way to think o f mis war I  say this.
ment on May 22nd, and we would eggs’’- ^ r  even one fried egg—ryou not spuming nor forgettmg what 
urge that arrangements be made for are doing something that people in Canada has already done. Only one 
aU badge tests a^far ahead of that other lands dream about but can’t who .has-^n the^ lend id  and ^ n -
date as possible. do? eroiis work _ of the Canadian_ Red
■We are hoping that our four “Blitz 'Why, in Canada, you give away Cross in Britain could say “thank 
Seoul” visitors from the Mother packets of matches. Give them you” as fervently as I  do. Only one 
Country w ill be routed through the g-way. Do you know that you could who has seen your men trammg ana 
Okanagan ' during their visit to -walk into twenty shops in Britain working in the^rm iw  could prop-. 
British Columbia next month, and today before being able to buy one eriy recognize me of the men 
we are getting into touch with Pro- box? Ah, but you rtiy, you’l l  be you have sent. Surely oim wljo 
.vincial Headqueurtere for what in- smart. You’ll buy a l i f t e r —^ acig- lived under the protecting .wings 
formation they can secure for us in argtte lighter. Yes, you’l l  walk into of planes f i o ^  by your own Canad- 
this resipect T h e  visitors are aU ©ne hundred shops and not be able iah lads-^who go up to lace^any 
Troop Leaders and come from to buy one of those e'ven then— eneniy^ould never mR 'O w o g -  
Troops in very much blitzed areas, they’re gone. . nize their cburageand their deter-
namely, London, Southampton, Glas- D o you understand war a b it bet- mination. . ■ _  , . . „
gow and Birkenhead. Tbe purpose of ter now? Do you; understand what For all that Canada nM ^ v e n  
their visit is “ to secure for Canad-; wealth is—wealth is a way o f llfe. —her wealth, h ^  manhood, ner 
ian Scouts first-hand information of And I  tell you these things not to k indnes^I say mank you. . .
Old Country Scout wm service, and make you feel sorry for the . Brit- I f  _ I  attack complacency this 
at the same time the inspiration of ish—we do not want sympathy. We continent, I  aid .not forgetting wnat 
meeting brother Scouts who have want to win this ■war. We shall not been done_ by j^ur citizens 
distinguished, themselves by their win it until we are all fighting it, whose eyra -will turn to far non­
courage and resourcefulness under Not so long ago,. I  stood in a zons. But I  ^ _ n o t  askmg_anything^ 
the most deadly test of •war—a test training depot in England, where more for Bntaim I  am asking you 
which quite possibly may yet come y©ur Canadian boys are working in to do something
............................ ■ ” ihree eight-hour shifts..a day ,.t  cor- _ £ • _
Seeds, Bulbs, Trees, Plants, Fertilizers, Insecticides, etc,
’TIIESK UETENDADLE M O IC IIAN IB  W ILL HELT YOU
P O T T E D  P L A N T S
and
C U T  F L O W E R S
Roae Bushes, Uniited number.
Spring Bedding Plants, 
Wedding and Funeral orders
S. J. W E E K S
Phone 511-R
E V E R Y B O D Y  N E E D S  
T O O L S
. . some kind or other.
This time it’s 
GARDEN TOOLS.
Me & Me 
HAVE ‘niEM .
S T E E L E , BR IG G S  
SEED S
Vegetable and Flower 
LAW N GRASS.
G O R D O N 'S  G R O C E R Y
SE E D S  of the F IN E S T  
Q U A L IT Y
Flowers and Vegetable 
CROSLAND’S and RENNIE’S
T H E  M cK E N Z IE  CO.,
LTD.
Phone 214 — Master Grocers 
Special Seeds Gladly Ordered
P L A N T  fo r V IC T O R Y  1 
We have a good supply of
-G A R D E N  T O O L S  
and House Cleaning Supplies.
IN D E P E N D E N T  
H A R D W A R E  Co. Ltd.
B U L K  SEED S
Field and Garden Fertilizers 
and Sprays—Seed Potatoes- 
Lawn and Garden Seeds— 
Garden Tools.
G R O W E R S ' S U P P L Y
Co, Ltd,
L A W N  M O W E R S  
S H A R P E N E D  and 
R E P A IR E D
Expert workmanship. Satis­
faction guaranteed. Our low 
price includes a thorough 
/ ■ check-up.
. L A D D  G A R A G E  LT D .
S P R IN G  B U L B S  
G L A D IO L I  
Blackmore and Langdon's 
strain.
TUBEROUS BEGONIAS
T H E  G A R D E N  G A T E  
Pendozi St, Phone 198
W ant to Keep it Flying
MHtlHMniHHItmilMnmMIIMItmHH
No matter what oon- 
dition your lawn- 
mower jia In, we can 
make, it work as 
good as the day you 
bought it.
W E  C A L L  
F O R  A N D  
D E L IV E R
J. r T c a m pb e ll
‘Your La'wn Mower Specialist”
in City Limits. 
—and pay one- 
half of the de­
livery for out- 
of-town mach­
ines.
lumiMHiMiiinMHiiiimmiiiiitiiimitiiHiiiuMtmmmi
r DON’T WASTE FOOD " 1
FOR 3 0 0  FREE 
RECIPES SEND TO:
Magic Baking Powder^ 
Fraser Ave.» Toronto MADE IN 
CANADA
jggtgM daay ^
You’ll be serving the best'interests of your country-^and 
yourself— ^when. you make improvements around yoqr 
house. You’ll be lengthening its life, and adding to its 
capacity for providing comforts, health and conveniences 
for you and yoiu* family.
Many improvements such as N ew  Roof, 
N ew  Sidewalls, Insulation, Spare Room 
added, will make your home a healthier one 
to live in.
— E S T IM A T E S  G L A D L Y  G IV E N —
Kelowna Saw-Mill
Co., Ltd.
Kelowna’s Oldest Established Lumber Company
Phone 221 Kelowna, B.C.
to Canadian Scouts themselves, mree oi,xj.»  uo., «•. ~ j  " j '  , j j —«
Wherever they meet gatheriiigs of tain technical training phases— new hnd bloody Wnd of wortd con
'emy were,-at this moment, 'twenty 
miles down the road, you would not
S k -  quest that threatens the free life
AmericanCanadian Scouts there will also be training like a factory on a — — . _invited to the meetings A.RJP. and roimd shift. We talked about fobd. o f a Canaman and^M  ^
Civilian Defence Committees, St. i  saw the boys eating.' Later, as a ij^ t as x ^ ? ® ^
John’s Ambulance, Red Cross work- guest, I  ate at the officers’ mess. life_of ® awn
ers and school authorities. T  wish Fd eaten with the men.'Tbey of C^ada, nrt th rou ^  y  ^ _
Scoutmaster Bredin, now with the all had exactly the same food—but eyes. Try to see it  as othe
Canadian Anpy Overseas, has al- the men’s food was better cooked, gr^dy, eyes s ^  iv  ranada
ready met thrao four Troop Leaders The officers said: “Yes, the men ^
and has told them all about the Ok- have to have good cooks, We have T J in k ^ fY  true wealth of truly believes that'THIS, this land
anagan and how welcome they wiU to get along ■with any kind we can. i f  w u  *Smn^ under- of yours is the COLONIES the Nazi
be there if  their itinerary permits, Later I talked with the tips world. H you rannoi are talking about-not a
as we certainly hope it wilL I said: “ I ’ff-be in Canada soon. Do ®tand. thrt ^ u T W  m ^ en a m  ™ ^ ® "  -
Lieut, Howard want me to, say anything to S  hve—  ^ ®^On& ff^you understand that Can-
,ef nnfario. t>,©r©? oV youT life—looks ada, nb l e »  than Greece br Norway
The way to fight this war is to 
fight it here" as if, any moment, 
the enemy ta!nks were-just ten 
miles down your road.
I f  you work and toil in this war 
in that spirit, then, and only then, 
shall we defeat the enemy. We shaU 
defeat him if every one in Canada
Hair
O F F
last week ior Brockville,' O t , the people he e ’’ .
was our A.S.M. until S^temter, He thbught a w h ile .^ e n  hnsai^  o to i i^ _  way^ splendor, or Poland'or Czechoslovakia, can be
1939, for several years before then «Tell ,’em fansoms R ^ ^ ,  Ridera h l«_  lavish^ na^^ jjg^is enslaved, shall we work and fight
»
o „ . ,
PASTURE RENTAL .‘  tenks^but tell ’em we want more y®“^
Rental of fourteen City-owned lots Canadian tanks.’’ where they,
FACE— L l l^  
C N lN -A R M S  
___  A N D — LEGS!
m O S p P J f*  I  ha J ugly hair. .  was unloved ..
discouraged. Tried many diiTcrent products . . 
■oven rozotB. NoUiing was satisfactory. Then I  
devolDpedn8impIe.painIcss,inexpensivomethod: 
It  worked. I  have helped thousands win beauty, 
love, happiness. M y FREE book, “ How to 
Overcome the SapeAnous Hair Prwlem’ '
_  ,, , . _o«r enrraer© worm nouev wiiiuii way Of life is SO rich and full as to plains the method and inxivos octuoiBuco^
equal .terms.. -Tell em we ve_got land^as a place excite^ihe e n ^
the
near the Kelowna General'Hospital 
to Dr. R. E. Gray for pasturage pur­
poses was approved by the City_________ .. ___ we’re Canadian! soldiers—and we
Council at its meeting on Monday want CanatUan things. Yes, tell as 
night,The city may sell one or aU 
of the lots at any time, and the ’em 
occupant agrees to keep the lots free good heart.' 
of noxious weeds.
,, . wiiwc _________Herrenvolk, reap zen o f Europe, WiU you fight hard 9 3 . 9 5 Tmtonto,Cm:
inadian tanks. , ond -vou the free-born enougU to see that this war is won,, „ , . . .
I  said: “ Why Canadian tanks?’’ your r ic h e ^ ^ ^  ^ d  toat Canada can go onward to- ----------- :-------- --------------- :---------
He said: ‘‘Why, danan it. because Cana^an^ are ^  things shaU come true. I  pray-wlth
xo worK, ox lo ^ — X. _:_J continuance of her
freedoms, her open spirit
t o e P ^ a r e  continuance of her growing speial all my heart that the people of C ^ -
p e  poles are pemg freedo s, her open spirit of thought, ada wiU have; the clearness of vis-
and herto send us Canadian tank^but tell that, if we are truly
united, a bomb in '  ’ * ’  .
ion and the firm resolve to make 
them come true.-Only if  you act inwe’re aU right and—and—in _Vxgj"“ '^ “ bTn Lo^ ^^ ^^  ^ economic strength. «
Those are your own boys, people on every city in Canaaa. J f the en- I  pray with aU my heart that these time, can they come true.
Iw i
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Many of Uie sayings attributed to 
Confucius came from Egypt.
Man of 3 0 , 4 0 , SO
PET, TDC TIGOB, sainoraJ?
FORD DEVELOPS 
FABRIC TIRES
Canadian Club, Speaker Pictures
India's Struggle For Unity
Vice-President
Wsttt nonsal irfni. Tljpw, 
tftry Oatrex ToStn 'fsblst*.______  orstcr
Bonoal P «?  • lu r  W, 40 c 
0 (rt a apwilal ta iiodoctorr. « » *  for only
rlUOltyT 
CootaJjos 
•Icmsota— 
^  o r  60.
UnOoL sUiDUlants.
aids to
'^Eta idA to  aormal pep aiidi vim
Goodyear Tire Company Also
Experimenting W ith Tire j| 
Made Without Rubber
tSf. T ry  Ud aid n oa  
today. For sale at all good drug atore* Ford Company engineers have de­
veloped a new tire, composed chief­
ly of special fabric and requiring 
only one-sixteenth of tlie rubber
Wharton Traces Early 
History of India and British 
Rise to Power— Stresses Sol­
ution Rests With India
‘The question now is, not what we
ClEANS HANI>S QUICKLY
normally used In a tire, it Is learn- are going to do wiUi India, but what
India is going to do with us." In
Although experiments on Die tiro these w o^s did A  H. Wharton, for- 
Btlll are In o preliminary stage, a mcr resident of India set the scene 
company spokesnum said first tests t«r  lus address to Uie Kelowna 
proved the tire durable and capable Club last TImrsd^ niglit
of great wear. If additional tests His talk was entit ed “‘nie Spotlight 
are satisfactory, Ford engineers said, India, and his listeners heard 
U.O .iro cun munuluc.urcd on a ™  c x h . ^
KELOWNA MAN’S 
IMPRESSION 
OF BRITAIN
Mm
Writes Interesting Letter to 
Friends About First Glimpse 
of England
iJiSi
X . : :
HEYl SAR6I 
WHERE’S 
YOUR 
IMINARO’S
in making the 
special secret
volume basis.
The fabric used 
^Irc is treated by a 
process.
A t Akron. O., Goodyear Tire 
and Rubber Co. is testing tires made 
without rubber. ‘‘We now have test
A  Canadian soldier now in Brit­
ain describes his first impressions of 
that country to friends in Kelowna 
In the subjoined letter.
m
Desperate circumstances call for
SOLDIERS
RUB OUT TIRED A C H IS
situation os tlie speaker traced the 
rise of political groups to power.
Mr. Wharton outlined the events 
that led up to the British securing
control in India. When tlie East desperate measures. Having lost all 
India Company first securt'd trading hope of finding the time to reply
wiiM.iiii. luuut., ,.v,„ ___concessions in the country, they promptly to all letters as they are
coru „ri ihr> road which are running P i^ld rent for the land held. France received, I have decided to go in for
iir<x«i made without rubber” said “ Iso had u foothold In India, and mass production. So I have sneaked
u“  unMun^mc^t "w “ ^  » ! • « "  '"•■•v/U.blo clu.h o.mc bo- .. ................ . .c -
further comment at this time.” tween Uie two powers in Europe
Paul W. Litchfield, tt spread to India. General Clive
/I
Meantime,
ROY STIBBS,
principal of the Kelowna Junior 
High School, who was elected vice- 
president of the B.C. Teachers’ Fed­
eration recently.
into the Orderly Room tonight, stol 
en an old stencil, rounded up some 
buckshee paper and determined to 
/.hnir^nn nf th»« romnanv de- ended French domination in 1757, write to you all In one fell swoop.
* i^^^PhUnHolnhla that civilian “ •’ ‘t Indian groups who had backed I hope you will all pardon the im---------------------------' i<--------------------
motorists may expect new tires in the French lost out along with the personal t<^ch, but it will, at least, spot,of blitz. , However, no
latter. serve to let you all know how I bo^bs wer^ dropped and we soon
forgot about the planes passing ov­
erhead
18 months or two years. Synthetic 
rubber plants w ill be in full opera­
tion by then, ho declared.
W h a t Y O U  want 
is the R ig h t  to H A V E  
and to H O L D
You’ve always wanted it. W e all have. 
First it was marbles, then a bike, then a car, 
then a house. Now  it’s more than that. Now  
we all want to have and to hold our way of 
life, our form of government, our country. 
Fortunsitely, we H A V E  that right. A ll we 
need to do is protect and preserve it. That 
is the reason we are working night and day 
to fill war orders, and find it difficult to ren­
der our local customers the prompt service 
we are known for. ’W e appreciate your 
understanding and be assured we will en­
deavor to serve you to the best of our ability.
S. M . Simpson, L td
Phone 312 Mill Phone 313
THE HOME OF SUPPLY
EXCELSIO R
WE SERVICE ALL OUTDOOR NEEDS
O Canvas knapsacks, pickers’ bags, water _bags.
O Tents, awnings, camp furniture and^equipment.
O Clothing: “Excelsior” pintail .'waterproof or oilskin.
0 Coleman famous lamps and stoves.  ^:
0 Lauson air-cooled engines, boats and industrial.
O  Midco farm lighting plants.
See Your Local Dealer 
Handling These Brands.
L23
L t d ,
Manufacturers and Distributors 
PRINCE RUPERT VANCOUVER
Gives you dial ^^ cxlra** flavor' 
enjoy to die, last drop.you’ll
lT i »  Wartimm Beverage p f Thouaande
PHONE 224
For Free Home Deliveiy
C O A S T  B R E W E R IE S  L.TD. 
v/.r.'c. uvrn .  new wcstmimstcr - victoria
At the same time, and during the am, what I am doing and thinking, 
succeeding hundred years, British Health: Right now I am definitely 
control was extended owing to the not happy. I have a bad case of chll-
wcakenlng of opposing Indian 
groups through religious and Inter­
sectional struggles.
The Hindus, who represent 68 per 
cent of India’s population, waged 
constant wars with the Mohammed­
ans, and, in addition, the Hindus 
also fought amongst themselves.
blnins on my hands. My fingers are 
all swollen up like balloons, which 
makes handling the typewriter rath­
er an ordeal. Furthermore, I have 
had a few visits -to the dentist late­
ly, with the result that my mouth 
feels like a tank battle had gone 
on inside it. Apart from these two
The speaker pointed out that the minor troubles which we are all 
Hindus were of Aryan stock and subject to from time to time, I  am 
had conquered India around l500 in fairly robust condition.
B. C. They were a highly Intelligent 
people and resented the British atti­
tude of superiority.
The Mohammedans invaded India 
from the north in 1000 A.D. and, 
owing to superior fighting qualities, 
they secured domination of a large
Weather: England is miserable in 
the winter time. Cold, wet, grey and 
dreary with endless winds p u ^n g  
all the misery into you. ’The sun 
sometimes comes through for a few 
hours, but shyly disappears if you 
stare at it too long. I often wonder
part of India. In 1739, raiding t^ ^ s  bow the A ir Force boys can ever
swept down from the northern hills 
and captured Delhi. As the Moham­
medans became more and more oc­
cupied with the invaders, the Hin­
dus seized the opportunity to rise 
against their control and in ,1748 the 
Hindu forces overthrew their mas­
ters.
This war not only resulted in the 
weakening of Moslem domination 
but enabled the British to secure a 
large measure of administrative con­
trol, the speaker stressed. During 
the ten year conflict Britain kept 
peace and order and gained power 
which has never been relinquished.
In 1885 the insistent demand of 
the Hindus for political recognition
find their way home even in the day 
time. The island is always shroud­
ed in a heavy mist. Or so it seems 
to me. We are all waiting for the 
spring.
News: If this letter seems to keep 
on the personal side of life, you 
w ill hiaive to excuse mfe. The censor 
is most particular, as you know, and 
only allows us to telk about our­
selves. ■ ,
’The best news 1 know of is that 
I  just spent a jolly week of leave 
with my mother’s people in Suffolk. 
I  had a splendid rest and spent my 
time visiting the places my mother 
has told me about in describing, her 
childhood. It was quite remarkable
found expression in the A ll India J, these places were as I
Congress, and the Mohartmeda^ imagined them to be, which
followed s i^  with ttie .^1 India gpgajjg for her powers of de- 
Moslem League. IVfr. Wharton em-
phasized that both boiiies were not t. ____'
only political but religious in motif, 
and that this is the ^eat bar to 
unity in the Indian politicaL scene. - 
However, formation of these par­
ties resulted in an ever increasing
^m and for p o lit^ L  representatira. . Uf^.
This was intensified by the mistakes * ^  .. . .
made by Viceroys Dalhousie and Owing to the f ^ t  that my job m 
Curzon, which led eventually to the army is one which keeps, me in 
formation of a species of representa- Die same place week ^ t e r  week, I  
tive government in 1921. Represen- only get .put to ree ^ fferen t Pjac?s 
tation was carried out by .commimal °h 9^^. week-ends. Or those
elections, the speaker pointing out w on^rfid  seven day leaves, of
that certain seats had to be allocated, which I  have only had one soTa^
to small but powerful racial groups, 'O f course I  had my landing leave
It was quite a revelation to me to 
find that I  haid literally dozens of 
cousins which I  knew nothing ab­
out at -all. A  rousing good sort they 
were too and made me fell as if I  
had been bom in the village and
Just towards closing time there 
was a tremendous explosion which 
shook the whole pub. and nearly 
knocked my good old glass of stout 
out of my hand. Chunks of rock and 
clods of earth fell all over the roof 
and In the court, and I thought for 
sure Jeny was after us. No one 
seemed to pay any attention to this 
explosion. 'The folk all went on 
qualTing their beer, their stout, their 
mild and bitter, without so much as 
a comment a^u t the affair. A l­
though ' I really had a bit of the 
wind up about it in case it was a 
bomb and the whole pub. should go 
bouncing over the cliff into the 
North Sea, I said nothing. Later on, 
I asked my cousin what made the 
noise. She said that it was a mine 
that had drifted in and that the 
beach guard had. blown it up. Well, 
if  they -must blow them up, I wish 
they would da it a little farther 
away from the pubs.—it spoils the 
head on the beer.
England: The first impression that 
most Canadian soldiers get is the pe­
culiar behavior of shopkeepers and 
tradespeople. ,,’There is a sort of 
queer lack of commercial instinct 
about them. They don’t srom to care 
whether you buy anything or not. 
It is such a. contrast to Canada, 
where the cui^tomer is pandered to 
and his every wish and comfort 
gratified. Over here, probably _ be­
cause the war has maide all things 
fixed and has quite knocked out all 
commercial rivalry, a shopkeeper 
seems to have' tee idea that he is 
doing you a favor and _teat you 
ought to make, all the considerations 
for his comfort. I  don’t blame , him 
in a way; he has only so much stuff 
to sell and can only get -a certain 
price for it. His life is sadly cir-
cuJtnscribed.
I f  you go into a shop, you may 
stand in a Une-up for a few hours. 
tMiiy to find Ifnat tee lad uiiead of 
you juot bougiit the la.rt one. To 
me Utis is a cruel, crushing blow. 
Must Canadians seern to think the 
same too. Not »o tee Englishman. To 
him It has become an everyday oc­
currence. Ho has to stand in lino 
to get into the “ flickerB,” or to get 
up to tlie bar in Uie pub., or the 
coffee stall at Uie canteen. It's just 
a bit of rough luck if you don’t 
make the grade.
Even tee trains have this same in­
difference to the customers’ feelings. 
It may be the lust train you can 
catch for London, but If you don’t 
happen to Jump quick enough for 
the door during the few split sec­
onds that the train Is in the station 
—well, it’s a bit of rougli luck, old 
boy, and that is tiiat. So it ia wher ­
ever one goes.
To a Canadian it seems silly at 
first, but after a few weeks you be­
gin to realize what a tremendous job 
the f>coplo of this country are do­
ing. We are Inclined to laugh at the 
little toy freight trains and the tiny 
■ carriages, but the amount of traffic 
Uiey manage to move In a single day 
is simply amazing.
This little island Is very, very 
busy, and the people have little time 
to bother abo-ut comfort or luxury. 
Everywhere teere is such a rushing 
of trains and buses, such a chugging, 
puffing, whirring of wheels, such a 
continuous flow and interflow of 
raw materials and manufactured 
war materials that one would think 
the little country would burst a 
blood vessel with so much activity 
in so small, a space.
It Is hard for a Canadian to get
Harrmiered Manila
I k
t  ii
wm
Pictured Is Brig.-Gen. Ralph 
Royce, who volunteered for and 
commanded the American bomber 
raid on Japanese bases in the Phi­
lippines. Enemy shipping, docks 
and aircraft were destroyed and 
damaged in an attack on April 13 
and 14. 'The flight consisted of B-17’s 
and B-25’s under the personal com­
mand of Brig.-Gen. Royce.
rid of the idea that England is a 
small country. Actually it is not. Tlie 
human eye can only see so much 
territory at a given time, and one 
has only to climb up on a high hill
to see the hills roUing backwai'd 
lo tee horii&ori, or to see tne fiat, 
ploughed fields strctcijcd out for 
miles—Uieu tee impre®,SJon of smaR- 
nesg <jj»apj:>ear®. Tl»cre are many 
places to go, so many telngs to see. 
It would lake yearn and years to see 
tlie most interesting parts of this 
couxitry, and after a while one won­
ders how one is ever going to get 
around to tlie few places he would 
like to see. Then mo little island 
seems to have all tl»e magnitude of 
our own Canada.
Well, folks, it is getting near to 
rny bed-time, so I will wish all tny 
readers at home, at work, in the 
mines, in tlio woods, at sea, Inllght- 
liouses, and cspiecially tlmse who have 
loved ones abroad in the acivlce, a 
restful evening.
M«iV I take this occasion to thank 
all you kind people for your letters, 
good wishes and parcels? The sol­
dier's tcreat joy Is to hear from home 
and, even though a few letters may 
stray in Oie mail now and then, It Is 
really wonderful how our mall 
reaches us so regularly. It may seem 
funny reading a letter which was 
written six lo eight weeks before 
you receive it. Don’t forget, though, 
it's news to us over here. So keep 
“write” on with the good work. 
There may come a time when the 
mail w ill take longer to reach us, 
so let’s have the best of It while wo 
may.
For my part, even though I can’t . 
always reply at once, I love to 
hear from every one at home and 
from friends in all parts of the coun­
try.
I f  you receive your copy of this, 
drop me a line to cheer the weary 
soldier on his way, to keep his mind 
fresh with thoughts of home.
GROWN IN SUNNY, SOUTHERN ONTARIO
H A N D Y  P O C K ET  P O U C H  - 15c
i/a-LB."LOK-TOP" C A N -65^
also packed in pocket cans
" C^URE, rM HAPPYl A  pipeful of Picobac tastes so ^ood —  is so mild) 
cool, sweet ^— it’s enough to inake any man happy—  especially a loyal 
ranadig-n -— for it's the pick of Ccouxda's Burley Crop. Try a package today 
and you'll know from the first puff why more Canadians smoke Picobac 
than any other pipe tobacco.”
It DOES toste good in a pipe!''
such as tee Parsees.
Clashes between the Moslems aiid 
Hindus led to the Round Table 
Conference o f 1929-31, held in Lon­
don, and in 1935 India secured a 
modified constitution aimed at even­
tual Dominion status.
-' Mr. -Wharton stressed that, while 
tee proposed plan seemed fine in 
- theory, it- broke down in practice. 
Under tee new constitution, the in­
dependent Princes could join in In­
dia’s government. However,: .the
of five' days shortly after my arrival: 
over here. On, these two occasions I  
visited London for a brief period, 
wandered about Trafalgar Square, 
tee Thames embankment, Piccadilly 
Circus, Covent Garden Market and 
other suchulaces of, antiquity and 
interest. I have also visited Leam- 
ihgton.' Spa, where royalty of Eng­
land have come to bathe in the 
mineral waters for many centuries. 
I  have also seen 'Warwick Castle,
* i i  <
the home of Warwick “The King 
t  hole
superior Hindu A ll India Confess lit the waU through which the dead 
would threaten their vested rights ot  ^W ar^pk -are earned f ^ t
now secure by British pledge. The as teeir l^ ies^  leave
Moslem party also feared the Hin- S'* V
dus* superiority in voting power and seeh ^  W a^ ick  Cathedral, Keml- 
consequent repre^ntation, ahd the
Hindus on their part were distrust- . WaRer Scott, I  h ^ e  been to 
ful of the united power of the Indian of ^ " s h a S e lr e .  tee
V *
church where he was baptized. mar'- 
ried and buried, stiU strong and 
weate'er-^proof after all' these cen­
turies. Coventry, that, poor, blitzed 
city, I  saw and was filled with an 
enormous sense of how foolish and
principalitiesr
Although final plans for an Indiap 
commonwealth have broken down,
Mr. Wharton expressed tee belief 
that the opposing Indian groups 
would eventually sink their differ­
ences and form a united nation. . w., ___
Caste prejudice was weakening in destructive ^  can be-and e s j^ -
the face of expediency and religious
intolerance is becoming modified, ot Dunwich-that once p r o s ^ r ^  
Unfortunately, Great Britain had E ast^^^an  town w h i^  the hupg^ 
made many mistakes in India and been steadily d evom in g,^
these have not been forgotten. As 
things stand at present, all parties
wish to get rid of British domina- astery left of that famous plac^for 
lion. The refusal of the British to the world te  see! It was while at 
-mix socially with the Indians, and pu*iwich that I  went with a cousin 
the illogical and false attitude of
superiority in evidence at all times tee cliffs, for I w“ s told that tee 
by members of the British race, has stout served in this place was of tee
. A
f
t  4
z .
been*most unfortunate, the speaker 
stated. The result of injury to Indian 
pride has been to engender a pro­
found dislike for tee British among 
all Indians, and Great Britain could 
only look ' to time and events to 
work out a solution. A  leading In­
dian had made the wise observation 
that India never solved its prob­
lems but merely outgrew them. In
very best. It was the night teat the 
Gneisenau, Scharnhorst and Prince 
Eugen sneaked out of Brest. There 
was quite a bit of aerial activity ap­
parently from both sides. I  was 
quite thrilled, thinking I  was in
any event, the solution now rests 
with India and not with us, the 
speaker concluded.
SCOTTS SCRAP BOOK ____ _ ByR.J.SCOn
---------------------------------- . . .
w
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IDEOUS £]CpR£5SlO)iS
Ot/lJte, MASKS OF
£VIL DOERS
42:2
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govemmant of British Columbia. '
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DAVE MOYLAKI-
CLEVELAMP.OltlO* 
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-iIe w iu Ies  His peoisiohS 
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VIAMLY teLO 'U 4(15 
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Polls open from
S  a.m. (<r 3  p.m.
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
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P R O F E S S IO N A L  
a n d  B U S IN E S S
Vancouver Ryersons Swamp
Hornets To Take Junior Title
RUTLAND COLLECTS 
TEN MORE LOADS 
IN SALVAGE DRIVE
been employed in one ol the ship- 
yancia- Alter a slsort holiday he will 
return to tt>e employ ol Md^ean 3e 
Fitzpatrick Ltd., wiUi which firm 
he lias been employed as field man 
for some years past
Directory
Smooth Working Coast Club 
Wins Sudden Death Title 
Tilt, 52-25— Result Never in 
Doubt From P'irst Whistle
AUTOMOBILES
L A D D  G A R A G E  L T D .
Dealer for
STUDEBAKER and AUSTIN 
CARS and TRUCKS 
Massey Harris Farm Implements 
Lawrenoe Ave. Phono 253
H O M E  GAS  
SE R V IC E  S T A T IO N  
Bert Dickens, Prop. 
Prompt, Friendly Service. 
Call In TODAY—TRY US. 
(Next to Kcl. Steam Laundry)
BARBERS
BARBER<SHOR.
A  Clean, Friendly Shop 
Expert Work
R O Y A L  A N N E
BARBER SHOP
BICYCLE SHOPS
R ID E  A  B IK E
F O R  H E A L T H  !
We carry C.C.M. and English 
makes.
Expert Repair Work. 
CAMPBELL'S BICYCLE SHOP
CARTAGE
D. C H A P M A N  & .CO
PHONE 298 LTD.
Haulage Contractors. Warehous­
ing and Distributing. We special­
ize In Furniture Moving. Con­
tract or Emergent Fruit Hauling.
DAIRIES
GET YOUR PURE
MILK AND CREAM
—  from —
T U T T ’S D A IR Y
o m is T s
DR. G. D . C A M P B E L L
D E N T IS T
Willits Block Phone 171
DR. M A T H IS O N
D E N T IS T
WiUits Block Phone 89
DR.
J. W . N . S H E P H E R D
Dental Surgeon
Shepherd Block - Phone 223
Pendozi and Lawrence Ave.
ELECTRICAL
THE ^
Kelowna Electric Ltd.
Electrical Contractors 
0 ABC and' CONNOR 
WASHING MACHINES 
0  PHILCO, MARCONI and 
-  NR. RADIOS 
0 GURNEY WOOD and 
COAL RANGES 
Electrical Appliances and Lamps 
Phone 93 Kelowna, B.C.
FUNERAL PARLORS
Ik e l o w n a  f u r n it u r e  CO.
LTD.
Directors
Jay
Funeral
Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 79|
KELOWNA, B.C.
PLUMBERS
GALBRAITHUd.
PLUMBINO and-HEATING
' Sheet Metal Work ' 
Estimates Gladly Given 
PHONE 100
FLOUR AND FEED
O W E N ’S F E E D  
S T O R E
FLOUR and FEEDS
Highest QuaUty —' Lowest Prices 
Phone 354 Free Delivery
Broken Auto
/Wndows .
House Windows, etc.—Phone 312 
S. M. SIMPSON, LTD.
Anything you can tell a woman 
goes in one ear and over the back 
fence.
CONTRAaORS
JO SE P H  R O SSI
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry 
Office - - D. Chapman Bara 
P. O. Box 12
INSURANCE AGENTS
S. R. D A V IS  
J. C. K E N N E D Y , C.L.U.
Maclarcn Blk. - Phono 410
S U N  L IF E  O F  C A N A D A
C. M. Horner, C .L.U .
District Representative, Northern 
Okanagan
MUTUAL LIFE OF CANADA
Office Room 2, Casorso Block
MONUMENTS
t M O N U M E N T SSand Blast Lettering VERNON GRANITE Sc MARBLE CO. 
EstabUshed 1910
Agents: Kelowna Furniture Co,
OPTOMETRISTS
FREDERICK JOUDRX 
Optometrist
Phone 373, Royal Anne Building
PHOTOGRAPHY
A R T S  P H O T Q
stur)io
Portraiture—Photo Finishings 
Filins and Cameras
FILMS DEVELOPED, 25c up.
T E X T U R E
Vancouver Ryersons won the B.C. 
Junior basketball championship last 
Saturday night, wlien they adminis­
tered u sound drubbing to Kelowna 
Hornets to the tune of 52 points to 
25. Tile game was u sudden-death 
tilt for tile provincial title, and the 
result was never in doubt from the 
opening wlilstle. As Dick Parkin­
son stated wlien he presented the 
Junior ti’ophy after U»e game, Ryer­
sons have been prominent In basket­
ball for many years, and tlie team 
that toolc the title on Saturday night 
fully lived up to the reputation of 
the club.
Led by Scan-, who played on out­
standing game at running guard and 
directed every play, Ryersons wast­
ed no time In working for closc-ln 
baskets. Kelowna worked hard but 
were unable to solve the air-tight 
defence put up by the Coast aggre­
gation, and were forced to shoot 
from far out and had no luck In 
grabbing rebounds, which were 
smothered by the Ryerson defence.
McGccr and Scarr took turns in 
slipping the ball through the hoop, 
and it was only the hard checking of 
the Hornets that kept the score 
within bounds. Ryersons missed 
very few openings and their ball 
handling and deadly shooting kept 
Kelowna bottled up throughout the 
first half, which ended 26-10 In favor 
of the Coast club.
The second half was a repetition 
of the first, with the Hornets trying 
vainly to pierce the Ryerson de­
fence and shooting wildly from far 
out' with little success. The game 
speeded up as Kelowna started 
throwing the ball around, but Ryer­
sons slowed things down with time­
outs and kept the upper hand with­
out much trouble.
Shugg was outstanding for Ke­
lowna and led most of the Hornet 
attacks. Bogress and Macdonald 
tried far too many long shots and 
until they learn to pass the ball 
around and let some other player 
do the scoring. Hornets will never 
develop into a close-knit offensive 
aggregation.
Stevenson and Holmes starred lor 
Ryersons in the second half, and toe 
game ended with Kelowna pressing 
desperately in an effort to close the 
gap between the teams. The final 
score of 52-25 was a good indication 
of the play. Hornets, although badly 
defeated, were far from disgraced 
and shotild benefit from the lesson 
given them by the smooth-working 
Ryersons.
Teams
Hornets: Shugg 6, Haworth, Hoyle, 
Bogress 7, Harding, Boothe,. Stew­
art 3, Leckie 4, Macdonald 5.—To­
tal, 25..
Ryersons: Scarr 12, Bossons 6, 
Leonard 4, Stevenson 6, Holmes 10, 
Sloper 2, McGeer 12 —Total, 52.
' Referees: Pettman and Tate.
In a preliminary game, Kelowna 
Reds defeated a fast Salmon Arm 
qiiintette 46-42. Reds led all the 
way and didn’t overn^ert them­
selves, using their secoiia stringers 
a large part of the'time, which kept 
the score close enough to be inter­
esting.  ^V
KELOWNA IN 
BYGONE DAYS
Ellison District Also Adds 
Five Loads to Make Grand 
Total of Thirty-three Loads 
Sent to Depot
Victor SUwai-t left on Saturday 
by C.N.B. for Edmonton k» com­
mence his training for pilot In the 
U.C.A.F.
for getting out the vote. Members 
of toe coiwnittee are A. W. Gray, 
chainnan, F. L. Fitzpatrick. C. 
Montgomery, E. Mugford, C. H. 
Bond. A- K  Harrison, A. EuUn, H- 
Walbuin, R. B. McLeod and otoers 
will be added. Arrangements were 
made for scrutineers, etc., and for 
transportation. The committee ex­
pects to roll up a substantial major­
ity of “yes" votes on polling day.
JAYBEE3 LOAD CAB
Kelowna Junior Boarders loaded 
a full gondola car of salvage total­
ling 30 tons last Thursday afternoon, 
the Junior Board Salvage Commit­
tee reports. There were lots of vol­
unteer helpers on hand and the 
scrap collected during the past 
weeks was loaded in record tone.
Continued from Page 2
THIRTY YEARS AGO 
lliursday, April 18, 1012
“Messrs. Prowsc, Maclaren and 
Hillard have secured options on 
$30,000 worth of local real estate for 
Eastern Investors."
"The annual ball of the Polo Club 
was held In the Opera House on 
Thursday evening. The attendance 
was not as large as customary, but 
about 150 dancers had a very enjoy­
able time to the music of H. T. Boyd 
at the piano.”
"Work began this week on the 
foundation of a fine new building to 
bo erected on the north side of Ber­
nard Avenue, between the Belgo- 
Cunadian Block and the Bank of 
Montreal, by Hewetson^ & Mantle, 
Ltd. The building will be two stories 
In height, with front of buff pressed 
brick, and will measure 48 feet 
frontage by 60 feet depth. Geo. E. 
Ritchie has the contract, and the 
total cost of the building will prob­
ably be over $20,000."
The district was combed for a 
second time for salvage on Satur­
day last, April 18, Uie Boy Scouts 
and Wolf Cubs, with tfio uid uf a 
number of local truck drivers col­
lecting another ten truck loads of 
scrap metal, rubber, paper, etc., for 
the Kelowna Junior Board of Trade 
salvage depot. This with tlie prev­
ious Salvage Day In Marcli, when 
eighteen truck loads were collected, 
makes a total of twcnty-cinht loads 
out of Rutland. In addition, the 
Scouts co-operated with the Ellison 
committee with their salvage col­
lection, supplying some of the help­
ers, and one truck. Five truck loads 
of salvage were taken from too El­
lison district, making the doy's col­
lection total fiftoeri"trucks.
As the season is getting busy it Is 
unlikely that another Salvage Day 
will be held for some time, but the 
Boy Scout salvage depot In the 
woods opposite the B.M.I.D. office is 
open for toe receipt of scrap of all 
kinds, and residents are urged to 
take any salvage to the depot, from 
which it will be collected periodi­
cally and taken to Kelowna,
« • *
G. E. Howes returned oa Satur­
day from Vancouver, where he has
A  junior baseball game was play­
ed here Sunday, to usher in the new 
season. In an exhibition game with 
a visiting team from Kelowna, toe 
local “Groundhogs,” captained by 
" I ’oughy” Hardie, lost out by the 
resounding score of 28 runs to 23. 
The game was played on the new 
field on the Rutland Park.
A  girl with cotton stockings never 
sees a mouse.
Nearly one-third of Australia's en­
tire population lives in Sydney and 
Melbourne.
D. Chapman & Co., Ltd.
Mrs. R. B. McLeod returned home 
from the Kelowna Hospital on Sat­
urday,
MOTOR HAULAGE CONTRACTORS and 
WAREHOUSEMEN
P H O N E  298
The forthcoming plebiscite fiinds 
the Rutland district again cut In 
two, as in all Dominion elections for 
some time past, and that section 
north of a line rvmnlng due cast 
from the old cannery is Included In 
Ellison-Rutland poll. Voting will be 
at McLean & Fitzpatrick’s packing 
house for this section of the com­
munity, while the main Rutland 
poll will be held at toe Community 
Hall. A  Joint meeting of represen-
Coutracts taken for motor haulage 
of all descriptions.
Fruit growers, don’t be disappointed ! N ow  is 
the time to arrange for this year’s
FRUIT HAULING
W e are open for a limited number of contracts.
tatives of all three political parties 
was held In toe library room of
the Community Hall on Sunday af­
ternoon at 2.30 p.m. to discuss plans
WE ARE STILL WELL EQUIPPED AND CAN GUARANTEE 
OUR SERVICE.
“The south-east corner of Bernard 
Avenue and Ellis Street,' known 
variously as the Thompson or Bert­
ram property, has been acquired by 
Copeland & Elliott, on behalf of the 
projected hotel company, from D. 
Lloyd-Jones and Arthur Day, The 
tract has 211 feet frontage on Ber­
nard Avenue and about 499'feet on 
Ellis Street, comprising about 2 and 
2-5 acres. It is understood that the
consideration was about $30,000, a 
ilvi(record price for undi ided acreage. 
Mr. Bertram sold the property about 
a year ago for $12,000. The situation 
is an excellent one for the purpose 
to t which the land has been bought, 
as the spacious site and excellent 
soil w ill permit the creation of at­
tractive grounds such as form a de­
sirable adjunct to a first-class hotel. 
Sufficient support having been ass­
ured, the plans of the promoters of 
the hotel are taking definite shape 
and Kelowna w ill have a crying 
need supplied before many months 
pass.” (A  prophecy that was many 
years ahead of the actual erection 
of a first-class hotel on a different 
site.)
A t the annual meeting of the Ke­
lowna Racing & Athletic Association, 
held on April 12th, the following 
officers were elected for 1912: Hon­
orary President, J. Bowes; President, 
F. S. Coates; First Vice-President, 
S. T. Elliott; Second Vice-President, 
R. Lambly; Secretary, P. Brooke; 
TreEisurer, M. Parker; Commit­
tee: R. A. Copeland, F. W. Fraser, 
Dr, S. C. Richards, J. Pettigrew, 
J. N. Cameron, "W M. Crawford, 
W, R. Barlee.
short of the minimum it had- to at­
tain. • • •
Kelowna competitors captured 
several awards at the Yalc-Cariboo 
Musical Festival, held at Kamloops 
on April 14, 15 and 16. The boy 
choristers of St. Michael and A ll 
Angels’ Church, led by Rev. C. E. 
Davis, won the award for boys’ 
choirs; Guy Fisher was placed first 
in the voc'al solo class for Iwys un­
der sixteen, and repeated his suc­
cess, along with Tony Agar, in the 
vocal duet class under sixteen; and 
Vera Cushing took first place in the 
piano solo class for competitors un­
der sixteen.
.This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the
Government of British Columbia.
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PLANT SALE AT 
EAST KELOWNA
a AS ^  B a nI N S U R E D
riK,ll’-hy mm/m .^ 1^  .'V ^  M
Women's Institute Raises $14 
in Annual Sale of Plant 
Seedlings
TWEI<nrc YEARS ACIO 
Thurs^y, April 20, 1922
“(3ood Friday opened bleak and 
cheerl^s^ but toe weather improved 
and became quite wairin and suimy 
in toe afternoon. The forbidding 
moniing, however, curtailed con­
siderably the usual excursions and 
the day was not isb widely taken ad­
vantage of for outings as is cus­
tomary.” .
F O R  O N L Y
MADE
INCANUM
The annual sale of seedling plante; 
put on by the East Kelowna Wo­
men’s Institute was a. great success. 
A  great variety of plaints had been 
donated from the various gardens 
of South and East Kelowna, the 
phlox from Charles Tucker’s garden 
 ^were quickly bought up. The sum- of 
$14.00 Was realized, The members of 
the Institute extended a -vote of 
thanks to Mrs. T?iomeloe, Sr., who 
was in charge of the sale. After the 
sale, toe regular monthly meeting of 
the Institute was held.
Mrs. E. B. Po-weU, who spent the 
winter in Vancouver, has again tak­
en over the job of convener of sew-, 
ing for toe local Red Cross. Mrs. 
James, who acted as conyener dur­
ing Mrs. PbweU’s absence, was pre­
sented vrith three cups and Queers 
in appreciation of her services.
• • •
G. W. Strang, of the Veterans’ 
Guard, has been spending a few 
days leave with his family.
Mrs. F. Foot has been admitted 
as a patient to the Kelowna General 
Hospital, suffering from a bronchial 
condition due to the ’flu. A  sul^it- 
ute teacher from Elelowna is-carry­
ing on in her room at the school 
during her absence.
Mrs. F. Little and son, Warren, of 
Vernon, and Mrs. J. Staten, of En- 
derby, have been visiting with their 
parents. Mr. dhd Mrs. G. Davidson.
F. Thorneloe, Sr., G. D. Fitz-Ger- 
ald and D. Evans supplied trucks to 
take toe salvage from the East Ke­
lowna depot to Kelowna. While the 
three loads-were a welcome addition 
to the general effort, it is felt that 
there is still a great deal of sal-vage 
material in the district, and resid­
ents are urged, either to take it to 
the East Kelowna depot or to get in ' 
touch with F. 'Thorneloe, Jr., as soon 
as possible.
The sudden death’occurred on Ap­
ril 19th of Robert Eveljrh Denison, 
^ e d  sixty-four, for fifteen years a 
resident of Kelowna, A  scion of toe 
distinguished ; :UiE,L  ^ family ‘ of the 
Denitons bi'T^rontd, which has con­
tribu te  many milita^, and naval 
officers; to ,Itoe. sendee 'of the Em­
pire, he eii the traditions
, of his t.ace^  and' took; ^  part
in aH patridtic movemfehts, especially 
during the Grreat War after being 
rejected for enlistment owing to age 
and physical disability, .
• • •
Robert Haldane was the victim of- 
a bold highway robbery about mid­
night on Siuaday, April 16. He was 
on his way out o f town on a taxi call 
to Ellison when he granted the re­
quest of two men at the Five Brid­
ges for a lift. For several miles 
the men rode, telling a hard luck 
story of inability to find work,.but 
suddenly the barrel of a pistol was . 
thrust under Haldane’s ear without 
any preliminary warning. After re­
lieving him of $9.75 in cash, the 
men jumped out of the car and di^ 
appeared. The result of the affair 
was that, when asked for a lift by 
weary wayfarers, local car drivers 
generally stepped on the gas and 
sped away.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, April 21, 1932
“ The additional tax of two cents 
per gallon on garoline became effec­
tive on Monday, when the retail 
cash price was advanced to thirty- 
eight cents the gallon.”
“A t a meeting of the Directors of 
the Kelowna Aquatic Association 
held last week, Paul V. Tempest 
was elected President, R. F. Parkin­
son, Vice-President, and W. R. Car- 
iTithers contihuto as Secretary.”
A  COMPLETE CHO ICE OF 
WELL-APPOINTED AND FULLY 
SERV ICED  APARTMENTS AND 
HOTEL ROOMS «  MODERATE 
JdmHXniie RA TES Manager
'The cherry blossom is now fully 
out, with ari excellent showing for 
a bumper crop. I f  the present wea­
ther holds, the apple blossom should 
be worth stoing on Simday, May 
3rd.
’’According to local fruit men, in-, 
dications point to a heavy fruit crop 
in toe Okanagan this year. Crops in 
Eastern Canada will be considerably 
lighter than last year, which will 
help the British Columbia situation, 
but the condition of the domestic 
markets depends to a great extent 
upon wheat prices.”
FOU OFER 100 Y eAr S the bicycle has had a 
univetsal appeal to old and young and its appeal 
now is stronger than ever—especially the C.C.M. 
for Spring! It’s a beauty but they’re scarce. They’re 
scarce because much of the material and many of 
the machines with which we ordinarily make 
bicycles ate converted to war work.
However, we still make ^  many bicycles as we 
are able to get material for, as bicycles are essen­
tial for many war workem to catiy them to and 
6om their important war jobs.
In spite of our manufacturing difiSculties we are 
rigidly maintaining the high quality and precision 
of C C M . Bicycles down to the smallest detaiL
C.C.M. COASTER BRARB
An improved brake by C.CM^ 
faster in forward clutdi-action, 
more powerful in its smooto.
of today’s cyclists.
I f  you are eagag^ in war work go to your C C M . 
dealer and see die C C M . Bicycles for Spring. If 
the dealer can supply you with one you would be 
wise to buy it and make yourself independent of 
other means of transportadon.
CC.M. HANGI»
The parts of this most important 
section of a C C M . hicjylf .are 
machined, hardened and nnisbed. 
with extreme accuracy so that you 
It the most out of your 
ig action. :
n m  m
pedalhng
L IG I^  OF THE SOUTH
This Is the Meaning of Shonan, Jap­
an’s New Name For Singapore
V A M C O U V E R  B  C-
Nothing to Fuss About 
The orderly officer was going his 
roimds at breakfast and stopped at 
one’ table with the usual query, 
“Any complaints?”
One soldier sprang up and; said: 
“Yes, sir, this tea tastes of chlor­
ide of lime.”
The officer took toe mug, sniffed 
the contents, then sipped delicately.
“Nonsense,” he pronounced. “That 
is carbolic acid!”
Japan has renamed Singapore as 
Shonan, “Light of the South.” The 
island w ill be known in Japan as 
Shonan Island and its great harbor 
district as Shonan Harbor. The nanie 
was decided upon by Imperial head- 
quarters with the approval of Em­
peror HirohJto.
“ Sho” is taken from “Showa,” 
which means the Hirohito era. “Nan’’ 
means “south,” and the free trans­
lation “L i^ t  of the South” is said 
to em,phasize toe new role Singapore 
w ill play in becoming the import­
ant centre in the southern pari of 
the East Asia sphere.
Daylight saving for Kelowna was 
dtolsively rejected by a large ma-r 
jority on a plebiscite taken under 
the auspices of the City Cpimcil on 
TOursday, April 14. The privilege 
of balloting on the, question was 
thrown open to all adult residents 
within the Kelowna School District 
and to city licenceholders and tax­
payers outside of the District, and 
1,038 took the opportunity to record 
iiieir opinion. Forty managed to 
spoil their ballot by putting some­
thing other than a simple X  opposite 
either ‘fYes” : or “No.’* Of the remain­
ing 998, 563 •voted against daylight 
saving and 435 were in favor of it, 
an adverse majority of 128. In order 
to be deemed as a mandate to instit­
ute the p ro p o ^  change of time, the - 
City Council! had required that the 
proposal should receive at least 
thre^flfths of the total valid vote, 
which would have entailed 599 votes 
in favor, so that the project fell far
P R E C I S I O N - B U I L T  FOR EASY RUNNI NG
Keep your present bicycle in good lasting condition !
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE A T
C a t n p l i e l l  B i c y c l e  S t& o p
ABBOTT STREET and PARK  ‘AVE. PHONE 107
M m m
m
aMj,
K 4"' *
TMUMSDAY, A PM L 23. ISMJ
B. W illit s  8i Co., Lim ited
FINE PRECISION INSTRUMENTS, long training and minute 
care assure you Uiat your prescription w ill be filled with flawless 
accuracy here. We’re proud of our part In building up and main­
taining your health. Come to us with full confidence the next time 
your doctor writes a prescription. Phone 18. We deliver.
KLEENEX Tissues
MAN'S SIZE i r  X 15* 
RCGUUIR SIZE 9' X 30*
2 9 *
PER BOX 
200 TISSUES
T r ite  b u t  T ru e
C lecu iliness is 
n e x t to  G od liness
And Beauty begins with a clean skinf 
When you use Vita-Ray Cleansing 
Cream you can ho sure you've taken 
tlio first step to skin beauty. Liquefies
at skin temperature and deans deep,
deep down. Just try it once and yon’ll
.................................be a iife-Iong addict  (And you’ll have 
a soft, dear, completely clean skint)
V it a - R a y
;l £a n s in c  c r e a m
V E R IC H R O M E  F ILM S  
A ll sizes
Have Yoo Tried
NOVA-KEIP? ,
Get started W P A V /
NOTICt Youa
A M B IT IO N  I 
V IT A L IT Y  I 
ST R EN G T H
ENDURANCE!
W IrRII SRPplRNIRRf** 
' fCRRO tllR mlRRORlarlcIlAllORfic OCRRR.
Oet a PackdgeTodayl
THi N EW
HANDY tIZI 29«
NAPHTHALENE B ALLS  
per lb, ........... ........ . iu D l/
r S e l f ^
M
ForcoldSf 
upset stomach, 
acid indigestion
h e a d a c h e .^
TAKEANACIN
Tins of 12
25c
Tins of 30
50c
Bots. of 100
$1.25
FRENCH CASTHiE 
SOAP, 2-lb. bar .
fhe Internal Lubricant that keeps 
you “Regular as Clockwork”
N E W  L A R G E  S IZ E
3 2 o z . - 8 9 C
tegu lar s izes  3 3 c  end 5 5 C
EKAY’S MOTH
CRYSTALS, 1-lb. tin .... 50c
PURETEST COD
LIVER OIL, 16-oz. hot. $1.25
S A V E  T IR E S  ! 
S A V E  GAS !
Use our
M AIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
—^Prompt Service—
THE'^ & X o K  DRUG STORE
W e  deliver Phone 19
D o  your Curtains looJ^  Worn and Drab ?
Cheer up the home . . . Improve its 
appearance with new
\ / / /
Lace Curtains, y d ......... 29c and 69c
Net Curtains, y d ............. 30c to 50c
Marquisettes, yd..... . 25c to 50c
P H O N E
534 m tcliie’s Dry Goods
yr IJ f i  
P H O N E  
534
MOR-EEZE SHOE STORE
CLAUDE WILLCOX, Prop,
“Walk miles with smiles in a pair of Mor-eeze Shoes”
JUST UNPACKED—NEW SHIPMENT OF
Sport Oxfords
Men, be sure to see these double duty 
shoes. They’re built for lasting wear 
yet are smart looking at all times. 
Comfort guaranteed. Brown and 
two tone.
$6.
Big 3 Shoes
Come to the 
Mor-eeze 
WE CAN 
F IT  Y O U !
MEET THE
Clipper Models $4.95 to $5i>0
Blue Star  .... ................... . $6.00
Ritchie M odels...... ... . $7.00
Widths B to EEE. Sizes 6 to 11%.
We carry a fuU line of WORK BOOTS, $2.95 to 
$7.50—A ll well-known brands. .
C R . e e .
Members^ of the Corps w ill work 
in the Bombed Britons depot, Law­
rence Avenue^ on Friday evening, 
at 19.00 hours.
Members of the Corps will attend 
the Dugout in Vernon on Saturday 
evening.
Members of the Corps w ill work 
in the Toe .H rooms on Saturday and 
Sunday. * ’
The Corps w ill attend church par­
ade on Sunday morning, meeting at 
the Armory at 10.20 hours.
The Corps w ill parade on Wednes­
day evening, April 29th, at 19.30 
hours, at the Armory.
VIPOND-FORDE 
NUPTIALS ON 
SUNDAY
Elizabeth Forde Marries E. R. 
Vipond— W ill Live at Trail
n m  KELOWNA COUWISE PAGE NINE
H i t h e r  and Y o n
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Cook enter­
tained friends at their homo on 
Royal Avenue, on Sunday afternoon, 
at an after-five party, honoring their 
house guest, Mrs. Augxistus C. Owen, 
of Vancouver.
Mrs. 11. H. Riches and little daugh­
ter, who bad spent the winter in 
Kelowna, left on Tuesday for their 
home in Vancouver.
IVIr. and Mrs. W. T. L. Roadhouse 
leave today, Ttiursday, for Wenit- 
Mra. Maurice Upton entertained her chee to attend the Blossom Festival,
knitting club on Monday evening, 
at her home on Pendori Street
Miss Lynda Anno I^ughes, of Pen­
ticton, has returned to i»er home, af­
ter spending a holiday in Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. W, J. Watson, of Se­
attle. spent a short holiday in Ke­
lowna last week.
Miss Jean Hopkins, of Winnipeg, 
spent several days in Kelowna last 
week, visiting friends.
Mr, and 'Mrs. H. Andlson an­
nounce the engagement of their 
youngest daughter, Dorothy Eliza­
beth, to George Foster Mills, only 
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Mills, for­
merly of Nelson and now of TYall. 
The wedding w ill take place on 
Monday evening, May 4th, at 7 
o’clock, at St. Michael and A ll An­
gels Church.
where they will chaperone the Ok­
anagan Prinooss, Miss Barbaia 
Cook. R ' R R
Mrs. M. E. Wilmot entertained 
friends at the tea hour on Wednes­
day afternoon, at Uie Nurses' Home, 
Stratlicona Avenue.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Sidells, of 
Kamloops, are guests of the Royal 
Anne Hotel this week.R ♦ R
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Lander had as 
their guest over the week-end J. B. 
(Babe) Lander, of Regina, who re­
turned to his home on Monday.
Mrs, A. V. French was a visitor in 
Vernon during the week.
PR IC E S  E F F E C T IV E — April 23, 24, 25. 27, and 28
SNOWHITE BLEACH QuartBottle 8c
Johnson’s Glo-Coatff 88c CAKEBON-AMI Per cake 13c
Johnson’s Paste WaxuSSc ^ Approximately1% lbs. 25c
T ISSU E
Mr. and Mrs. George Brooks, of 
Vancouver, were guests of the Roy­
al Anne Hotel last week.
Miss E, Edgell, of Victoria, was a 
visitor in Kelowna during the past 
week.
Miss Audrey Stephenson, of Kam­
loops, spent the week-end in Ke­
lowna, the guest of Miss Alice An­
derson. R R R
Mrs. C. E. Campbell, who has 
spent the past year with her hus­
band in the east, will renuiln In the 
Kelowna district, the guest of her 
sister-in-law, Mrs. Allport, of East 
Kelowna.
Old Dutch cleanser 2ti"s19c -
INSTANT
CHIPSO G IA N T  Per pkg. ... 49c POSTUM 4-oa. tin 32cPOUND CARTON
OATS 20 lb 89c LARD -  2 25cJUICY NAVEL
Mrs. George Ronald and daughter, 
of Grand Forks, are visiting In Ke­
lowna this week.
Mr, and Mrs. H. C. Moore, of Vic­
toria, are guests of the Royal Anno 
Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Boothe, of 
Vancouver, who were the guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Boothe last week, 
left for Nelson on Saturday.
R R R
Mr. and Mrs. M. Pejyur, of Kam­
loops, were guests of the Royal 
Anne Hotel over the week-end.
FIFTY-NINi^ 
ANNIVERSARY 
FOR HUBBARDS
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Hub­
bard Have Been Married 59 
Years Today— Seven Child­
ren and 22 Grandchildren 
Living
Mrs. W. Hull, of Calgary, was a 
visitor in Kelowna last week.
' R R R
Mrs. K. Maclaren is en pension at
the Royal Anne Hotel.
* • • .
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Prittie, of 
Vancouver, were visitors in Kelow­
na last week.
Mrs. T. F. McWilliams returned 
from the Coast last week.R R R
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. GiUls, of Win­
nipeg, were guests of the Royal 
Anne Hotel last week.
' R • R R
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Pettypiece re­
turned last week from a holiday 
at thei'Coast.
Miss I. Adams, of Vernon, was a 
week-end visitor in Kelowna.
Mrs. H. J. Stevens left on Satur­
day for Armstrong and Vancouver.
*. • • .
Mrs. Stanley Burtch arrived in
Kelowna on Sunday from Nelson 
and w ill reside with her mother, 
Mrs. B. B. Harvey. A
* • •
Mrs. John S. Matthews and her 
small son, formerly of Kelowna, 
left Vancouver bn . Saturday by 
plane for Lethbridge tb join her 
husband, who is stationed there 
with the Trans-Canada Airways. .
R R R
Mrs. Jack Bowering, of Williams 
Lake, whio is visiting in. Kelowna 
for an indefinite period, is spending 
this week in Siunmerland.■ • R R - R
Miss -Cecilia Hallstrom, of Van­
couver, was a visitor in Kelowna 
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Hubbard 
are receiving the congratulations of 
their many friends today as they 
celebrate their fifty-ninth wedding 
anniversary. Both are in excellent 
health and are looking forward 
the enjoyment of their diamond an­
niversary next year.
They were married in the City of 
London, April 23, 1883, and came to 
Canada In 1913. ..There are seven 
children living, all married. Two 
sons, William and James Hubbard, 
live in London, together with one 
daughter, Mrs. Sarah Somerville.
Two other sons, Charles T. and 
Harry Hubbard, are well known re­
sidents of Kelowna, and the two re­
maining daughters are Mrs. M. Con­
roy, of Vernon, and. Mrs. Norman 
Smith, Ellison.
The happy couple have twenty- 
two grandchildren a i^  two great 
grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard are still in 
their seventies, Mr. Hubbard being 
79 and his wife 78 years of age, and 
expect to enjoy many more years of 
marital happiness.
ORANGES -  5 ”“ 38c
SUNKIST
LOCAL, GREEN
2.'■’"13c
LEMONS -  2 “ "23c
THIN SKINNED
CELERY Green or white... lb. 11c
GRAPEFRUIT 4 "” 29c
RED FIELD
CARROTS S  4 “" 29c TOMATOES _ 19c
GREEN, FIRM HEADS
CABBAGE L  11c ASPARAGUS L O C A L , T E N D E R 2 25c
Kitchen Craft
F L O U R
A  WHITE Flour 
retaining mutt of 
the Wheel Germ 
with ill nelural 
S l^ T A M I N
conlenl ...and  
i'ood-enrlching 
FLAVO R
Qt. 1 1 f  Servo a tender, tasty Steak, out
. Y / l l e  I  from Govommont Graded Steer 
e Heifer Beef and guaranteed
to satisfy.
Per lb.
Per lb.
Porterhouse. 
Per lb. .......
Prime Ribs, rolled. 
Per l b . ................
71b. paper sack .....
GEORGE H. KERR 
PASSES AFTER 
SHORT ILLNESS
W ell Known Resident Game to 
Kelowna in 1920 Leaves 
Three Children and Four 
Grandchildren
24 lb.sack ..
49“sack...
98
29c 
79c 
$1.49 
$2.89
SIRLOIN STEAKS 
ROUND STEAKS 
ROAST BEEF 
ROAST BEEF
BACON
GARUC SAUSAGE 
COOKED HAM i,.  
FRESH HAUBUT
Swifts Premium.
Bide or back. %-lb.
Sliced, 
lb . ..
33c
30c
32c
31c
24c
20c
25c
28c
W A Y
Mrs. J. W. W. Browne returned on 
Saturday from the Coast.
Mrs. Len Hill, of Peachland, was 
a visitor in Kelowna on Monday.
onMiss Winnie Gather returned
Monday from the Coast.
• • •
Mrs. M. Elkin, of Vancouver, is a 
guest of the Royal Anne Hotel,
Jullge and Mrs. A. M. Harper, of 
Vancouver, are guests of the Royal 
Anne Hotel this week.
Mrs. K. Maclaren spent several 
days in Vancouver last week.
• * •
Mrs. C. D. Campbell entertained 
at the tea hour on Friday afternoon, 
at her home on Abbott Street, hon-
George Henry Kerr passed away 
at the Kelowna General Hospital on 
Tuesday, April 21, after, a short ill­
ness. The deceased was bom in Que­
bec City in 1866 and carried on the 
business of general merchant in the 
town of Sherbrooke, Que., prior to 
coming to Glenmore in 1912.
In 1920, the family moved to Kel­
owna;, where Mr. Kerr carried on 
the business of auctioneer for.many 
years. '
He is survived by three children, 
two sons, Douglas, now in Vancou­
ver, Gordon, in Kelowna, and one 
daughter, Mrs. J. D. Pettigrew, re­
sident here. Mr. Kerr , was pre-de­
ceased by his wife, Margaret Cani- past week, 
eron Kerr, whom he married in 
Quebec City in 1888. The deceased
E, C. Spalding, Foreign Freight 
Agent for the Canadian National 
Railways, Vancouver, was a business 
visitor in Kelowna last week.
M. J. Rainier, of Hamilton, On­
tario, sF>ent several days in Kelowna 
last week, en route to the Coast.
W. H. Anderson, of Trail, was a 
visitor in Kelownalast week.
■ * , • •
E. y . Welch, of Penticton, spent 
several days in town during - the
oring Mrs. Jack Bowering, of Willr also leaves four grandchildren. 
fame Lake. Funeral services for George Henry
' • * • Kerr were held Wednesday after-
Mrs. J. R. Ross, of: Vancouver, noon, 
was a visitor in Kelowna last week. :
Mr. and Mrs, Gooderham, of Van­
couver, arrived in Kelowna this 
week and have taken up residence 
in the home of Mrs. K. Maclaren, on 
Pendozi Street.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Hutchinson and 
family, of Saskatoon, spent several 
days in Kelowna this 'week, en
route to the Coast.
■ ■ ■
Miss Jean Watson, of Victoria, 
spent the week-end in Kelowna.
JAMES S. REEKIE 
DIES SUDDENLY 
IN VANCOUVER
Mrs. V. Arduini and infant son, 
of Kamloops, are spending a week
Brother of W ell Known . City 
Man Once. Lived in Kelowna 
-—Deceased Had R e a c h e d  
Age of Eighty-four
WHAT’S IN 
A NAME?
BLENDED AND PACKED IN 
CANADA
O N E  C U P  
S H O W S  
Y O U !
At your grocer s 
In 7- and 12-oz. 
packages — also 
in  im p ro v e d  
F I L T E R  tea  
balls.
A  quiet wedding ceremony took 
place on Sunday afternoon, April 19, 
at two o’clock, at St. Michael and 
A ll Angels’ Church, when Elizabeth 
Elvyne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
J. P, Forde, of Kelowna, formerly of 
Victoria, became the bride of Ed­
ward Russell Vipond,^ of Trail. Rey. 
C. E. Davis officiated.
Given in marriage by-her father,, 
the bride wore a teal blue ensemble 
of wool, with snakeskin accessories 
and hat en tone. Talisman roses and 
lilies of the valley formed her cor­
sage. ,
Following an informal recep­
tion held at the Royal Anne Hotel, 
Mr. and Mrs. Vipond left on their 
wedding trip to the Coast, afte r^ 
which they w ill take up residence 
in Trail.
LADIES’ GOLF
Seventeen lad i^  took part in the 
handicap match play _fqr the Mc- 
Tavish Cup on Saturday.
This Saturday, the nine hole hid­
den hole competition w ill be played.
News of the death of James Sin- 
in Kelowna, the guests of Mr. and clair Reekie in Vancouver was re- 
Mrs. James Campbell, Bertram ceived by his brother, John E. 
Street, Reekie, of Kelowna, last Friday and
* • • Mr. Reekie. left for Vancouver to
Mrs. F. Edwards, of Vancouver, attend the funeral services, which 
was a visitor in town last week. ^eld Monday afternoon, burial
Friends of Kathleen stand- taking place in Mountain View
bridge held a farewell party on Sat-
urday evening in her honor, at the James S. Reelae was tlm fo m d ^  
honJof Mrs. W. A. Newton, Patter- and/president o f Va^^^^
son Avenue. Kathleen and her mo- l^mpany, and a resi^nt of
ther, Mrs. T. Standbridge, and sisters, P^tish CJoltrabia for 37 Tears, 
leave at the . eiidi o f : the month to Born in IpMardme, Onteno, 84 
reside in Esquimau. years ago,^of Empire Loyalist de^
T " * • • cent, Mr. Reekie came west to Fort
Miss Eleanor Palmer is holidaying Garry in 1876. He met and married 
at the Coast. his wife in Manitoba, and they
. ■ . .. spent the first four years of their
Mrs. T. W. Roth returned ftom the their homestead on
Coast last week,, after spending the the Souris Plains before moving to 
Easter holidays visiting relatives, goissevain, where Mr. Reekie was 
: Mr. and Mrs. H. F. B. Brooke, of engaged in business for 17 years. 
Vancouver, are ^ests of the Royal came to Ifelowna,
Ann<> Hotel this week end resided here from 1904 to 1907Anne Hotel this weeK. before going to Vancouver. In 1933
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. (Jerir) Elliott they celebrated their golden wed- 
are expected home this' w^fik-end ding anniversary.
Cliff Huckle, of Pinchi Lake, was 
a visitor in . Kelowna during the 
week.
R. W. Robertson, of Medicine Hat, 
spent several days in Kelowna last 
week. ' ■
M. L. Sweeney and the Misses 
Sweeney, of Vancouver, are guests 
of the Royal Anne Hotel.
W;'Cochrane, of Calgary, was a 
visitor in Kelowna this week.
L. J. Smith, of Kamloops,., spent 
several days in town during the 
week.
W. M. Sutton, of Winnipeg, is a 
visitor in Kelowna this week.
A. M. McTavish, of Vancouver,- 
was a visitor in Kelowna this week.
Wm. Fox, of the staff of C K  OV, 
is expected home /this week-end 
from the Coast, where he has been 
holidaying.
M ak e  B reak fast a  T reat
Now more than ever you owe yourself 
and your family the cheery lift of a 
hearty, tempting breakfast. There’s 
nothing like it to start your day right, 
to send you out on your job with lots of 
pep and energy ! Make breakfast a real 
treat every day by serving
IDEAL BREAD
PHONE 121 FOB DELIVERY
SUTHERLAND BAKERY LTD.
SAfrf the tfery the 
0PPY WAY -  enjoy 
deifeious.murishmy
QUAKER OATS
Yoa bet I There’s nothing like a steaming, 
hot bteakfiut o f  tempting wbole-graht 
Quaker Oats to start die day off right I Yon: 
need lots o f ‘Thiamin (Vitamin B i) every 
dayl Quaker Oats is an excellent source of 
Thiamin, and oftiieYltsminBComplea^ one. 
Ounce o f  Quaker Oats contains an average' 
o f  70 International Units o f Bi. Delicious
Quaker Oats is ditifiy, too l Costs
mndi less than Ic a serving.
_J. Kirkland and\A. Broxford, of 
AUenby, B. C., were guests at the 
Mayfair Hotel during a ghort stay 
in the city.
C. H. Robinson, of Nelson, who is 
with the Department of Fisheries, 
was a guest of the Mayfair Hotel 
over the week-end.
l W‘!;5
C. Rowles, o f Vancouver, was a 
visitor to the city for a few days, 
registered at the Mayfair Hotel.
Doug. Kerr, of Vancouver, was 
a visitor in Kelowna over the week­
end. V
SERIOUSLY ILL
OVERSEAS
Pte. Harry W ard Injured in 
Auto Crash in Scotland
FRIE Sr/IMFS
C0UP0NS,^R0M
from the Coast, where they have 
spent their honeymoon.
To Enrich The Soil
The ability of legumes to enrich 
the soil was known to the ancient 
Chinese, Greeks and Romans, who 
found that they could keep on crop­
ping the same land if  they rotated 
their crops and included legumes.
Mrs. W. Fox, who has spent the 
past month in  Vancouver, is expect­
ed home this week-end.
• *  •
Mr. and Mrs. J. R  Munro, of Ed-
Mr. Reekie leaves his wife; three 
daughters, Mrs./ C. C. Josselyn, Ta­
coma, Wash.; Mrs. Lester White, 
Cypress Park, B.C; Mrs. Clarence 
Stmth, Vista, Calif.; one son, Sin­
clair, New York City; one step-son, 
Fred Robirison, New Westminster. 
Hit) only remaining brother is
SCOUTS COLLECT 
SALVAGE SAT.
monton, visited friends in Kelowna 
during the week-end, en route to
Victoria. sisters surviving are Miss M. I.
Mrs. J. M. Houlding left on Mon­
day to spend a holiday at the Coast.
i i  
Reekie, Kelowna, Mrs. J. Thomson, 
Owen Sound, and Mrs. P. R. Loutlt, 
Winnipeg.
The 2nd Kelowna Boy Scout 
Troop, working in conjunction with 
the salvage committee of the Jun­
ior Board of Trade, on Saturday 
w ill collect salvage at aU homes 
between Ethel and Richter north of 
Lawson Avenue.
Householders are urged to gather 
their salvage together and have it 
ready for the boys when they call. 
The materials wanted include scrap
Word reached Kelowna this week 
that Pte., Hariy Ward, son of Mrs. 
P. M. Ward and brother of Jack 
Ward, is “dangerously ill” in Scot­
land as a result; of a motor accident.
Pte.- Ward was driving an ambul­
ance; for the Forestry Corps when, 
apparently, there was an accident. 
Ottawa stated that he was “danger­
ously ill.”
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RETURNING
OFFICER
From Pag« h  Coluxim i  
ftaUon will be In the Community
EUison-RuUand (17) w ill vote at 
the McL»e«n-Fit2p«trick packing 
Imusc. and Richard 11. Hall 1» the
^G w rgo  F. Bolton Is the D.U O. for 
Glenmore, and the polling station is 
in the Irrigation District building.
In Kclowna-Benvoulin. w h e r e  
John F. Munson is D.R.O., the poll 
will bo held at the Mission Creek
Schwl. , . . .  .
In Rutland, the polling station »* 
in Uie Rutland CW nunUy Ilall, 
and Arthur E. A, Harrison and Cecil 
H, Bond arc Uic D.R-Ojn
In Winfield the voting w ill take 
place in the Commmilty Hall, and 
Walter J. Coe is the D.R.O,
At Okanagan
ry C. Maliam and Madge J. Crich 
ton are the DM.Om, the poll will be
■“ a . > »
the Community Hall, with William
C. MacKay as D.R.O. «  c
In Pcacliland, where W. R. ^  
Melcalle is the ^.R-O.. t ^  voting 
w ill take place at tt»e Municipal
“  Ad Oyama the poUlng station Is
situated In the ^ «  n  ‘
and H. A. Maclaren Is the DR.O-
U.C. PU YERS  
PRESENT PLAYS 
AT WESTBANK
THJE K M iM W M A  COUKUER
Mdric y©yr B»Hot Tliys
THURSDAY. APRIL. t3, UMJ
Sgt. Observer G. R. Pringle On 
Leave —  Peach and Cherry 
Blossom at Best
On the evening of Thursday, Ap­
ril 16. tlie Young People's Society 
of Kelowna United Church present­
ed two plays in the United Church 
at Westbank. 17ie plays, the nanuss
cm m m m m Bco
T H R IFT Y  V A L U E S  fo r  
T H R IFT Y  SHOPPERS
m •  A P R IL  23rd to 28th •  ®
BUTI’ER 9  lbs. 7 0
Kelowna No. 1 ^  for I O  v
LUX S O A P - 4 « ° ^ 2 5 c
P. & G. SOAP— r  for5 '”'23'
HOj
COWAN’S COCOA, lb.... 25o
WATERGLASS, tin .....  16o
CATELLI’S FINEST MACA­
RONI. Tid-bits. 4 f o r ..... Z5o
W AX  PAPER—40’s 
3 pkts. (120 sheets) Aw k/
m u s h r o o m  s a n d w ic h
SPREAD—Money’s. i  C  «
Delicious on toast ....
SUPER SUDS— A K o
giant pkg...............
H
LIFEBUOY— 4  for 2 5 c
HAWES FLOOR 
W AX .............. 37c
r ^SINB~
Aust. seedless 22c
STAFFORD’S ---------------- n n  :
NOODLE
SOUP
CURRANTS— 9  lbs. 9 0 p
Aust., reclcanediiw •
MIX
UiiM  _______
FRENCH PEA SOUP
2 '"2 3 c 10 oz. tin, 4 for ............  25c24-oz. tins, 2 io r ............  23o
Large 
PRINCESS 
FLAKES
With coupon I  Ac
Only ......
Coupon expires 
May 1.
SO ACT NO W ! HIGHEST
O U A LITV
LIQUID VENEER— .. 37c! I
of which were "Release" and "The 
Nameless One," drew a good crowd 
and won high praise for the play-
*^*^Following the entertainment, re­
freshments were served to the vis­
itors In llic basement of tlie churco. 
by the Westbank Young PcKiplea 
Society. ,  , *
Sergt. Observer George R. Pringle 
passed through Westbank last week, 
cn route to the Coast, wliere he will 
spend a short leave with ids par­
ents, Rev. George and Mrs. Pringle. 
His visit came as a pleasant surprise 
to his many friends who came to 
know him when he served us min­
ister at Peachland and Westbank. 
Following his leave, Sergt. Observer 
Pringle will bo stationed at Halifax.
Allan Davidson returned recently 
from hospital In Kelowna, following
a tonsil operation.
• *  •
Pilot Officer Vernon Yculett has 
been at home for the past week, 
spending a leave with his wife and 
small son. ,  * *
Miss Betty Carre returned on Fri­
day from Vancouver, where she had 
spent a month’s holiday with 
among whom were Mr. and Mra. 
Clifford Dobbin, formerly of West- 
bank. , , ,
Mrs. Archie Currie and ^ b y
daughters spent the week-end at the
home of Mrs. Currie’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Cross, of Rutland, 
t * *
John Hussey, who was recently 
discharged from the Army, returned 
home on Monday,^ ^
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Keddy and 
Harvey Whyte spent the -week-end 
at'Mara. , * *
Peach and cherry blossoms are pre­
senting a fine show in Westbank mis 
week. From aU appearances, a fine 
crop of peaches may be expected, 
and in many cases this year s cherry 
crop is reported to be much in ex­
cess of last year’s. . ■
Arc you in favor of 
releasing the govern­
ment from any obliga­
tion arising out of any 
past commitments re­
stricting the methods 
of raising men . for 
military service?
UXamC TANK  
A  pemiit for ti»e oowtr action of 
u temporary septic tank was grant­
ed by Uie City Council to A. M. Mc- 
Inroy on Monday night. The tank 
will be installed on the premises at 
184 Patterson Avenue, and a permit 
must bo secured and the work ai»- 
proved by the City Sanitary Inspec­
tor. When sewer facilities are made 
available the premises must be con­
nected forthwith.
STEPHENS .LEAVES F W P A Y  
L- I t  member of the
B. C. Interior Vegetable Marketing 
Board and manager of tlie Co-oi>er- 
Stlve Shipj;«TS Sales Service Ex­
change, leaves on Friday for Otta­
wa, where he will assume a poaitlon 
with the Agricultural Division of 
the Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board. Hla family will not accoor- 
pany him.
The Q t u a U t y  T e a
/
W e  urge you to mark your plebiscite ballot as above on April 27th.
Hon. G R O TE  S T IR L IN G  O. L. JONES • C. W . M O R R O W
W . A. C. B E N N E T T  Capt. C. R. B U L L  Mrs. E. S N O W S E L L
■ G. A. M cKAY, Mayor of Kelowna. G. H. M O U B R A Y , Reeve of Glenniore.
SALAM
TEA
//Try Reversing The Question
//
A. K. Loyd Makes Suggestion to Those W ho Are Not 
Going to Vote “Yes”
PEACHLAND
PASSES BYLAW Costly Damage
Only Six Oppose $6,000 Hydro 
Electric Bylaw
KARPOL for the car 23c
cleans, polishes. 7-oz.
RUTLAND
NABOB PURE JAM— 4-lb. tins 4 . 7 c
Damson, Greengage, Red Plum. Tin .........  *X • k/
The McKENZIf CO., Ltd.
Phone 214 The Master G rocas ^
DELIVERIES—^Harvey and North, 10,30; South of Harvey, 3.30
a V O T E  “Y E S ” on A P R IL  27th
A tten tion  P ro s p e c to rs
The Department of Mines is now arranging to 
purchase S G H E E L IT E , in small quantities.
On T H U R S D A Y , A P R IL  30th, at 7.30 p.m., at 
the Board of Trade Rooms, Kelowna,
Dr. M. S. H E D L E Y
will explain this scheme to all irtterested 
J prospectors.
Baseball and softball are now get­
ting into their stride locally. On 
Sunday, a local team of juniors were 
defeated by a visiting Kelowna mne 
at baseball, on the new R u t^ d  
Park diamond, by the redoubt^le 
score of 28 runs to 24. On Monday 
afternoon, public school teams pmy- 
ed in Kelowna against town public 
school nines at softball, the Rutl^d  
boys and girls teams both proving 
victorious. • ♦ ♦
John Dillman left on Monday by 
C N R. for North Star, in the peace 
Biver district, Alberta, where he 
w ill stay at the home of an older 
brother.
Mrs. V. McHallam and her sister- 
in-law, Mrs. A. McHallam. of Van- 
couver, who had been visiting 
for the past two weeks, left on Sat­
urday by car for the Coast. The car 
was driven by Robert McH^lam, of 
Vancouver, who drove up from the 
Coast last week for a short visit to 
his sister, Miss E- McHallam, of the 
Rutland school staff.^
The Rutland Local of the B.C.F. 
G.A. meets on Thursday night, A ^  
ril 23, to hear an address by Mr. W il­
cox of the Summerland Experi­
mental Station on irrigation prac­
tices. A  discussion ..on the forthcom­
ing plebiscite w ill also be included 
in the agenda.^  ^ ^
Residents are reminded that, as 
the voting on tfie plebiscite is a 
federal affair, the district, is once 
more split up into two polling div­
isions, and a section one mile wide 
at the north of the district is sliced
"Try reversing the question.’’
It was A. K. Loyd who made the 
suggestion during a discussion on 
the plebiscite.
“ If you are thinking of not vot­
ing or of voting ‘No,’ try reversing 
the plebiscite question and see 
whether you can endorse it then,’’ 
Mr. Loyd.suggested.
"The plebiscite question to be an­
swered on Monday is: ‘Are you in 
favor of releasing the Government 
from any obligation arising out of 
any past commitments restricting 
the methods of raising men for mili­
tary service?’ Now reverse that and 
you have this: ‘I  am in favor of 
continuing the methods by which 
the full man-power of this country - 
shall be mustered to face the emer­
gency.’ By your ‘No’ vote, that is 
what you will say. And by'your fail­
ure to vote, that is what you sup­
port by inference.
‘‘Have we not by now learned the 
lesson that you cannot invent and 
improvise defence against tanks 
and dive bombers?’’ Mr. Loyd con­
tinued. ‘‘Are we still to see the 
lives of brave men and women sac­
rificed in desperate l^t-ditch ‘s ^ d s  
against hordes of ihilitary-minded 
fanatics who have been trained for 
years in the theory that of all the 
symbols of humanity, including the 
Cross, the sword shall reign sup­
reme? Have not the massacres of 
Hong Kong, the catastrophes in 
Malaya, the sacrifice of first-line 
ships, and untold carnage among^ 
our troops, forced upon us the reali­
zation that total war means total 
war, and cah only be fought by 
those who are prepared.to wage to­
tal war?
‘ ‘Is it possible that some of us 
still can be induced to split haire 
and to argue while civilization is 
tottering? Is it conceivable that 
possible past errors of this or any 
other Government can be considered 
an excuse by us to hesitate in the 
face of the greatest emergency of 
all time? Singapore and Dunkirk 
were merely the final flower of an 
exactly similar mental attitude tak­
en by people who thought ‘It can 
never happen here,’ and who found 
in the last desperate hour that gall­
antry alone is not enough In these 
days of mechanized terror.
"Surely no good Canadians—and 
I take it that none of you listeners 
w ill wish to be considered, any thing 
else—can hesitate to throw, in so far 
as it lies in his power, all his au­
thority, all his ability, and all his 
energy into prosecuting this war to 
a victorious close. Are we not too 
inclined to say. The news from the 
East isn’t so good today,’ and then 
go out to lunch—hoping that some 
one w ill do something about it be­
fore it becomes, inconvenient to us.
“Looking for a moment from the 
comparative comfort and security 
reflected in British Columbia, does 
it still require much of a stretch 
of the imagination to find ourselvw, 
our homes and our families in peril, 
and then to .picture just how unor­
ganized guerillas and the compara­
tively few trained troops in the 
country would throw away their 
lives to man the defences in a last 
desperate effort once more to achieve 
the impossible and to add another 
link to the chain of ‘too little and 
too late.’ , , .
“By the very, fact that in our 
democracy the opinion of the people 
is sought on such a fundamental 
point, we have exposed both our 
strength and our weakness. Let us 
see that on our own behalf we make 
sure that the resultant declaration 
of independence of thought and M- 
tion signified by saying ‘Yes’ on the 
27th of this month shall be so em­
phatic that its echoM shall rever­
berate even in Berlin and Tokyo. 
Let us not wait until the highway to 
Alaska becomes another Burma road. 
It is hard to conceive of the free and 
independent Canadian citizen who 
w ill not, to the utmost of his ability, 
authorize the fullest measure of Do­
minion-wide war effort, and who 
would not forever afterwards feel 
the brand of the faint-hearted upon 
him if he did not vote ‘Yes’ on the 
27th of this month.’’
By a vote of 87 to 6, with two 
spoiled ballots, Peachland’s Hydro- 
Electric By-law carried on Tuesday, 
making the vote almost unanimous.
This by-law for $6,000 will provide 
lo r  new equipment which will give
twenty-four hour service, when in­
stalled. Cold storage equipment is 
also being planned by the 'Walter’s 
Ltd. packing house, which w ill aid 
in handling the increasing soft fruit 
crops from this district.
The vote was smaller than usual 
because of the number of enlisted 
men who are away, but it shows de­
finite support on the part of the rate­
payers for this progressive move.
by M O T H S
A  few cents invested now will save 
that damage.
P A R A C I D E
Destroys moths in all places. E x ­
cellent for use in vacuum cleaners. 
1-lb. tin ..................  49c
L A R V E X — The surest and easiest method to 
protect your garments. 16-oz, bottle ........ 85c
REDUCED
PRICES
On
ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
M O T H  G A R M E N T  B A G S — Extra heavy qual­
ity and large size. Price, each — ............... 65c
M O T H  B A L L S , per lb.................... ............. 25c
y  L I F E  arui 
S P A R K L E
See our Special Table of 
clearance items.
E L E C T R IC  IR O N S  
Like new, from ....95c 
Reg. $9,. 70 >
T A B L E  L A M P
R ^uced  to —....$4.95
E L E C T R IC  T O A S T E R  
, 1 only '
Table Lamps and Shades, 
Ceiling Fixtures, 
Flashlights, etc.
THE KELOWNA 
ELECTRIC LTD.
END’S Tss-
ICO NO M V • « • • •
S IZ I
98< 30*
FOR YOUR MEDICINE CHEST
ASPIRIN
BIG BOHLE H i lC  LESS THAN 
100'S Sf||^1« A TABLET
FAST-ACTING,
SAFE RELIEF FROM PAIN
W. R. TRENCH iTD.
Drugs and Stationery:^
• — ^We prepay postage on all mail orders—
Phone 73 Kelowna, B.C.
V O T E  “Y E S ” o n ; A P R IL  27
off and added to the Ellison district 
to make the Ellison-Rutland poU. 
Those living north of a line running 
due east from the site of the old can­
nery w ill 'Vote at McLean & Fitzpat­
rick’s packing house, while those to 
the south w ill vote in the Communi­
ty Hall. ’This arbitrary and confusing 
division Of the district has been 
protested against repeatedly, but 
without avaiL Joint action by all 
three political parties might remedy 
the situation. ,
More About
TWENTY-
TWO
FRI., SAT., 7 and 9 p.m.
Mat, Sat., 2.30. Quiz, 2 p,m.
m
t W
1 ^  a
WABNEB BBOS!
HAmEsr:Kir.■ Grflh _
JUMMY DURANTE 
RICHARD TRAVIS 
BIUIE BURKE 
REOINAU) GARDINER -*1 V
Did you hear the Charlie 
McCarthy program last 
Sunday? . . . W ell, Monty 
Woolley was Charlie’s 
guest.
This is one of my “Personally 
Recommended’’ pictures.
YOU SHOULD SEE I T !
-W ILL  HARPER, Manager,
. —Added Attractions— .
M A R C H  O F  T IM E
(Far East Command)
— And— *
LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS
Showing Britain’s spring aerial 
4 offensive over France.
Mon., Tues., Wed., 3 days
Nightly, 7 and 8.47 -
GREW OK'
F o u r  h e a d
^  line stars!
ttYUHt,
^  A  tale of 
r a c y
xoxaancel
i  m io T io u s  e n -
tertainraentl
—PLUS—
And LATEST NEWS PIC'TURES
T H U R S  , FRI., SAT.
Complete shows start 7 and 8.59 
Mat., Saturday, 2.30
w
Starting 7.13, 9.22
— A^lso—
“The Art of Skiing”
—and—
LATENT NEWS PICTURES
COMING
. 4th, 5th, 6th May
“JOHNNY EAGER”
ROBT. TAYLOR, 
LAN A TURNER
^  P R O V E  Y O U R S E L F  A  G O O D  N E IG H B O R  and C I'T IZE N  [p
I f vou live outside walking distance of the Empress Theatre and you are coming m 
to attend any show—offer your neighbor the use of the spare seat or two m your car. 
He will appreciate it . .. so will we. Thanks !
HIGH A 
SPOTS ^
of Kelowna Senior High 
School News
“Jive' for Junk’’ was the slogan 
decided upon by the Students’ Coun­
cil for the big High School party 
on Friday-night in the school gym­
nasium. Student Council represen­
tative Len Wade, in Monday morn­
ing’s auditorium period, announced 
that no one would be admitted to 
the dance unless he or she donated 
some suitable piece of salvage. In 
this way K.H.S. wiU attempt to 
stimulate interest in the value that 
salvage actually plays in a total war 
effort.
The school salvage campaign, al­
though oficially opened after Easter, 
had an opening preview before the 
holidays started, so that those doing 
any spring cleaning around 'the 
house would know what to lay aside 
as prospective salvage.
Thursday of last week, a carload 
of High School boys, led by P. J. 
Kitley, High School teacher, spent 
one of two study periods vigorously 
loading salvage into a railroad box 
car.
Current Best Sellers and 
Renters
R E A D  f  
T H E M  for
(‘COLUMBUS,”
Rafael Sabatini
(‘CORN IN EGYPT,’’
Warwick Deeping
“THE GHOST AND THE 
MAIDEN,” R. H. Motteram
“IVANHOE KEELER,”
Phil Stong
“THE MAN WHO CHANGED 
HIS PLEA,”
E. Phillips Oppenheim
Magazine Subscriptions and 
New Books at Standard Pub­
lishers- Prices.
M O RR ISO N 'S
Agents for Vancouver Sun 
LIBRARY & NEWS STAND 
VOTE "YES” APR IL 27
From Page 1, Column 5 
shells.
The famous Bren machine gun 
was shown on regular and anti-air­
craft mounts together with Lewis 
and Vickers machine guns. Old sol­
diers were somewhat critical of the 
short modem bayonet, used in toe 
new Lee-Enfield Mark IV  service 
rifle, which uses a peep sight. The 
modern rifle is lighter and less bur­
densome than the old style and  ^toe 
six-inch bayonet quite adequate for 
putting an enemy out of action, au­
thorities state.
'The famous Thompson sub-mach­
ine gun was also on display and this 
“Tommy gun’( is a handy little auto­
matic rifle of concentrated fire pow­
er. An anti-tank gun was also 
shown. This gun throws a two- 
pound armor piercing shell which 
w ill go through two-inch armor 
plate. A ll toe guns were on rubber- 
tired wheels and designed for mob­
ile action.
Spectators passed on to view  gas 
de-contamination units, portable 
field kitchen equipment and dis­
plays of food served to the troops. 
An interesting exhibit of toe work 
done by the army trade schools had 
a car to itself and .examples of lathe 
work, tinsmithing, auto mechames 
and all branches of this vitally im­
portant part of Canada’s army were 
demonstrated.
On the flat cars at toe rear one 
saw types of heavy equipment used 
by toe armed forces. The 25-ton 
Valentine tank has a revolving tur­
ret, has a crew of three and vision 
is secured by two periscopes. *11113 
monster of destruction has a top 
speed of forty miles an hour and 
has seen much service in the snows 
of Russia during toe past winter.
A  Bren .gun carrier was on dis­
play and the famous “jeep” with its 
four wheel drive which w ill carry 
a crew of four through almost any 
type of country. :
The ‘portable searchlight unit with 
its own power auxiliary created a 
great deal of interest with its tre­
mendous beam which reaches a dis­
tance of sixty miles. This unit 
throws a light of 400 million candle 
power and officials state that one 
can read a newspaper by the light 
thrown twenty-five miles away. The 
light can be turned on its table with 
little effort and tilted in all direc­
tions by finger-tip control. •
In addition to toe items described, 
the twenty-two hundred residents, 
who made their way through toe 
cars at the rate of 20 every minute, 
saw hundreds of other interesting 
exhibits too numerous to^  mention. 
A  multitude of things turned out in 
Canada for ourselves and our allies 
•were on display and the exhibition 
demonstrated that Canada is geared 
for full war effort and that we are 
carrying our share of toe load and 
toe responsibility, '
V o t c ’T r c s ”
on MONDAY
.. . and then enhance that feeling of well 
being by dropping in at Meikle's Ltd. 
and inspecting their large spring stock
' of
Suits 
Sports Jackets 
Sports Slacks 
Flannels, etc. 
Spring Footwear
Fashion-Craft Suits
Hand tailored of the finest “W est of Eng­
land” worsteds. Smart styles, new pat 
terns. Some with extra trousers.
Priced, $27.50, $30, $32, $35, $37.50
Young Men’s Sports Jackets
Smart tweeds in the new 3-buttoni long 
coat style. .
Priced from . ............-.... - $15.95
Students’ Sports Jackets
A  loose-fitting, unlined jacket with bel­
lows pockets. Snappy tweeds and colors. 
Sizes 34 to 40.
Priced at  ............ — ...$8.95, $9.95
Sports Slacks
Worsted and tropical slacks for young 
men and students.' Drape and semi­
drape styles. Off shade blues, greens and 
; brown to .choose from.
Priced ........ .......$4.75 to $8.25
English Flannels
>grey flannels andAll-wool 'gr  worsted 
trousers in light, medium and dark grey.
Priced .... ................... $5.25 to $9.00
Spring Footwear
If you are looking for style, comfort and 
lasting satisfaction—-buy quality' Toot- 
wear. W ^  guarantee both quality and 
fit. Astoria, Scott-McHale, Worthmore, 
Heel-Hugger v and - Biltwell makes to 
choose froiTi- Sizes-6 to 12.. 
P r i c e d ^
$5.00, $5.50, $6.00, $6.50,
$7.75, $8.25 to $10.50
^ e a . M c lh le ,
L . I M I T E D
Quality ^liCerchandise
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